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EXHIBIT C
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
PETITION FOR JUDICAL REVIEW -ALS

IDJ'\.HO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT

Driver Ser\lices . PO Box 7129
8o~se :D 33707 1129

PHONE:

DECEMBER 05, 2011

CHRISTOPHER M NELSON
104 2ND ST SPACE 13
KAMIAH
ID

(208) 334-8736

83 53 6

LIC#:
FILE#: 263000004421
DOB:

NOTICE OF TELEPHONE HEARING
A HEARING WILL BE HELD PURSUANT TO YOUR REQUEST REGARDING THE
ADMINISTRATIVE LICENSE SUSPENSION DATED NOVEMBER 22, 2011
THE
HEARING WILL BE CONDUCTED BY TELEPHONE CONFERENCE CALL ON
DECEMBER 15, 2011 AT 2:00MT . THE TELEPHONE CALL WILL BE PLACED TO:
(
) YOU, AT TELEPHONE #:
(XXX) YOUR ATTORNEY: JONATHAN HALLY
AT TELEPHONE #: 208 743-9516
THE HEARING OFFICER PRESIDING AT THE HEARING WILL BE DUSTIN JANSEN

**********************************************************************
* YOU HAVE 7 DAYS FROM THE DATE OF THIS NOTICE TO REQUEST A
*
* CONTINUANCE FOR GOOD CAUSE SHOWN. FAILURE TO REQUEST A
*
* CONTINUANCE WITHIN 7 DAYS MAY RESULT IN THE DENIAL OF REQUEST.
*
**********************************************************************
THE HEARING OFFICER MAY TAKE OFFICIAL NOTICE OF THE PETITIONER'S
DRIVER'S LICENSE RECORD AS MAINTAINED BY THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION
DEPARTMENT, THE IDAHO ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE ACT 04.11.01, ALL
MANUALS ADOPTED UNDER IDAPA RULES 11.03.01 AND 39.02.72, IDAHO
STATUTES, CITY AND COUNTY ORDINANCES, AND REPORTED COURT DECISIONS.
THE HEARING WILL BE CONDUCTED ACCORDING TO THE PROVISIONS OF TITLE 67,
CHAPTER 52, IDAHO CODE, AND THE RULES OF PRACTICE AND PROCUDURES OF
THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT.
IF YOU NEED FURTHER ASSISTANCE,
PLEASE CALL (208) 332-2005

CC: JONATHAN RALLY

FORM 029

10014

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
PETITION FOR JUDICAL REVIEW - ALS

SUBPOENA - CIVIL

"

,['

IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPT.
.3311 W. STATE ST.
BOISE, ID 83703

TELEPHONE# (208)332-2005
PO BOX 7129
BOISE, ID 83707

BEFORE THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION BOARD OF THE STATE OF lDAJ-:!O IN A,\JD FOR THE IDAHO
TRANSPORTATION DEPART!v1ENT
AD\JINlSTRATlVE HEARING
fN THE iV1ATTER OF THE

DRIVING PRIVILEGES OF

SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM

CHRISTOPHER M. NELSON
THE STATE OF IDAHO TO: EVIDENCE CUSTODIAN-KAMIAH MARSHALS

OFFICE

\' ou are hereby commanded to produce evidence for an Adminislrativc Hearing before the
rdaho Transportation Department

You are commanded to provide the following items and documents:
One copv of anv audio and video of the stop/arrest/evidentiary testing of
Christopher 1\-1.. Nel.~on on November 22, 2011, DR #L2-2011-0167.

THE SUBPOENAED MATERIAL MUST BE RECEIVED BY DECEMBER 19, 2011.
Notice To Party To Whom This Subpoena is Directed: This subpoena is issued upon the
condition that the requesting party, Attorney Jonathan Hally) Phone #743-9516 shall advance the reason:-ible
cost of producing the books, papers, documents, or tangible things, to the agency providing the evidence.

**IF YOU ARE UNABLE TO COMPLY WITH THIS SUBPOENA, PLEASE IMMEDIATELY
_CONTACT CALLIE AT (208) 332-2005. **
Subpoenaed material MUST BE SENT via US. Mail TO:
·
Idaho Transportation Department
A.L.S. Hearing Unit
Att: CaTliePO Box 7129
Boise TD 83707-1129
This subpoena has been issued in compliance with ID APA rule 39.02.72.300.01

ff you ]lave any questions regarding ihis subpoena you can contact Ca!Lie at 332-2005

Dustin Janse'rr
Hearing Officer

/

J

l/

'. ,.., ""'!"

l ( i

'"'This subpoena is a single page document. Any additional documents requesting evidence
1ttached to this subpoena have ~OT bef'f:f{PProved by the Hearing Examiner and should not be
~onsidered~MQ~1t)M "lJt1 t1WT,QRX.Y!:, "ALS
PETITION FOR JUDICAL ~ -

·

·

t

htt f'www -gfi -com
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This fax was receive
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IOAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT

Driver Services • P.O. Box 7129
Boise ID 83707-1129

(M£1:b4-873s·
drnv.idaho.gov

'i .
··~

,~~\i
PHONE:
CHARLES H. STRCSCHi::IN

SMITH, ABRAHAM LOUIS
3620 14TH ST
LEWISTON

ATTORNEY
208-743=95!6

ID

83501

(208) 334-8736

JANUARY 04, 2011
LIC#:
FILE#:
DOB:

NOTICE OF TELEPHONE HEARING
A HEARING WILL BE HELD PURSUANT TO YOUR REQUEST REGARDING THE
ADMINISTRATIVE LICENSE SUSPENSION DATED DECEMBER 22, 2010
THE
HEARING WILL BE CONDUCTED BY TELEPHONE CONFERENCE CALL ON
JANUARY 18, 2011
AT l:OOMT
THE TELEPHONE CALL WILL BE PLACED TO:
(
) YOU, AT TELEPHONE #:
(XXX) YOUR ATTORNEY: CHARLES STROSCHEIN
AT TELEPHONE #: 208 743-9516
THE HEARING OFFICER PRESIDING AT THE HEARING WILL BE ERIC MOODY
**********************************************************************
* YOU HAVE 7 DAYS FROM THE DATE OF THIS NOTICE TO REQUEST A
*
* CONTINUANCE FOR GOOD CAUSE SHOWN. FAILURE TO REQUEST A
*
* CONTINUANCE WITHIN 7 DAYS MAY RESULT IN THE DENIAL OF REQUEST.
*
**********************************************************************
THE HEARING OFFICER WILL TAKE JUDICIAL NOTICE OF THE RECORDS REGULARLY
MAINTAINED BY THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, THE IDAHO
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE ACT RULES, ALL MANUALS ADOPTED UNDER IDAPA
RULES 11.03.01 AND 39.02.72, IDAHO STATUTES, AND REPORTED IDAHO COURT
DECISIONS.
THE HEARING WILL BE CONDUCTED ACCORDING TO THE PROVISIONS OF TITLE 67,
CHAPTER 52, IDAHO CODE, AND THE RULES OF PRACTICE AND PROCEDURES OF
THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT.
IF YOU NEED FURTHER ASSISTANCE,
PLEASE CALL (208) 332-2005.

(}~t~·11\
CC: CHARLES STROSCHEIN

~~NDUM IN:mgPflORT OF

PETITION FOR JUDI CAL REVIEW - ALS

··~Jij~i ~~

From:"·"'-322002

Page 214

Date: 1/6/2011 8:20:42 AM

933 22002

f':' .:::. - '{ a.m.

01-05-2011
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UBPOENA - CIVIL
IDAHO TRA..NSPORTA TION DEPT.
3311 W. STATE ST.

BOISE, ID 83703

TELEPHONE # (208)332-2005
POBOX7129
BOISE, ID 83707

BEFORE THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION BOARD OF TIIB STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE IDAHO
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT
ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING
IN THE MATTER OF THE
DRIVING PRIVILEGES OF

SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM

ABRAHAM LOUIS SMITH
THE STATE OF IDAHO TO: BRANDON HOPPLE-LEWISTON POLICE DEPARTMENT
You are hereby commanded to produce evidence for an Administrative Hearing before the
Idaho Transportation Department.

You are commanded to provide the following items and documents:
One copy of the INSTRUMENT OPERATION LOGSHEETS and CALIBRATION/PERFORMANCE VERIFICATION
RECORDS for Intoxilyzer 5000EN SN #68-012541 for the period of November 1, 2010 thru December 23, 2010, showing
the .08 and .20 calibration checks "'ith the corresponding Simulator Solution Lot changes.

THE SUBPOENAED MATERIAL MUST BE RECEIVED BY JANUARY 19, 2011.
Notice To Party To Whom This Subpoena is Directed: This subpoena is issued upon the
cundition that the requesting party, Attorney Charles Stroschein, Phone #743-9516 shall advance the reasonable cost of
{lroducing the books, papers, documents, or tangible things, to the agency providing the evidence.
! ,•

**IF YOU ARE UNABLE TO COMPLY WITH THIS SUBPOENA, PLEASE IMMEDIATELY CONTACT
CALLIE AT (208) 332-2005. **
Subpoenaed material must be sent via U.S. Mail or Fax to:
Idaho Transportation Department
A.L.S. Hearing Unit
Att: Callie
PO Box 7129
Boise ID 83707-1129
FAX #208 332-2002
This subpoena has been issued in compliance with IDAPA rule 39.02.72.300.01

If you have any questions regarding this subpoena you can cont.act Callie at 332-2005 .

.rThis subpoena is a single page document. Any additional documents requesting evidence
attached t~ ffl~Ifffflapproved by the Hearing Examiner and should not be
.r

consideret{:MfOOffr~r!flJ!!fl!/?lfJ!!~.f!li.ls

UBPOENA - CIVIl<t
IDA.HO TRANSPORTATION DEP'1.
3311 W. STATE ST.
BOISE, ID 83703

TELEPHONE # (208)332-2005
PO BOX 7129
BOISE, ID 83707

EFORE THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION BOARD OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE IDAHO
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT
ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING

lN THE MATTER OF THE
DRIVING PRIVILEGES OF

SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM

ABRAHAM LOUIS SMITH
THE STATE OF IDAHO TO: BRANDON HOPPLE-LEWISTON POLICE DEPARTMENT

EXHIBIT

d}-

You are hereby commanded to produce evidence for an Administrative Hearing before the
Idiilio Transportation Department

You

are commanded to provide the following items and documents:

One copy of the INSTRUMENT OPERATION LOGSHEETS and CALIBRATION/PERFORMANCE VERIFICATION
RECORDS for Into:xilyzer SOOOEN SN #68-012541 for the period of November l, 2010 thru December 23, 2010, showing
the .08 and .20 calibration checks with the corresponding Simulator Solution Lot changes.
THE SUBPOENAED MATERIAL MUST BE RECEIVED BY JANUARY 19, 2011.
N--'-ice To Party To Whom This Subpoena is Directed: This subpoena is issued upon the

L~.tition that the requesting party, Attorney Charles Stroschein, Phone #743-9516 shall advance the reasonable cost of
producing the books, papers, documents, or tangible things, to the agency providing the evidence.
1···

*~IF

YOU ARE UNABLE TO COMPLY WITH THIS SUBPOENA, PLEASE IMMEDIATELY CONTACT
CALLIE AT (208) 332·2005."""
S~bpoenaed

material must be sent via U.S. Mail or Fax to:
Idaho Transportation Department
A.L.S. Hearing Unit
Att: Callie
PO Box 7129
Boise ID 83707-1129
FAX #208 332-2002
This subpoena has been issued in compliance with IDAPA rule 39.02.72.300.01

Ifyou have any questions regarding this subpoena you can contact Callie at 332-2005 .
..
~itness
band this 6"'
of J~

my

:ay

8

Eric0: o
Hearing Officer

~

~

his subpoena is a single page document. Any additional documents requesting evidence
attached to ~~~1!11 approved by the Hearing Examiner and should not be
considered ~lhlii<iJl.Cijil'iMlJCM<llhs iUllpoihaA{.."S
"
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Driver Services ~ PO Box 71 29
Boise 10 83707-1129

-=.i

(208) 334-8735
"" "'" 1!tyoi2i-"ho 1;::;ov

~v ·"""
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CHARLES

:1

M~

.L,ITORNEY
208..743.c.95~6

PHONE:

KA.RN, ETHAN MICHAEL
1584 NORTHWOOD DR #2
MOSCOW
ID

{208) 334-8736

SEPTEMBER 23, 2011

83843

LIC#:
FILE#:
DOB:

NOTICE OF TELEPHONE HEARING
A HEARING WILL BE HELD PURSUANT TO YOUR REQUEST REGARDING THE
ADMINISTRATIVE LICENSE SUSPENSION DATED SEPTEMBER 11, 2011. THE
HEARING WILL BE CONDUCTED BY TELEPHONE CONFERENCE CALL ON
OCTOBER 06, 2011
AT 3:00MT
THE TELEPHONE CALL WILL BE PLACED TD:
(
) YOU, AT TELEPHONE #:
(XXX) YOUR ATTORNEY: CHARLES STROSCHEIN
AT TELEPHONE #: 208 743-9516
THE HEARING OFFICER PRESIDING AT THE HEARING WILL BE DUSTIN JANSEN
**********************************************************************
* YOU HAVE 7 DAYS FROM THE DATE OF THIS NOTICE TO REQUEST A
*
* CONTINUANCE FOR GOOD CAUSE SHOWN. FAILURE TO REQUEST A
*
* CONTINUANCE WITHIN 7 DAYS MAY RESULT IN THE DENIAL OF REQUEST.
*
**********************************************************************
THE HEARING OFFICER MAY TAKE OFFICIAL NOTICE OF THE PETITIONER'S
DRIVER'S LICENSE RECORD AS MAINTAINED BY THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION
DEPARTMENT, THE IDAHO ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE ACT 04.11.01, ALL
MANUALS ADOPTED UNDER IDAPA RULES 11.03.01 AND 39.02.72, IDAHO
STATUTES, CITY AND COUNTY ORDINANCES, AND REPORTED COURT DECISIONS.
THE HEARING WILL BE CONDUCTED ACCORDING TO THE PROVISIONS OF TITLE 67,
CHAPTER 52, IDAHO CODE, AND THE RULES OF PRACTICE AND PROCEDURES OF
THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT.
IF YOU NEED FURTHER ASSISTANCE,
PLEASE CALL (208) 334-8720.

CC: CHARLES STRDSCHEIN

FORM 02N

10025

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
PETITION FOR JUDICAL REVIEW - ALS

SUBPOENA - CIVIi...
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPT.
3311 W. STATE ST.
BOISE, ID 83703

TELEPHONE# (208)332-2005
PO BOX 7129
BOISE, ID 83 707

BEFORE THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION BOARD OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE IDAHO
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTJ\IBNT
ADMINISTRATNE HEARING
IN THE MATTER OF THE
DRlVlNG PRlvILEGES OF

SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM

KARN, ETHAN MICILAEL
THE STATE OF IDAHO TO: EVIDENCE CUSTODL<\N - LE\VISTON POLICE DEPARTMENT

You are hereby commanded to produce evidence for an Administrative Hearing before the
Idaho Transportation Department.

You are commanded to provide the following items and documents:
One copy of any audio and video of the stop/arrest/evidentiarv testing of
KARN, ETHAN MICHAEL on September 11, 2011, DR #11-613966.

THE SUBPOENAED MATERIAL MUST BE RECEIVED BY October 6, 2011.
Notice To Party To Whom This Subpoena is Directed: This subpoena is issued upon the
condition that the requesting party, Attorney Charles Stroschein, Phone #208 743-9516 shall advance the
reasonable
cost of producing the books, papers, documents, or tangible things, to the agency providing the evidence.
**IF YOU ARE UNABLE TO COMPLY WITH THIS SUBPOENA, PLEASE IMMEDIATELY
CONTACT Mike AT (208) 334-8720.**
Subpoenaed material must be sent via U.S. Mail to:
Idaho Transportation Department
A.L.S. Hearing Unit
Att:Mike
PO Box 7129
Boise ID 83707-1129
This subpoena has been issued in compliance with IDAP A rule 39.02.72.300.01
If you have any questions regarding this subpoena you can contact Mike at 334-8720.

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
PETITION FOR JUDICAL REVIEW - ALS

SUBPOENA - CIVIL
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPT.
3311 W. STATE ST.
BOISE, ID 83703

TELEPHO"Nc # (208)332-2005
PO BOX 7129
BOISE, ID 83707

BEFORE THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION BOARD OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN MTD FOR THE IDAHO
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT
ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING

IN THE MATTER OF THE
DRIVING PRIVILEGES OF
KAR.t~,

SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM

ETHA.N MICHAEL

/j~
f

/

I

l(/
/----

THE STATE OF IDAHO TO: EVIDENCE CUSTODIAN - LEWISTON POLICE DEPARTMENT

You are hereby commanded to produce evidence for an Administrative Hearing before the
Idaho Transportation Department.
You are commanded to provide the following items and documents:

One copv of the INSTRUMENT OPERATION LOGSHEETS Ai1'1'D CALIBRATION RECORDS I PERFORMA.NCE
VERIFICATION RECORDS for lntoxilvzer 5000EN SN #68-012541 for the period of August 11, 2011 thru September 22,
2011. showing the .08 and .20 calibration checks with the corresponding Simulator Solution Lot changes.
One copy of the .080 & .200 CERTIFICATES OF ANALYSIS for Intoxilvzer 5000EN SN #68-012541.

THE SUBPOENAED MATERIAL MUST BE RECEIVED BY October 6, 2011.

Notice To Party To Whom This Subpoena is Directed: This subpoena is issued upon the
condition that the requesting party, Attorney Charles Stroscbein, Phone #208 743-9516 shall advance the reasonable cost
of producing the books, papers, documents, or tangible things, to the agency providing the evidence.

**IF YOU ARE UNABLE TO COMPLY WITH THIS SUBPOENA, PLEASE IMMEDIATELY
CONTACT Mike AT (208) 334-8720.**
Subpoenaed material must be sent via U.S. Mail to:
Idaho Transportation Department
A.L.S. Hearing Unit
Att:Mike

PO Box 7129
Boise ID 83707-1129
This subpoena has been issued in compliance with ID APA rule 39.02.72.300.01

If you have any questions regarding this subpoena you can contact Mike at 334-8720.

I "

Hearing Officer

.

cs j
. "'.

Li
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
PETITION FOR JUDICAL REVIEW - ALS

~J"'

EXHIBITD
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
PETITION FOR JUDICAL REVIEW - ALS

IN THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION

DEPARTMEWR~.~,s~~<x
rel
!1..J:o."'l~l

2[;8-.7 L"3-95.i. 6

STATE OF IDAHO

IN THE MATIER OF THE
DRIVING PRIVILEGES OF

)
)
)
)

THOMAS RAYMOND WAGNER JR. )

)

IDAHO D.L. No. KA133761H
FILE No. 648000022753

FINDINGS

OF FACT AND

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND
ORDER

This matter came on for hearing on September 11, 2003, by
telephone conference. Paul Thomas Clark, Attorney at Law, represented
Wagner.
The suspension set out in the Notice of Suspension served
pursuant to Idaho Code §18-8002A* is SUSTAINED.

EXHIBIT LISTt
The hearing examiner received the following exhibits into evidence
as part of the record of the proceeding:
1. Notice of suspension and temporary permit

2. Evidentiary test results
3. Sworn statement
4. Narrative report
5. Influence report
6. Law incident table
7. Copy of citation number 22753
8. Envelope from law enforcement agency

c PY
.

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
PETITION FOR filDICAL REVIEW - ALS

. ·-- ....

ldJ

9. Certificate of receipt of law enforcement documents
10.Petitioner1s hearing request
11. Petitioner's driving record
12.Subpoena-civil
13.Subpoena-duces tecum
14.Copy of petitioner's driver's license
A. Instrument operations log
B. Affidavit of service

The Hearing Examiner has taken Judicial Notice of the
following Items:
1. Records regularly maintained by ITO*
2. IDAPA§ rules
3. All manuals adopted under IDAPA rule 11.03.01** and 39.02.72tt
4. ISP:;::* standards and procedures for breath testing instruments
5. All City and County Ordinances and Procedures
6. Idaho Statutes
7. Reported Court Decisions
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDINGS§§

Officer Brett Dammon testified:

1. He is employed by the Nez Perce County Sheriff's Office.
2. He was on duty as a patrol officer on July 16, 2003.
3. He arrested Tom Wagner on August 15, 2003, at 23:45 hours.
4. Exhibit 4 was typed on August 16, 2003.
5. He does not have a copy of Exhibits 6 and 7.
6. Exhibit 7 was issued at the Sheriff's Annex.
7. The Intoxilyzer 5000 was not administered at midnight.
8. A citation (Exhibit 7 in this case) is usually issued at the Intoxilyzer
5000 room or at the jail.
MEMORA~1\IDUM IN SUPPORT OF

PETITIO".\ FOR JUDICAL REVIEW - ALS

9. Wagner's observation period commenced at 00: 16.
10. He does not remember what occurred between the time when he
issued Exhibit 7 and when he started Wagner's observation period.
11.After.looking at Exhibit 1, Wagner was arrested on August 16, 2003, at
00:01.
12.The time and date indicated on Exhibit 7 is the time when Wagner was
arrested at the traffic stop location.
13. Wagner was not driving at the time indicated on Exhibit 7.
14.The time on Exhibit 7 is not necessarily correct.
15. Exhibit 6 notes him as unit number 32.
16. He cannot explain why Exhibit 6 shows a different time when he was at
the Sheriffs Annex.
17. Exhibit 6's times are typed by dispatch.
18. He does not know why Exhibit 6 was included into the record.
19.He djd send Exhibit 6 to ITD.
20. He does not know what all the radio logs mean in Exhibit 6.
21.The time when Wagner was arrested is documented on Exhibit 1.
22. He called his dispatch for Wagner's stop and arrest time.
23.The times obtained from his dispatch are indicated on the forms that
a re included in the record.
24.There is nothing on Exhibit 6 showing that Wagner was arrested on
July 16, 2003, at 00:01.
25.He did complete Exhibit 3.
26. Exhibit 3 states that everything in his report was correct.
27. Exhibit 3 also states that Wagner submitted to the Intoxilyzer 5000.
28. His department is now using the Intoxilyzer 5000 EN.
29.Exhibit 3 should state Intoxilyzer 5000 EN.
30.Exhibit 3 shows that his certification for the Intoxilyzer 5000 wil.1 expire
on September 2004.
31.His certification for the Intoxilyzer 5000 is valid for three years.
32.He started to work for Nez Perce County in December 2001.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
PETITION FOR JUDI CAL REVIEW - ALS

. '. t!.

'·l

't....,

0 I

33. He was in error stating that his Intoxilyzer 5000 is valid for three years
and therefore his certification for the Intoxilyzer 5000 is valid for two
years.
34. His certification is for the Intoxilyzer 5000.
35. The Intoxilyzer 5000 EN has the same functions as the Intoxilyzer
5000.
36.The Intoxilyzer 5000 EN would not have been available for him to be
certified on until June 2003.
37. The "sim chk" in Exhibit 2 is a check that tells whether the Intoxilyzer
5000 EN is in range.
38. He believes that the "sim chk" is for simulated check.
39. He does not know what the "#0012" after the "sim chk" means.
40.The "sim chk" was also found on the Intoxilyzer 5000.
41. He was not told what "sim chk" meant when he was trained on the
Intoxilyzer 5000.
42. He does not know what he would have been told about the "sim chk" if
he was trained on the Intoxilyzer 5000 EN.
43.He made an entry for Wagner's breath test on Exhibit A.
44. He did not review any of the prior breath tests on Exhibit A.
45. By failing to review Exhibit A, he wou Id not have known if the
Intoxilyzer 5000 EN was properly working before administering
Wagner's breath test.
46. He is not aware of any previous breath tests that show an "ambient
failed" test.
47.He does not know what "ambient" and "fail" means on the Intoxilyzer
5000 EN.
48. He might have been told what "ambient" and "failed" meant if he was
trained on the Intoxilyzer 5000 EN.
49. He gets the time for all traffic stops and arrests from his dispatch.
'.·i.·.;~s·
":l
\,.;>

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
PETITION FOR JUDICAL REVIEW - ALS

Mrs. Clark's comments and arguments:
1. Officer Dammon was not certified to use the Intoxilyzer 5000 EN.
2. Because Officer Dammon was not certified to use the Intoxilyzer 5000
EN, Officer Dammon might not have had information that he would
obtained if he were certified to use the Intoxilyzer 5000 EN.
3. Exhibit 3 shows that Officer Dammon was certified to use the
Intoxilyzer 5000.
4. He believes that Officer Dammon is not authorized to use the
Intoxilyzer 5000 EN.
5. Exhibit A shows how the printout corresponds to the number of
simulator checks.
6. Exhibit A shows the simulator solution was changed on August 1,
2003.
7. Exhibit A shows more simulator checks than what is noted on Exhibit

2.
8. According to Exhibit A, the Intoxilyzer 5000 EN had an ambient test
and another test was an ambient failed.
9. What might have happened, the simulator solution was changed and
not documented in Exhibit A.
10.Another possibility is that the Intoxilyzer 5000 EN is failing to keep
track of all the breath tests resu Its.
11. Exhibit A notes four incidents where the operators of the Intoxi!yzer
5000 EN failed to comply with ISP standards by not documenting the
calibration check results.
12. Because the operators failed to comply with ISP standards in operating
the Intoxilyzer 5000 EN, Wagner's breath test results are invalid.
13.0perators are also required to note the simulator's temperature range
was within ISP requirements.
14.Since the last simulator solution check, Exhibit A provides two tests
where the operator failed to indicate that the simulator's temperature
was within range.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
PETITION FOR JUDICAL REVIEW - ALS

.-.-.

15.Procedures state that if the temperature is not in range, the Intoxilyz€r
5000 EN is to be taken out of service.
16.There should also some notification on Exhibit A that the Intoxilyzer
5000 EN was placed back into service.
17. Wagner's breath test was not valid and therefore Wagner's suspension
should be dismissed.
18. He also requests that I review the issues raised in Exhibit 10.
STANDARD IDAHO CODE

§18-8002A(7) ISSUES ***

1. Did Officer Dammon have legal cause to stop Wagner's, vehicle?
2. Did Officer Dammon have legal cause to believ_e Wagner had been
driving or was in actual physical control of a vehicle while under the
influence of alcohol, drugs, or other intoxicating substances in violation
of the provisions of §§18-8004ttt, 18-8004CH*, or 18-8006§§§, Idaho
Code?
3. Did the test results show an alcohol concentration or the presence of
drugs or other intoxicating substances in violation of§§ 18-8004, 188004C, 18-8006, Idaho Code?

4. Was the evidentiary test performed in compliance with Idaho Code,
IDAPA Rule, and ISP standard operating procedure?
5. Did the evidentiary testing instrument function properly when the test
was administered?
6. Was Wagner advised of the consequences of submitting to evide ntiary
testing as required by Idaho Code §18-8002A(2)?

ADDITIONAL ISSUES RAISED BY WAGNER

7. Did a properly certified operator pursuant to ISP Forensic Services
procedure and IDAPA Rules perform Wagner's breath test?
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8. Was Wagner's breath test performed in compliance with ISP Forensic
Services procedure?

FINDINGS OF FACT

I, having heard the testimony; having heard the issues raised by
the driver; having considered the exhibits admitted as evidence; having
considered the matter herein; and being advised in the premises and the
law, make the following Findings of Fact:
PURSUANT To IDAHO CODE §18-8002A(7) THE PETITIONER HAS
THE BURDEN OF PROOF BY A PREPONDERANCE OF THE EVIDENCE
REGARDING ALL IDAHO CODE §18-8002A STANDARDS AND ALL
ISSUES RAISED BY THE PETITIONER.

1.
DID OFFICER DAMMON HAVE PROBABLE CAUSE To STOP THE
VEHICLE THAT WAGNER WAS DRIVING?

1. Officer Dammon observed a vehicle driven by Wagner travel 47 miles

per hour in a posted 35 mile per hour speed zone.
2. Officer Dammon had probable cause to stop the vehicle driven by
Wagner.

2.
DID OFFICER 0AMMON HAVE LEGAL CAUSE To BELIEVE WAGNER
VIOLATED IDAHO CODE § 18-8004?

1. Officer Dammon established Wagner's physical control of a motor
vehicle.
2. Wagner exhibited the following behaviors:
a. Smelled of an alcoholic beverage
b. Admitted to consuming alcoholic beverages
c. Speech was slurred
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d. Memory was impaired
e. Eyes were glassy
f. Eyes were bloodshot
3. Wagner met or exceeded the minimum decision points on the following
standardized field sobriety tests:
a. The horizontal gaze nystagmus
b. The 9-step walk and turn
c. The one leg stand
4. Although the times indicated on certain exhibits do not correspond with
the time noted on other exhibits, Idaho Code § 18-8002A only requires
that the police officer have legal cause to arrest the driver. Therefore,
the time when Officer Dammon had exactly arrested Wagner is
irrelevant in this proceeding.
5. Officer Dammon had sufficient legal cause to arrest Wagner and
request an evidentiary test.

3.
A VIOLATION OF
IDAHO CODE§§ 18-8004, 18-8004C, 18-8006?

DID THE EVIDENTIARY TEST RESULTS INDICATE

1. The analyses of Wagner's breath samples indicated a BrAC .... of
.10/.10.
a. The record reflects that Wagner did not request any additional
evidentiary test after submitting to an offered evidentiary test.
b. Therefore, Wagner was not denied any additional evidentiary
tests as set forth pursuant to Idaho Code §18-8002A.
c. Wagner failed to provide any proof by the preponderance of the
evidence that his BrAC level was not over the legal limit
pursuant to Idaho Code § 18-8004 when he was in physical
control of a motor vehicle.
d. Without Wagner providing any proof to support his position,
Wagner's argument fails.
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2. Wagner was in violation of Idaho Code § 18-8004.

4.
WAS THE EVIDENTIARY TEST PERFORMED IN COMPLIANCE WITH ALL
REQUIREMENTS SET FORTH IN IDAHO CODE AND ISP STANDARD
OPERATING PROCEDURE?

1. Officer Dammon's affidavit states the evidentiary test was performed in
compliance with Idaho Code and ISP standard operating procedure.
2. The evidentiary test was performed in compliance with Idaho Code and
ISP standard operating procedure.

5.
DID THE EVIDENTIARY TESTING INSTRUMENT FUNCTION PROPERLY
WHEN THE TEST WAS ADMINISTERED?

1. The evidentiary testing instrument used to test Wagner's breath
sample completed a valid simulator solution check on August 16, 2003,
at 00: 34 hours.
2. The valid simulator solution check approved the instrument for
evidentiary testing in accordance with ISP standard operating
procedure.
3. The evidentiary testing instrument functioned properly when Wagner
submitted breath samples.

6.
WAS WAGNER ADVISED OF THE POSSIBLE SUSPENSION OF HIS
IDAHO DRIVING PRIVILEGE?

1. Wagner was read the Idaho Code § 18-8002A advisory form prior to
submitting to the evidentiary test.
a. Exhibit 1 notes that Wagner was properly advised of his rights
before submitting or refusing an offered evidentiary test.
b. After submitting to an evidentiary test, Exhibits 4 and 5 provide
that Wagner refused to answer any additional questions after
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Officer Dammon advised him of his Miranda Warnings.
c. Wagner was properly advised of both his state and federal
constitutional rights before and after submitting to an offered
evidentiary test.
2. Wagner was advised of the consequences of refusing or failing
evidentiary testing as required by Idaho Code § 18-8002 and Idaho
Code § 18-8002A.

7.
DID

A PROPERLY CERTIFIED OPERATOR, PURSUANT To ISP

FORENSIC SERVICES, PROCEDURE PERFORM WAGNER'S BREATH
TEST?

1. ISP Forensic Services has a manual for the Intoxilyzer 5000· breath

testing specialist (BTS hereinafter), operators of the Intoxilyzer 5000
and for the Intoxilyzer 5000 EN BTS. These manuals were all revised
and incorporated into one document dated November 2001. I further
find that ISP Forensic Services has not provided or produced an
operator's manual for the Intoxilyzer 5000 EN.

2. If a certified operator of the Intoxilyzer 5000 had to operate the
Intoxilyzer 5000 EN differently, it is reasonable to assume that ISP
Forensic Services \Nould have required training and had certified these
operators for using the Intoxilyzer 5000 EN. Further, it can also be
deduced that ISP Forensic Services would have provided a manual for
the operators of the Intoxilyzer 5000 EN. Therefore, it can on1y be
concluded that ISP Forensic Services does not require a certified
operator of the Intoxilyzer 5000 to be also certified to operate the
Intoxilyzer 5000 EN.
3. Based upon ISP Forensic Services manuals and without Wagner
providing any proof by the preponderance of the evidence that Officer
Dammon did not properly perform Wagner's evidentiary breath test, I
find that Officer Dammon was certified to operate the Intoxilyzer 5000
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EN and did perform Wagner's evidentiary breath test in accordance to
ISP Forensic Services procedure and IDAPA Rules.

8.
WAS WAGNER'S BREATH TEST PERFORMED IN COMPLIANCE WITH
ISP FORENSIC SERVICES PROCEDURE?

1. Although Officer Dammon could not recall what "sim chk", "#0012!1,
"ambient", and "fail" meant in regards to the Intoxilyzer 5000 EN,
upon review of the operators manual for the Intoxilyzer 5000, I find
that this information is included in this manual. Therefore, additional
training on the Intoxilyzer 5000 EN would have only provided Officer
Dammon the same information that he was already trained for and
should have retained when he was certified to operate the Intoxilyzer
5000.
2. Exhibit A does note a different amount of calibration checks than what
is indicated on Exhibit 2. Wagner only stated a possible cause for the
missing calibration checks.

Wagner bears the burden to provide any

proof that the reported missing calibration checks were the result of
the Intoxilyzer 5000 EN not working properly. Wager failed to provide
any proof by the preponderance of the evidence to support his
position. Wagner's argument fails.
3. Exhibit A demonstrates that since the simulator solution was changed
on August 1, 2003, several calibrations and temperatures check results
were not noted on this exhibit. Upon review of the exhibits submitted
to the record, I do not find and Wagner failed to provide any proof by
the preponderance of the evidence that other previous Intoxilyzer
5000 EN operators failure to follow proper ISP Forensic Services
procedure had invalidated Wagner's evidentiary breath test.
4. Based upon Exhibit 2 and Exhibit A, Officer Dammon had properly
administered Wagner's evidentiary breath test.
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9.
DID OFFICER DAM MON PROPERLY FORWARD AND SUBMIT ALL
STATUTORY REQUIRED DOCUMENTS To ITO PURSUANT To IDAHO
CODE §18-8002A(S)(B)?
1. Officer Dammon forwarded all required documents within five
business days pursuant to Idaho Code §18-8002A(S)(b).
2. Exhibit 8 was postmarked August 18, 2003.
3. Exhibit 2 notes that Wagner failed an offered evidentiary test on
August 8, 2003.
4. Exhibit 3 was forwarded to ITD the same day that Wagner failed an
offered evidentiary test.
5. Exhibit 2 is also a duplicate original printout for the Intoxilyzer 5000
EN.
6. Exhibit 3 contained Officer Dammon's and the notary's original
signature and date. The notary also complied with the statutory
requirement of Idaho Code §51-109.
7. Officer Damm on has also incorporated Exhibit 4 to Exhibit 3 as
permitted by Idaho Code §18-8002A(5)(b).
8. Officer Dammon properly forwarded and submitted all statutory
required documents to ITD pursuant to Idaho Code §18-8002A(5)(b).

CONCLUSION OF LAW
CONFLICTING FACTS, IF ANY, WERE CONSIDERED AND
REJECTED IN FAVOR OF THE FOREGOING CITED FACTS.
BASED UPON THE FOREGOING FINDINGS OF FACT I
CONCLUDE THAT ALL OF THE REQUIREMENTS FOR
SUSPENSION OF THE PETITIONER'S DRIVING PRIVILEGES
SET FORTH IN IDAHO CODE §§18-8002 AND 18-800 2A
WERE COMPLIED WITH IN THIS CASE.
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THE FOLLOWING ORDER IS RENDERED:
ORDER

The suspension set out in the Notice of Suspension, served
pursuant to I.C. §18-8002A, is SUSTAINED.
WAGNER'S SUSPENSION SHALL RUN FOR A PERIOD OF 90
'
DAYS COMMENCING ON SEPTEMBER 15, 2003, AND
REMAIN IN EFFECT THROUGH DECEMBER 14, 2003.

DATED this 29th day of September 2003.
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ERIC G. MOODY
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ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING

EXA~INER
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Endnotes
·Idaho's Implied Consent Statute
t ITD exhibits are numeric, Petitioner exhibits are alpha
' Idaho Transportation Department
§Idaho's Administrative Procedure Act
** Rules governing alcohol testing adopted by ISP
tt Rules governing administrative license suspensions adopted by
ITD
H

Idaho State Police

Argument and testimony is summarized from record of hearing
Numbered Standards and Issues Correspond with Numbered
Findings of Fact
ttr Idaho's criminal driving under the influence statute
'H Idaho's excessive alcohol concentrati'On penalty statute
§§§ Idaho's aggravated DUI statute
**** Breath Alcohol Concentration

§§.

***
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FINAL ORDER
(Hearings pursuant to section 18-8002A, l.C.)

This is a final order of the Department.
A motion for reconsideration may be filed with the Idaho Transportation
Department's Administrative License Suspension Hearing Unit, PO Box 7129,
Boise, ID 83707-1129 within fourteen (14) days of the issue date of this order.
If the hearing officer fails to act upon this motion within twenty-one (21) days of
its receipt, the motion will be deemed denied.
Or, pursuant to sections 67-5270 and 67-5272, Idaho Code, any party aggrieved
by this final order or orders previously issued in this case may appeal this final
order and all previously issued orders in this case to district court by filing a
petition for judicial review in the district court of the county in which:
1.

A hearing was held;

2.

The final agency actions were taken; or

3.

The party seeking review of the order resides.

An appeal must be filed within twenty-eight (28) days of the issue date of this
final order. The filing of an appeal to district court does not itself stay the
effectiveness or enforcement of the order under appeal.
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THE FOLLOWING ORDER IS RENDERED:
ORDER

The suspension set out in the Notice of Suspension, served
pursuant to I.C. §18-8002A, is SUSTAINED.
WAGNER'S SUSPENSION SHALL RUN FOR A PERIOD OF 90
DAYS COMMENCING ON SEPTEMBER 15, 2003, AND
REMAIN IN EFFECT THROUGH DECEMBER 14, 2003.

DATED this 29th day of September 2003.
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ./ 1 day of September 2003, I mailed a true
and accurate copy of the foregoing FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS
OF LAW AND, ORDER by depositing the same in the United States mail, postage
prepaid, addressed to:

Paul Thomas Clark
Attorney at Law
PO Drawer 285
Lewiston, Idaho 83501
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IN THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT
STATE OF IDAHO

IN THE MATTER OF THE

)

IDAHO D.L. No. KA114980C

DRIV1NG PRIVILEGES OF

)

FILE No. 648000079000

DOUGLAS EUGENE MCCAIN

)
)
)
)

FINDINGS OF FACT AND
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND
ORDER

This matter was reviewed on August 28, 2003. Douglas Mushlitz,
Attorney at Law represented McCain.
The suspension set out in the Notice of Suspension served pursuant to
Idaho code §18-8002A. is VACA TED

EXHIBIT LISTt
The hearing examiner received the following exhibits into
evidence as part of the record of the proceeding:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Notice of suspension
Notice of Suspension Goldenrod Copy
Affidavit of Probable Cause
Narrative report
LAW incident table
Envelope from law enforcement agency
Certification of Receipt of Law Enforcement Documents
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8. Request for hearing
9. Blood test results
10.
Notice of Suspension served by ITD
11.
Notice of Suspension information sheet
12.
Driver License Record
The Hearing Examiner has taken Judicial Notice of the following Items:
1. Records regularly maintained by ITDt.
2. IDAP A§ rules
3. All manuals adopted under IDAP A rule 11.03.0f' and 39.02.72tt
4. Idaho Statutes
5. Idaho Case Law
FINDINGS OFFACT

I, having heard the issues raised by the driver; having considered
the exhibits admitted as evidence; having considered the matt€r herein;
and being advised in the premises and the law, make the following
Findings of Fact:
PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE

§18-8002A(7) THE PETITIONER HAS THE BURDEN

OF PROOF BY A PREPONDERANCE OF THE EVIDENCE REGARDING ALL IDAHO
CODE §18-8002A STANDARDS AND ALL ISSUES RAISED BY THE PETITIONER.

Upon review of the record in this matter it became clear that the
electronic equipment used to establish the recorded record failed to
produce a complete record. The instrument failed to record most of
the relevant information. Due to the lack of a complete record and
as a matter of fundamental fairness this matter is vacated.
The suspension set forth in the Notice of Suspension served upon the
petitioner is hereby vacated.
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CONCLUSION OF LAW
CONFLJCTING FACTS, IF ANY, WERE CONSIDERED AND
REJECTED IN FAVOR OF THE 'FOREGOING CITED FACTS.
BASED UPON THE FOREGOING FINDINGS OF FACT I
CONCLUDE THAT ALL OF THE REQUIREMENTS FOR
SUSPENSION OF THE PETITIONER'S DRIVING PRIVILEGES
SET FORTH IN IDAHO CODE §§18-8002 AND 18-8002A WERE
NOT COMPLIED WITH IN THIS CASE.
THE FOLLOWING ORDER IS RENDERED:
ORDER
...... ··-

The suspension set out in the Notice of Suspension, served pursuant to
LC. §18-8002A, is VACATED.
DATED this 19th day of November 2003.

ADI\1INISTRA TIVE HEARING EXAMINER
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Endnotes
t
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Idaho's Implied Consent Statute
ITD exhibits are numeric, Petitioner exhibits are alpha
Idaho Transportation Department
Idaho's Administrative Procedure Act
Rules governing alcohol testing adopted by ISP
Rules governing administrative license suspensions adopted by ITD
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FINAL ORDER
(Hearings pursuant to Idaho Co.de §18-8002A)

This is a final order of the Department.
A motion for reconsideration may be filed with the Idaho Transportation
Department's Administrative License Suspension Hearing Unit, PO Box
7129, Boise, ID 83707-1129 within fourteen (14) days of the service date
of this order. If the hearing officer fails to act upon this motion within
twenty-one (21) days of its receipt, the motion will be deemed denied;
Or, pursuant to sections 67-5270 and 67-5272, 'Idaho Code, any party
aggrieved by th.is final order or orders previously issued in this case may
appeal this final order and all previously issued orders in this case to
district court by filing a petition for judicial review in the district court of the
county in which:
1.
. 2.
3.

A hearing was held;
The final agency actions was taken; or
The party seeking review of the order resides.

An appeal must be filed within twenty-eight (28) days of the service date of
this finaJ order. The filing of an appeal to district court does not itself stay
the effectiveness or enforcement of the order under appeal.
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
C,~

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ,) 1
day of November 2003, I mailed a true
and accurate copy ot the foregoing FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS
OF LAW AND ORDER by depositing t.he same in the United States mail, postage
prepaid, addressed to:
Douglas Mushlitz
Attorney at Law
PO Drawer 285
Lewiston, Idaho 83501
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IN THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT
STATE OF IDAHO

IN THE MATTER OF THE
DRIVING PRIVILEGES OF

IDAHO D.L. NO. XP255214C
FILE NO. 648000081107
FINDINGS OF FACT AND
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
AND ORDER

JOSEPH EDWARD SPARKS

This matter came on for hearing August 28, 2003, by.telephone conference,
in reference to Joseph Sparks being served with an Administrative License Suspension
(ALS). Douglas Mushlitz, Attorne,y.at Law, represented Sparks. Lew.iston Police Officer
Ben Germer also appeared.

The suspension set out in the Notice of Suspension for Failure of
Evidentiary Testing served upon Joseph Sparks pursuant to l.C. §18-8002A is

SUSTAINED.

DOCUMENTATION/IN FORMATION
The Hearing Examiner received the following exhibits into
evidence as part of the hearing record:

1.

Notice of Suspension for Failure of Evidentiary Testing served upon Joseph
Edward Sparks by Officer Ben Germer of the Lewiston Police Department

2.

Evidentiary test results (duplicate original) and Calibration Check

3.

Affidavit of Officer Ben Germer Supporting Initial Determination of Probable
Cause

MEM@RANf~e!hlflfl&tR5fl@fprobable Cause After Arrest without Warrant
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5.

Lewiston Police Department Narrative

6.

Lewiston Police Department Law Incident Table

7.

Joseph Sparks Idaho Driver's License

8.

Envelope

9.

Certification of Receipt of Law Enforcement Documents

10.

Request for Hearing

11. Joseph Sparks Driver License Record
12. Subpoena
13. Subpoena Duces Tecum

Joseph Sparks supplemented the record August 27, 2003, with the
following exhibit:
A.

Affidavit. of Service

On September 2, 2003, Joseph Sparks supplemented the record with
the following exhibits:
B.

Transcript of DUI

C.

State of Washington v. Gerardo Cerrillo Reported Court Decision

D.

Douglas L. Mushlitz Correspondence

The Hearing Examiner took Judicial Notice of the following items:
1.

Records regularly maintained by the Idaho Department of Transportation
(Department)

2.

Idaho Administrative Procedure Act Rules

3.

All manuals adopted under IDAPA Rule 11.03.01 and 39.02.72

4.

Idaho State Police Standards and Procedures for Breath-Testing Instruments

5.

All City and County Ordinances and Procedures

6.

Idaho Statutes

7.

Reported Court Decisions
~,,,
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ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING PROCEEDINGS
Testimony and Argument summarized from audiotape record of hearing

Officer Ben Germer was placed under oath and testified to the following:
1.

He is certified to use the lntoxilyzer 5000EN breath-testing instrument.

2.

On August 12, 2003, he was working the swing shift.

3.

He was working the Lewiston Orchards.

4.

At 9:37 p.m., he received a dispatch call.

5.

He was originally dispatched to an incident at 2137 hours regarding a report
of an intoxicated person.

6.

He does not remember who made the dispatch call.

7.

He did not contact the person who made the call to dispatch nor did he
identify that person.

8.

He located the suspect vehicle parked on 15th Street East.

9:

He never saw the vehiele being operated.

1O. He has no personal knowledge of any driving pattern.
11. At first contact, he couldn't determine who was driving.
12. The occupants were outside the vehicle.
13. He spoke with the occupants .and identified them, because that was the
vehicle initially reported as being the intoxicated driver, parked on the side
street, ran the registration record, and observed the suspects walking around
the bushes at the house they were at.
14. He arrived shortly after the suspects because they were in the truck and he
wasn't able to identify who was behind the wheel or if there were two.
15. At first contact, he had not observed any law violations or Sparks driving.
16. He contacted the individuals because of the report of the vehicle having an
intoxicated driver.
17. Outside the truck, he identified them and advised them of the complaint.
18. If intoxicated, he advised them not to drive.

19. This was a community care-taking function.
20. Officer Cuddihy was in a separate vehicle and contacted the suspects as
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21. He strongly suggested to them not to drive.
22. After the first contact, the officers .had a ·short conversation and agreed that·
they wouldn't believe the suspects would not try to drive.
23. He parked at Fire Station #2, and he waited to see if the suspects were going
to drive or walk home like they said.
24. At the Fire Station, he saw the intersection where the suspects would drive
into.
25. This is the stop sign at 15th Street East and G.relle Avenue.

26. He saw the pickup pull out of the intersection.
27. At first contact, he spent

~pproximately

'

'

20 minutes with the suspects, but at

least 10 minutes.
28. He parked at 15th Street East in the 3500 block.
29. He was one-half block from the suspects, about 50 to 60 yards.
30. The intersection is lighted.
31.

i:-Hs headlights were not activated wtille he parked at the Fire Station.

32. Whil~ parked, he was running radar on other traffic.
33. While parked, he observed a different driver speeding and made ~traffic stop
in the 1600 block of Grelle Avenue.
34. After clearing that stop while in the 1500 block westbound of Grelle is when
. he saw the suspect's vehicle.
35. He was 30 yards away when he obs~rved the suspects vehicle.
36. He identified the vehicle and then made the turn seeing Sparks in actual

physical control of the motor vehicle.
37. The vehicle was running and the occupants were getting out when he pulled
in behind them.
38. At contact, the vehicle was not running.
39. The keys were in Sparks's pocket when he was arrested.
40. ·He pulled in behind the vehicle and activated the lights because Sparks was
drunk when he talked to him 20 minutes earlier.

41. His intention was to stop him from operating the vehicle under the level of
intoxication he was exhibiting.

MEM(4~~MJtltigMJzyc:Q11-J @-fest and the driver was not free to go.
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43. Fiel'd sobriety tests were requested/directed.
44. He does not recollect because he does not have his transcript of the arrest.
45. He could have requested the driver to perform field sobriety tests.
46. The driver could have refused.
47. The driver was barefoot.
48. Field Sobriety Tests were performed in the roadway on smooth asphalt
pavement.
49. He observed no driving pattern exhibiting impairment.
50. The driver failed the field tests and was arrested for driving while under the
influence.
51. The second stop occurred at 10:17 p.m.
52. He guesses that an on-site call is one that he initiates because he was the
\

complainant.
53. 2217 means he arrived at the location and made the traffic stop.

54. 22:22'.59 is the time i"ncustody or the arrest time.
55. The stop and field sobriety tests took five minutes.
56. From the stop until arrival at the jail is 5 miles and probably took
approximately 15 m!nutes.
57. At 22:26:48, he was enroute. ·
58. At 22:37:43, he arrived at the annex.
59. Officer Cuddihy assisted with the observation period.
60. Upon arrival at the annex, he read the advisory form.
61. He did not ask the driv~r if he had been exposed to paints, chemicals or
solvents because he forgot.
62. He checked the driver's mouth.
63. He observed no chew in the mouth.
64. He administered the breath test with the lntoxilyzer 5000EN breath-testing
instrument.
65. He tracked the time for the 15 minute observation period.
66. If the affidavit is signed, he reviewed the report.
67. If his signature is on the affidavit, then he reviewed the report, and signed the
MEMORAN:1fJhlt1rllitSrhlffif~rQlfary.
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68. The notary then stamps the affidavit.
69. He was placed under oath before signing the affidavit, and he swore to the '
affidavit.

Attorney Douglas Mushlitz raised and/or argued the following points:
1.

He requests the record remc;:iin open to supplement the record with some
case law from the Washington Supreme 'Court.

2.

The peace officer lacked probable cause for the stop, detention, and arrest.

3.

When the officer first responded, he was performing a community care-taking
function.

4.

The officer observed no law violations nor any driving pattern.

5.

The officer did not identify the complainant.

6.

The officer does not know who that person was nor take down his name.

7.

The rec,ord lacks indication of what the complainant said or if,he was reliable
and· credible.

-8.

·Durirg the second stop, the officer observed n.o law violations prior to the
stop, but rather he just stopped the vehicle.

9.

He didn't ask the driver, but rather the officer required the driver to perform
field sobriety tests.

1O.

The driver is not required to perform field sobriety tests.

11.

The driver may supplement the reco_rd with the arrest transcript.

12.

The officer didn't ask the driver about any exposure to fumes.

13.

This is a Lewiston Police Department policy.

14.

The lntoxilyzer 5000EN breath-testing instrument is not a model approved for
use in this state by the Department of Law Enforcement.

15.

If the Department of Law Enforcement has approved the lntoxilyzer 5000EN,
please include the proof with the Findings of Fact.

ISSUES RAISED BY JOSEPH SPARKS
1.

Whether the peace officer possessed legal cause for his stop, detention and ,
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2.

Whether the peace officer erred in requiring him to perform field sobriety
tests?

3.

Whether the peace officer erred by not asking him if he had been exposed to
fumes?

4.

Whether the lntoxilyzer SODDEN breath-testing instrument is approved for
evidentiary use?

IDAHO CODE§ 18-8002A(7) ISSUES

Germe~

1.

Did Officer

possess legal cause to stop Joseph Sparks's vehicle?

2.

Did Officer Germer possess legal cause to believe Sparks was driving or in
actual physical control of a motor vehicle while under th.e influence of alcohol,
drugs, or other intoxicating substances in violation of the provisions of Idaho
Code (I. C.)§§18-8004, 18-8004C, or 18-8006?

, 3.

. . . .... • .. ·Did the test results show an alcohol concentration or the presence of drugs or
~·

other intoxicating substances in violation of I. C. §§ 18-8004, 18-8004C,

18~

8006?
4.

Was the evidentiary·test performed in compliance with Idaho Code, IDAPA
Rule, and ISP Standard Operating Procedure?

5.

Did the evidentiary testing instrument function properly when the test was
administered?

6.

Was Sparks advised of the consequences. of submitting to evidentiary testing
as required by I. C. §18-8002A(2)?

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

I having heard the testimony; having heard the issues raised by Joseph Sparks;
having considered the exhibits admitted as evidence; having considered the matter
herein; and being advised in the premises and the law, make the following Findings of
Fact and Conclusions of Law:
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PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE §18-8002A(7) THE PETITIONER CARRIES THE
BURDEN OF PROOF BY A PREPONDERANCE OF THE EVIDENCE REGARDING
ALL IDAHO CODE §18-8002A STANDARDS AND ISSUES.

1.
DID OFFICER GERMER POSSESS LEGAL CAUSE FOR THE STOP OF
JOSEPH SPARKS'S VEHICLE, AND LEGAL CAUSE FOR SPARKS'S
CONTACT AND DETAINMENT?

1.

On August 12, 2003, at approximately 2~ 37 hours, Officer'Germer was
dispatched. to a possible intoxicated driver in the area of Cedar and Thain
Streets in Lewiston, Idaho.

2.

Dispatch advised the suspect \Jehicle was 1979 maroon and silver Chevrolet
pickup~

3.

·While en route to the incident location, di,spatc;:h further advised that the
'

vehicle had pulled into the Liberty Mart, and the complainant observed two
male subjects drinking beer.
4.

Dispatch was called because the suspects were traveling at a high rate of
speed nearly striking some children.
I

5.

A short while later, dispatch advised the suspects vehicle was parked
against the curb in the 3500 block o.f 15th Street East.

6.

Officer Germer arrived in the 3500 block of 15th Street East and observed a
maroon ·and silver 1979 Chevrolet pickup bearing Idaho license plate

#N23492.
7.

The complainant spoke to Officer Germer briefly and asserted that this was
the same vehicle that she had been following, and that the two suspects
, were still seated in the vehicle.

8.

The suspects exited the vehicle, with Officer Germer unable to determine
which subject was behind the wheel.

9.

Officer Germer and Cuddihy contacted the registered owner, Joseph E.

MEMO~Mm~It'RORW@Eubject

Jason R. Larkin.
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10.

Sparks denied driving the vehicle.

11.

Both subjects were highly intoxicated.

12.

Officer Germer smelled the strong odor of an alcoholic beverage upon
Sparks's breath and person.

13.

Sparks exhibited bloodshot and glassy eyes and his speech was thick
tongued and slurred.

14.

Officer Germer advised Sparks not to drive, and Sparks acknowledged that
he wouldn't.

15.

At approximately 2217 hours, 19 minutes after last contact with Sparks,
Officer Germer observed Sparks's vehicle traveling southbound on 15th
Street East.

1q.

Officer Germer observed Sparks behind the wheel operating the motor
vehicle.

17.

A peace officer in the field may rely on information supplied by another officer
(Dispatcher), and the collective knowledge of police officers' Involved· in..ttie
investigation may support a finding of probable cause (State v. Carr, 123
Idaho 127).

18.

In United States v. Cortez,449 U.S. 411, a stop must be supported by
reasonable and articulable suspicion that the vehicle is being driven contrary
to traffic laws or that either the vehicle or occupant is subject to detention in
connection with a violation of other laws.

19.

Under Terry v. Ohiq 392 U.S. 1, 88 S.CT., a police officer may, in
appropriate circumstar,ices and in an appropriate manner, detain a person for
purposes of investigating possible criminal behavior, even though there is no
probable cause to make an arrest.

20.

In Unites States v. Hensley, 469 U.S. 221, the United States Supreme Court
held that an officer who makes an investigatory stop in reliance upon a report
or bulletin from another law enforcement officer or agency need not have
personal knowledge of the facts that underlay the report so long as the
person who generated the report possessed the requisite reasonable
suspicion. The Court explained that the admissibility of evidence derived

MEMORA1'JWrWhW $lt,T~~&Hq hill upon whether the officer who acted in
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report or bulletin possessed reasonable suspicion, but on whether the officer
who issued the report or bulletin had knowledge of articulable facts
supporting a reasonable suspicion that the person to be stopped is or has
been involved in criminal activity.
21.

An investigatory stop is judged by the totality of the circumstances.

22.

A seizure does not occur simply because a police officer approaches an
individual on the street or other public pl'ace. Florida v. Bostick, 501 US 429.

23.

Where an officer merely approaches a pers~n who is standing on the street,
or seated in a non-moving vehicle located in a public place, and poses a few
I

'

questions, no seizure has occurred. United States v. Castellanos, 731 F.2d
'

i

1

r

979.
24.

Even when officers have no basis for suspecting a particular individual, they
may generally ask the individual questions and ask to examine identification
'

I

documents. Florida v. Rodriguez 469 US 1.
25.

So kHig as police do not convey a message that compliance with their
· req\jest is required, the encounter is deemed '.'consensual" and no
reasonable suspicion is required. Florida v. Bostick.

26.

At first contact, Officers Germer and Cuddihy did not seize Sparks, but rather
they checked identification, posed a few questions, and upon determining
that Sparks smelled of an alcoholic beverages, displayed bloodshot and
glassy eyes, and exhibited thick anq slurred speech, they advised him not to
drive.

27.

Unlike criminal proceedings where the State bears the burden of proof, in
civil Administrative License Suspension (ALS) proceedings such as this one,
Sparks bears the burden of proof by a preponderance of the evidence to
show that the officer did not have legal cause for the stop of his vehicle or
that the information relayed to dispatch was not reliable, trustworthy, nor
, come from an identified party.

28.

The record is lacking of any substantiated evidence to show that the
information provided by the complainant to dispatch was unreliable nor
untrustworthy, and coupled with a positive identification of the vehicle

MEMORAN~Mi™JH--:{~~~~Fh-i~foon and silver Chevrolet pickup), the facts that Sparks
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was consuming beer further corroborated by Officer Germer assertion that
Sparks was highly intoxicated, and positive identification of the vehicle at the
scene by the complainant, Officer Germer possessed legal cause for the
stop based on Sparks traveling at a high rate of speed nearly striking
children (violation of I. C. 49-615) and the possibility that Sparks was driving
under the influence.
29.

An investigatory stop must be justified by a reasonable, articulable suspicion
on the part of police that the person to be seized had committed or was
about to commit a crime. Florida v. Royer, 460 US at 491.

30.

Officer Germer possessed reasonable and articulable suspicion to believe
that Sparks was driving while under the influence.

31.

The Hearing Examiner did take notice of State of Washington v. Gerardo
Cerrillo in the Washington Court of Appeals, but that case shall not set
precedence in this civil Administrative License Suspension proceeding
because the facts do no support reasonable and articulable susplCion

a"s. -

they do in this case.
32.

Based upon substantial evidence though conflicting argument, Officer
Germer possessed .legal cause for the stop of Sparks's vehicle.

2.
DID OFFICER GERMER POSSESS LEGAL CAUSE TO BELIEVE JOSEPH
SPARKS WAS DRIVING WHILE UNDER THE INFLUENCE, IN
VIOLATION OF IDAHO CODE§ 18-8004?

1.

Officer Germer observed Sparks in actual physical control of the motor
vehicle.

2.

Officer Germer smelled the strong odor of an alcoholic beverage upon
Sparks's breath and person.

3.

Sparks was highly intoxicated.

4.

Sparks exhibited thick tongued and slurred speech.

MEM6lRA~$Mits~9<!i~l6$y eyes.
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6.

Sparks displayed watery eyes.

7.

Sparks displayed bloodshot eyes.

8.

Sparks's pupils appeared to be dilated.

9.

Sparks was unsteady on his feet and swayed.

1O.

Sparks met or exceeded the minimum decision points on the following
standardized field sobriety t,ests:

11.

a.

Horizontal Gaze Nystagmus (HGN)'

b.

Walk & Turn

c.

One Leg Stand

Officer Germer possessed legal cause
'

'

'

for Sparks's arrest, legal cause to

believe Sparks was driving while under the influence of alcohol in violation of

I. C. §18-8004, and legal cause to request Sparks submit to 'evidentiary
testing.

3.
DID JOSEPH SPARKS'S EVIDENTIARY TEST RESULTS INDICATE.
A VIOLATION OF IDAHO CODE§ 18-8004?.

1.

Sparks submitted to breath-testing August 12, 2003.

2.

Sparks provided breath samples of .25/.25.

3.

Idaho's legal limit for breath alcohol concentration (BRAC) is .08.

4.

Sparks's BRAC results were in violation of I. C. §18-8004C.

'

4.
WAS THE EVIDENTIARY TEST CONDUCTED IN ACCORDANCE
WITH l.C. § 18-8004(4), IDAPA RULES, AND THE IDAHO STATE
'

POLICE (ISP) STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE?

"

~
,J ..&.

1.

Joseph Sparks submitted to evidential breath-testing August 12, 2003, at
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2.

At the Lewiston Police Department and prior to breath-testing, Officer
Germer checked Sparks's mouth for foreign materials finding none and first
,observed Sparks at 2245 hours, 19 minutes prior to the collection of the first
breath sample, thus satisfying the requisite15-minute monitoring period.

3.

Officer Germer was duly qualified to administer evidentiary testing, and he
was properly certified to operate the lntoxilyzer 5000EN breath-testing
instrument as evidenced by his operator certification expiration date of April
30, 2004.

4.

Sparks's evidentiary test was conducted in accordance with the requirements
of I. C. §18-8004, the IDAPA Rules, and ISP's Standard Operating
Procedure.

5.
WAS THE EVIDENTIARY TESTING INSTRUMENT CALIBRATED
AND APPROVED FOR USE PURSUANT TO ISP STANDARD·
OPERATING PROCEDURE, AND WAS THE INSTRUMENT
FUNCTIONING PROPERLY AT THE TIME OF BREATH-TESTING?
1.

Joseph Sparks submitted to an evidential breath test August 12, 2003, at
2304 hours, utilizing the lntoxilyzer 5000EN breath-testing instrument #68012541.

2.

The acceptable simulator solution check #0009, conducted on August 12,
2003, at 2302 hours, two minutes prior to the breath test, with calibration
results of .081, approved the lntoxilyzer 5000EN testing instrument for
evidentiary use in accordance with the ISP Standard Operating Procedure.

3.

The lntoxilyzer 5000EN testing instrument was properly calibrated and
approved for evidentiary testing of alcohol concentration, and the testing
instrument was functioning properly at the time Sparks submitted to breathtesting.
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6.
WAS JOSEPH SPARKS ADVISED OF THE CONSEQUENCES

OF

SUBMITTING TO EVIDENTIARY TESTING AND THE POSSIBLE
SUSPENSION OF HIS IDAHO DRIVING PRIVILEGE?

1.

At the Nez Perce County Annex, Officer Germer read Sparks the
Administrative License Suspension advisory form.

2.

Priorto being offered the breath test, Sparks was substantially informed of
the consequences of refusal and failure of the test as required by I. C. §§188002 and 18-8002A.

3.

Sparks was properly advised of the consequences of submitting to
evidentiary testing, and the possible suspension of his Idaho driving
I

privileges.

7.'
DID OFFICER GERMER ERR IN HAVING JOSEPH SPARKS
'
.

SUBMIT TO FIELD SOBRIETY TESTING?

1.

'

Neither statute, administrative rule, nor standard operating procedure
addresses the issue by which a pea'ce officer goes about the procedure of
having a subject submit to field sobriety testing.

2.

In the State of Idaho v: Carlo Ferreira, 1999 Opinion No 54, the court
concluded that the administration of field sobriety tests following a traffic stop
is but an investigative detention, and that the Fourth Amendment requires
only reasonable suspicion that a driver is driving while under the influence
before an officer may request a driver to perform field sobriety tests.

3.

The dual purposes of roadside field sobriety tests are to either confirm or
dispel the poUce officer's suspicion that the driver is operating his or her
motor vehicle contrary to the law.
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4.

The DUI transcript of Joe Sparks states "What I want you to do is a field
sobriety test ... "

5.

An interpretation must be made by whether this question is a directive or a
request.

6.

Officer Germer did not say "You're going to perform field sobriety tests and
this is how they are to be completed."

7.

A question/instruction is posed of Sparks and he consents to perform field
sobriety tests.

8.

Sparks could have just as easily refused to perform field sobriety tests.

9.

I. C. §18-8002A(7) lists exclusive grounds by which an Administrative
License Suspension shall be vacated.

1 q.

None of those grounds correlate with a peace officer requiring a person to
submit to field sobriety testing rather than requesting a person submit to field
sobriety tests.

11.

This issue is inconsequential to an Administrative License SuspensiO'n ···· ·
outcome resulting from a hearing, and it shall not be a reasonable basis for
dismissing the suspension.

12.

Officer Germer did not error in having Sparks submit to field sobriety testing.

8.
DID OFFICER GERMER ERR BY NOT ASKING JOSEPH SPARKS
WHETHER HE HAD BEEN EXPOSED TO FUMES?

1.

I. C. §18-8002A(5)(b) provides that following service of a Notice of
Suspension the peace officer shall forward to the Department among other
things a sworn statement of the peace officer setting forth six facts relevant
to the arrest and evidentiary testing of the driver.

2.

Those facts include: the driver's identity, legal cause for the stop, legal
cause to show the person was driving or in actual physical control of a motor
vehicle while under the influence, a proper advisement of rights, that the
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person was lawfully arrested, and that the person submitted to evidentiary
testing and provided evidentiary test re·sults in violation of I. C. §18-8004. '
3.

The sworn statement does not need to set forth that the peace officer asked
o'r inquired of the driver if he had been exposed to paints, solvents or fumes.

4.

Although the inquiry regarding the questioning of fumes may be a policy of '
the Lewiston Police Department, it is not relevant or mandatory with respect
to the Administrative License Suspensio'n statute, and shall not have any
bearing in the outcome ofAdministrative Lic~nse Suspension hearings.

5.

.ln the Idaho Court of Appeals, 2000 Opinion No.70, in the matter of Brian S.
I

'

Halen .v. State of Idaho, the court supported and agreed with the D.istrict
'

'

Court Magistrate that ruled that while the asking of the fumes question is not
required, neither is it in error to ask the fumes question.
6.

Officer.Germer did not error by not asking Sparks if he had been exposed to
fumes

9.
IS THE INTOXILYZER 5000EN BREATH-TESTING INSTRUMENT
PROPERLY APPROVED FOR EVIDENTIARY USE IN THE STATE
OF IDAHO?

1.

Pursuant to the records of the Idaho State Police, the lntoxilyzer 5000EN
breath-testing instrument was approved in the State of Idaho for evidentiary
testing of alcohol concentration July 5, 2001.

2.

See attached memorandum dated July 5, 2001.

3.

The lntoxilyzer SODDEN breath-testing instrument is approved for evidential
use in the State of Idaho.
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10.
DID OFFICER GERMER FOLLOW ALL PROCEDURES AND
REQUIREMENTS SET FORTH PURSUANT TO IDAHO LAW AND
THE ISP STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE?

1.

Officer Germer followed all procedures and satisfied all requirements
pursuant to I. C. §§18-8002A and 18-8004, and the ISP's Standard
Operating Procedure was properly adhered with.

CONFLICTING FACTS, IF ANY, WERE CONSIDERED AND
REJECTED IN FAVOR OF THE FOREGOING CITED FACTS.
BASED UPON THE FOREGOING FINDINGS OF FACT
AND
.
.
..
~

~.

'

-

' CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, I CONCLUDE THAT ALL OF THE
STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS FOR SUSPENSION OF JOSEPH
SPARKS'S DRIVING, PRIVILEGES WERE COMPLIED WITH IN THIS
CASE.
THE FOLLOWING ORDER IS RENDERED:
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ORDER
The suspension set out in the Notice of Suspension, served pursuant to l.C. §1 ff. ·
8002A, is SUSTAINED and shall run for a period of 90 days commencing
I

on September 11, 2003, and shall remain in effect through December 10,
2003.

DATED this 20th day of November, 2003

~~
~~
CERTIFIED HEARING OFFICIAL
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FINAL ORDER

(Hearings pursuant to Idaho Code § 18-802A)

This is a final order of the Department.

A motion for reconsideration may be filed with the Idaho
Transportation Department's Administrative License Suspension
'

'

Hearing Unit, PO Box 7129, Boise, ID 83707-1129 within fourteen
I

(14) days of the issue date of this order. If the hearing officer fails to
act upon this motion within twenty-one days of its receipt, the motion
~- wHfbe

deemed deniecr=·~

Or pursuant to sections 67-5270 and 67-5272, Idaho Code, any party
aggrieved by this final order or orders previously issued in this case
may appeal this final order and all previously issued orders in this case
to district court by filing a petition for judicial review in the district court
of the county in which:

1.

A hearing was held;

2.

The final agency actions were taken; or

3.

The party seeking review of the order resides.

An appeal must be filed within twenty-eight (28) days of the issue date
of this final order. The filing of an appeal to district court does not itself
MEMdi&'tJBo11tm~~ 8F enforcement of the order under appeal.
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the J.\S+day of November 2003, I mailed a true
and accurate copy of the foregoing FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS
OF LAW AND ORDER by depositing the same in the United States mail, postage
prepaid, adcdressed to:

Douglas L Mushlitz
Attorney at Law .
PO Drawer 285
Lewiston, Idaho 83501
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Idaho State Police
Service since 1939
DI.rector E..D. Stritkf:aden

Gonrnor Dirk Kempthorne

July 5, 2001
To:

Agency .Admjnistrators
Breath. Testing Specialists
Idaho State Pol.ice Forensic Services:
Lab Managers

Management Assistant
BTS Instructors
Frorn:

Maj or Ralph W. Powell
Forensic Services Commander

Subject:

APPROVAL OF THE INTOXIL YZER 5000EN FOR EVIDENTIAL USE
JN IDAHO

•

-•

'

t •

•• •,

.. ·

~:~

a'._

The valjdation of the Intoxi.lyzer 5000EN, manufactured by CML INC., has recently been
completed. As of July 5, 2001 the Into:xilyzer 5000EN is approved for evidential use in. the State
ofldaho in accordance -with Section 18-8004(4) of the Rules and Regulations.· Not only was the
instroment tested and approved by the Ida.ho State Police Forensic Services laboratory, it is al.so
listed in the "'"Conforming Products List of Evidential Breath Measurement Devices" published in
the Federal Register by the United States Department of Transportation.
The current breath testing instruments approved for use in the State of Idaho arc:
Intoxilyzer 5000EN
lntoxilyzer 5000
Alco-Sensor IIIIIIIA
lf you have any questions please contact Corinna Owsley at 884-7181.

Sincerely,

Ralph W. Powell, MAJOR
Forensic Services Commander

P.O. Bax 700 Meridian,

lda..~o 83680~0700

Alcohol Bcvcr:iee Control· SS4·7QGO
Crimin~J Tdencifit~cion • BB4-7l30
Fi.n11nci~I Servicu • 884· 7020
Human Re.40Untl • 884-7019

• Fll.'t 7096
•Fax 7l9J
• F:I); 7093
• Fax 709.0

,. . 8·
··~

~J~

f

.. ,,..,,.
,.::::.:-

--_·.-

Idaho State Police
Service since 1939
Colonel R Dsn Charhonean

Dirk Kcmpthorne

Director

Governor

November 13, 2003
To:

Doug Mushlitz

From:

Corinna C. Owsley
Breath. Alcohol Program Manager

Subject:

OPERATOR TRAINING FOR THE INTOXILYZER SOOOEN

.'

I

'

The Intox1lyzer 5000EN was approved for evidential use 'in Idaho July 5, 200 l. Current
Breath Testing Specialists were required to attend either a short update course G>r a BTS
cJass that covered the SOOOEN before using the m:\V instrµment. Some of the functions
pi:rformcd by the Br;eath Testing Specialist are accessed differently on the _SOOOEN.
I

Th.e Intoxilyzer· 5000EN was not considered a new instrum.ept, _only an updated·version of
an already ?-pproved instrument, so additional training and new certification cards
not required for ,operators. The testing procedure, se(\uenpe an~ actions perfonned by the
operator are the same for the 5000EN and the older inStrumcnts. By keeping the

were'

functioning of the instrument the same for the operators, no additional training was
needed.

Tf you. have any questions please cont.act Corinna Owsley at 884-7181.

Sincerely,

{:::;::.100 °,)

211

I

Breath Alcohol Program Manager

P.O. Box 700

Meridian~

Idaho 83680-0700

EQUAL OPPORTUNlTY EMPLOYER
li~'iu.rf\i;l;~':t¥J~B,6~·i2.p_OT • Fax 7290 .

e'b~¥t\J~'W!ltMrW<£IJP.£'0Ri'f.@.tt 7192

JR.B4tlTJ@NtR@~~~~1R.E\1i~'W91 ALS
Region .3 .Farcn~ics-20A-SS4- 7170 • Fsx 71~7
Crirnir.>~l JuHic.c Ii:>forrn:uion Syncru.s-208 ·BB4- 7160 • fllx 7 l 9fi

Akohol lle.,,c.raJ:C ConLroJ-21)S.S84.i060 •
Crimin~! Idenri.fic~Llnn-208-S84-?DO •
Fin2ncial Scrv;m-208·884-7030 •
Human Resour~c•-208-884· 7019 •
Ti::.inini;-208-884· 7215 •

F..x 7096
Fu- 7193
Fax 7093
Fu 7090
Fax 7092

REC'D FEB 2 5 2004

IN THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT
STATE OF IDAHO

IN THE MATIER OF THE
DRIVING PRIVILEGES OF

lDAHO D.L. NO. DT1757 44F
FILE NO. 648000084007

FINDINGS OF FACT AND
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
AND ORDER
ANTHONY COLE SEITSINGER
This matter came on for hearing February 3, 2004, by telephone
conference, in reference to Anthony Seitsinger being served with an Administrative
License Suspension (ALS). Jonathan 0. Hally, Attorney at Law, represented Seitsinger.
Anthony Seitsinger appeared. Additionally, Corey R. Blair of the Lewiston Police
Department appeared and testified.
The suspension set out in the Notice of Suspension for Failure of
Evidentiary Testing served upon Anthony Seitsinger pursuant to l.C. §18-8002A is

VACATED.

DOCUMENTATION/INFORMATION

The Hearing Examiner received the following exhibits into
evidence as part of the hearing record:
1.

Notice of Suspension for Failure of Evidentiary Testing served upon Anthony
Cole Seitsinger by Officer Cory R. Blair of the Lewiston Police Department

2.

Evidentiary test results (duplicate original) and Calibration Check

3.

Affidavit of Officer Cory R. Blair Supporting Initial Determination of Probable
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4.

Lewiston Police Department Narrative

5.

Lewiston Police Department Law Incident Table

6.

Main Radio Log Table

7.

Lewiston Police Department Envelope

8.

Certification of Receipt of Law Enforcement Documents

9.

Request for Hearing

10.

Anthony Seitsinger's Driver License Record

11.

Subpoena

12.

Subpoena Duces Tecum

Anthony Seitsinger supplemented the record January 27, 2004, with
the following exhibit:

A.

Affidavit of Service

On February 2, 2004, Anthony Seitsinger supplemented the record with
the following exhibits:
B.

Jonathan D. Hally Correspondence

C.

Affidavit of Service

D.

Instrument Operations Log

The Hearing Examiner took Judicial Notice of the following items:
1.

Records regularly maintained by the Idaho Department of Transportation
(Department)

2.

Idaho Administrative Procedure Act Rules

3.

All manuals adopted under IDAPA Rule 11.03.01 and 39.02.72

4.

Idaho State Police Standards and Procedures for Breath-Testing Instruments

5.

All City and County Ordinances and Procedures
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7.

Reported Court Decisions

ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING PROCEEDINGS
Testimony and Argument summarized from audiotape record of hearing

Peace Officer Cory Blair was placed under oath and testified to the following:
1.

Anthony Seitsinger performed field sobriety tests, was arrested, and taken to
the Nez Perce County Sheriffs Annex.

2.

Seitsinger was administered a breath test.

3.

The first test was invalid due to an unstable reference.

Attorney Jonathan Hally raised and/or argued the following points:
1.

The affidavit should be suppressed based on the Instrument Operations Log
showing an Invalid Test for Anthony Seitsinger on January 10, 2004.

2.

No print-out was made a part of this record supporting that fact.

3.

I. C. §18-8002A(5)(b) requires all test results be submitted to the Department.

4.

Not all of the evidence was provided as required by statute.

5.

Seven tests prior to Seitsinger's test showed Invalid.

ISSUES RAISED BY ANTHONY SEITSINGER
1.

Whether all breath test results administered to him accompanied the sworn
statement?

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

I having heard the testimony; having heard the issues raised by Anthony
Seitsinger; having considered the exhibits admitted as evidence; having considered the
matter herein; and being advised in the premises and the law, make the following
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law:
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PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE §18-8002A(7) THE PETITIONER CARRIES THE
BURDEN OF PROOF BY A PREPONDERANCE OF THE EVIDENCE REGARDING
ALL IDAHO CODE §18-8002A STANDARDS AND ISSUES.

1.
WERE THE BREATH TEST RESULTS PROPERLY SUBMITTED TO THE
DEPARTMENT?

1.

I. C. § 18-8002A(5)(b) provides that a certified copy or duplicate original of
the results of all tests for alcohol concentration as shown by the analysis of
breath administered at the direction of the peace officer shall accompany the
sworn statement of the officer.

2.

A duplicate original print-out of Anthony Seitsinger's breath test results of
.22/.21 was received by the Department accompanying the sworn statement.

3.

The Instrument Operations Log sets forth that Seitsinger was administered
two breath testing procedures with the first test results showing Invalid Test,
and the second testing procedure showing results of .22/.21.

4.

The Invalid Test print-out was not submitted to the Department as mandated
by statute.

5.

The documentary record received by the Departmentis defective and lacking
of all factual evidence pertinent to Seitsinger's Administrative License
Suspension.

6.

I. C. § 18-8002A(5)(b) sets forth mandatory language rather than
discretionary language.

7.

Seitsinger's breath testing procedures (2) and all test results did not
accompany the sworn statement of the officer, thus violating I. C. §188002A( 5)(b ).

8.

The sworn statement of the officer and all accompanying breath test
results/procedures were not properly submitted to the Department.

9.

This finding will not be considered or set precedent for future hearings with
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2.
WERE ALL PROCEDURES AND REQUIREMENTS FOLLOWED AND
SATISFIED PURSUANT TO IDAHO LAW?

1.

All requirements of I. C. §18-8002A were not satisfied.

BASED UPON THE FOREGOING FINDINGS OF FACT AND
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, I CONCLUDE THAT ALL OF THE
STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS FOR SUSPENSION OF ANTHONY
SEITSINGER'S DRIVING PRIVILEGES WERE NOT COMPLIED
WITH IN THIS CASE.
THE FOLLOWING ORDER IS RENDERED:

ORDER
The suspension set out in the Notice of Suspension, served pursuant to l.C. § 188002A, is VACATED.

DATED this 20th day of February, 2004

~~
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FINAL ORDER

(Hearings pursuant to Idaho Code § 18-802A)

This is a final order of the Department.

A motion for reconsideration may be filed with the Idaho
Transportation Department's Administrative License Suspension
Hearing Unit, PO Box 7129, Boise, ID 83707-1129 within fourteen
(14) days of the issue date of this order. If the hearing officer fails to
act upon this motion within twenty-one days of its receipt, the motion
will be deemed denied.

Or pursuant to sections 67-5270 and 67-5272, Idaho Code, any party
aggrieved by this final order or orders previously issued in this case
may appeal this final order and all previously issued orders in this case
to district court by filing a petition for judicial review in the district court
of the county in which:

1.

A hearing was held;

2.

The final agency actions were taken; or

3.

The party seeking review of the order resides.

An appeal must be filed within twenty-eight (28) days of the issue date
of this final order. The filing of an appeal to district court does not itself
stay the effectiveness or enforcement of the order under appeal.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
l HEREBY CERTIFY that on the
day of February 2004, I mailed a true and
accurate copy of the foregoing FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF
LAW AND ORDER by depositing the same in the United States mail, postage
prepaid, addressed to:

Jonathan D Hally
Attorney at Law
PO Drawer 285
Lewiston, Idaho 83501
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IN THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT
STATE OF IDAHO

IN THE MATTER OF THE
DRIVING PRIVILEGES OF

IDAHO D.L. NO. KA130484A
FILE NO. 648000090275
FINDINGS OF FACT AND
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
AND ORDER

DENNIS JOSEPH SCHAFF

This matter came set for hearing November 18, 2004, by telephone
conference, in reference to Dennis Schaff being served with an Administrative License
Suspension (ALS). Paul Thomas Clark, Attorney at Law, represented Schaff. Dennis
Schaff appeared.

The suspension set out in the Notice of Suspension for Failure of
Evidentiary Testing served upon Dennis Schaff pursuant to l.C. §18-8002A is

VACATED.

DOCUMENTATION/INFORMATION

The Hearing Examiner received the following exhibits into
evidence as part of the hearing record:
1.

Notice of Suspension for Failure of Evidentiary Testing served upon Dennis J.
Schaff by Craig Roberts of the Lewiston Police Department

2.

Evidentiary test results (duplicate original) and Calibration Check

3.

Affidavit of Officer Roberts Supporting Initial Determination of Probable Cause

4.

Lewiston Police Department Narrative
!..r'
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6.

Dennis Schaff's Idaho Driver's License

7.

Lewiston Police Department Envelope

8.

Certification of Receipt of Law Enforcement Documents

9.

Request for Hearing

10.

Dennis Schaff's Driver License Record

11.

Subpoena

12.

Subpoena Duces Tecum

Dennis Schaff supplemented the record with the following
evidence/exhibit:

A.

Instrument Operations Log

The Hearing Examiner took Judicial Notice of the following items:
1.

Records regularly maintained by the Idaho Department of Transpeartation
(Department)

2.

Idaho Administrative Procedure Act Rules

3.

All manuals adopted under IDAPA Rule 11.03.01 and 39.02.72

4.

Idaho State Police Standards and Procedures for Breath-Testing Instruments

5.

All City and County Ordinances and Procedures

6.

Idaho Statutes

7.

Reported Court Decisions
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ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING PROCEEDINGS
Argument summarized from audiotape record of hearing

Attorney Paul Clark raised and/or argued the following points:
1.

The peace officer failed to comply with the training manua I.

2.

The driver was exposed to glue used on pipes as told to the peace officer.

3.

The Hearing Officer is requested to take notice of the lntoxilyzer 5000
Training Manual, page 23 or section 2.

4.

The officer should have obtained a blood sample in a lega I blood kit.

5.

The officer did not follow his training and procedures as fa r as continuing
with a breath test.

ISSUES RAISED BY DENNIS SCHAFF
1.

Whether the exposure to glue invalidated the evidentiary test results?

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

I having heard the testimony, having heard the issues raised by Dennis Schaff;
having considered the exhibits admitted as evidence; having considered the matter
herein; and being advised in the pre mises and the law, make the followi ng Findings of
Fact and Conclusions of Law:

PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE §18-8002A(7) THE PETITIONER CARRIES THE
BURDEN OF PROOF BY A PREPONDERANCE OF THE EVIDENCE IREGARDING
ALL IDAHO CODE §18-8002A STANDARDS AND ISSUES.
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1.
WAS DENNIS SCHAFF REQUESTED TO SUBMIT TO THE PROPER ..AND
CORRECT EVIDENTIAL ALCOHOL TEST DUE TO HIS EXPOSURE TO
GLUE?

1.

The lntoxilyzer 5000 Breath Testing Specialist Manual (Section 2, page

23)

sets forth that if there is any indication that the subject has had prolonqed
exposure to paint or solvent fumes or has consumed any alcohol othert::han
ethyl alcohol, get a blood sample in a legal blood alcohol kit.

2.

The Idaho State Police Standard Operating Procedure (Section 111-A-#3")
provides that if in doubt, the operator may elect a blood test in place of f::.he
breath alcohol test.

3.

Officer Roberts's Narrative Report states "I then read Schaff the fumes
question. He stated that he was a plummer and they used glue on pipe s ...
The lntoxilyzer 5000 gave an invalid sample."

4.

Officer Roberts's Narrative Report sets forth that Schaff admitted drinking
three or four beers, that he did not believe he was drunk, nor under the
influence, nor had his drinking effected his driving.

7.

Schaff submitted to evidential breath-testing and was not provided the
opportunity to submit to blood testing.

8.

The record is clear and undisputed that Schaff was exposed to glue, an d the
results of the breath alcohol test are of questionable value and accurac~.

9.

Pursuant to Idaho State Police Policy and Procedure, Officer Roberts should
have requested Schaff submit to blood alcohol testing due to his exposure to
glue, rather than evidential breath-testing.

1 O.

Proper testing procedures were not followed and Schaff's breath test re::sults
shall be suppressed.

11. With the breath test results neither reliable nor admissible, the record is
absent of any violation of I. C. § 18-8004.

12. Schaff was requested to submit to the improper and incorrect evidential
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2.
DID OFFICER ROBERTS FOLLOW ALL PROCEDURES AND
REQUIREMENTS SET FORTH PURSUANT TO IDAHO LAW AND THE
ISP STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE?

1.

All procedures were not followed pursuant to I. C. §18-8004(4) nor the Idaho
State Police Policies and Procedure Manuals.

BASED UPON THE FOREGOING FINDINGS OF FACT AND
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, I CONCLUDE THAT ALL OF THE
STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS FOR SUSPENSION OF DENNIS
SCHAF F'S DRIVING PRIVILEGES WERE NOT COMPLIED WITH IN
THIS CASE.
THE FOLLOWING ORDER IS RENDERED:

ORDER
The suspension set out in the Notice of Suspension, served pursuant to LC. §188002A, is VACATED.

DATED this 5th day of January, 2005

~JJ:I'/;Z ... ,_ ~
~~~
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FINAL ORDER

(Hearings pursuant to Idaho Code § 18-802A)

This is a final order of the Department.

A motion for reconsideration may be filed with the Idaho
Transportation Department's Administrative License Suspension
Hearing Unit, PO Box 7129, Boise, ID 83707-1129 within fourteen
( 14) days of the issue date of this order. If the hearing officer fails to
act upon this motion within twenty-one days of its receipt, the motion
will be deemed denied.

Or pursuant to sections 67-5270 and 67-5272, Idaho Code, any party
aggrieved by this final order or orders previously issued in this case
may appeal this final order and all previous! y issued orders in this case
to district court by filing a petition for judicial review in the district court
of the county in which:

1.

A hearing was held;

2.

The final agency actions vvere taken; or

3.

The party seeking review of the order resides.

An appeal must be filed within twenty-eight (28) days of the issue date
of this final order. The filing of an appeal to district court does not itself
stav the effectiveness or _enforcement of the order under appeal.
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the
day of January 2005, I mailed a true and
accurate copy of the foregoing FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF
L/:i..W AND ORDER by depositing the same in the United States mail, postage
prepaid, addressed to:

Paul Thomas Clark
Attorney at Law
PO Drawer 285
Lewiston, Idaho 83501
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IN THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT
STATE OF IDAHO

IN THE MATTER OF THE
DRIVING PRIVILEGES OF

IDAHO D.L. NO. KA121932A
FILE NO. 648001072938
FINDINGS OF FACT AND
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
AND ORDER

RONALD LEE PAFFILE

This matter came on for hearing March 29, 2005, by telephone conference,
in reference to Ronald Paffile being served with an Administrative License Suspension
(ALS). Paul Thomas Clark, Attorney at Law, represented Paffile. Ronald Paffile
appeared.

The suspension set out in the Notice of Suspension for Failure of
Evidentiary Testing served upon Ronald Paffile pursuant to l.C. §18-8002A is

VACATED.

DOCUMENTATION/INFORMATION

The Hearing Examiner received the following exhibits into
evidence as part of the hearing record:
1.

Notice of Suspension for Failure of Evidentiary Testing served upon Ronald

L. Paffile by Peace Officer Peter W. Moyle of the Idaho State Police
2.

Evidentiary test results (duplicate original) and Calibration Check

3.

Officer Peter W. Moyle's Probable Cause Affidavit in Support of Arrest and/or

Refusal to Take Test
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5.

Ronald Paffile's Idaho Driver's License

6.

Envelope

7.

Certification of Receipt of Law Enforceme'nt Documents

8.

Request for Hearing

9.

Ronald Paffile's Driver License Record

10.

Subpoena

11.

Subpoena Duces Tecum

At the request of Ronald Paffile and with the approval of the Hearing Officer, the record
remained open to provide Paffile the opportunity to supplement the record with additional
evidence.

Ronald Paffile supplemented the record with the following exhibit
March 22, 2005:
A.

Affidavit of Service-Peter Moyle

On March 30, 2005, Ronald Paffile supplemented the record with the
following evidence/exhibit:

B.

Transcript of DUI Arrest-Ron Paffile

The Hearing Examiner took Judicial Notice of the following items:
1.

Records regularly maintained by the Idaho Department of Transportation
(Department)

2.

Idaho Administrative Procedure Act Rules

3.

All manuals adopted under IDAPA Rule 11.03.01 and 39.02.72

4.

Idaho State Police Standards and Procedures for Breath-Testing Instruments

5.

All City and County Ordinances and Procedures
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Reported Court Decisions

ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING PROCEEDINGS
Testimony and Argument summarized from audiotape record of hearing

Ronald Paffile was placed under oath and testified to the following:
1.

He was arrested for DUI (driving under the influence) on March 4, 2005.

2.

He was taken to the sheriff's annex for a breath test.

3.

Prior to the breath test, the peace officer read him some information.

4.

After reading the information and prior to the breath test, the officer explained
his rights further.

5.

The officer told him he would get more suspension if he refused, rather than
taking and failing evidentiary testing.

6.

He was told also before he took the test he could request restricted driving
privileges.

7.

The officer asserted what most people do is when they have to go to work
and such they just go to the court and the court will give them a restricted
license that says you can do this, this and nothing else.

8.

He relied on what the officer told him.

Attorney Paul Clark raised and/or argued the following points:
1.

The matter is submitted to the record.

2.

The driver relies on the issues set forth in the request for hearing.

3.

With respect to the I. C. §18-8002 advisory form, the peace officer enters the
date of arrest as February 4, 2005, but that is wrong.

4.

What the officer told the driver after reading the advisory form which the
driver relied upon is totally incorrect, misleading and deceptive.

5.

I. C. §18-8002A requires the officer to give correct information to the driver.

6.

The officer is telling the driver that he can just go to court and get driving
privileges.

7.

The court has no authority to give privileges on an Administrative License
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under the influence), after sentencing, and serving the absolute license
suspension period.
8.

An inference is that people that get an ALS or DUI can go to court and get a
restricted license permit for work purposes.

9.

This is contrary to the law.

10.

It is misleading and the driver relied upon false and incorrect information
provided by the officer.

ISSUES RAISED BY RONALD PAFFILE
1.

Whether he was properly informed of the consequences of submitting to
evidentiary testing?

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

I having heard the testimony, having heard the issues raised by Ronald Paffile;
having considered the exhibits admitted as evidence; having considered the matter
herein; and being advised in the premises and the law, make the following Findings of
Fact and Conclusions of Law:

PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE §18-8002A(7) THE PETITIONER CARRIES THE
BURDEN OF PROOF BY A PREPONDERANCE OF THE EVIDENCE REGARDING
ALL IDAHO CODE §18-8002A STANDARDS AND ISSUES.

1.
WAS RONALD PAFFILE PROPERLY ADVISED OF THE
CONSEQUENCES OF SUBMITTING TO EVIDENTIARY TESTING?

1.

I. C. §18-8002A(2) provides that at the time of evidentiary testing for

concentration of alcohol, the person shall be substantially informed of the
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
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consequences of refusing to submit to or failing to complete evidentiary
testing or of taking and failing evidentiary testing.
2.

I. C. §18-8002A(9) provides that a person served with a Notice of
Suspension for 90 days may apply to the Department for restricted driving
privileges to become effective after the 30 day absolute suspension has
been completed.

3.

Further, Section 5B of the Notice of Suspension for Failure of Evidentiary
Testing provides that you may request restricted driving privileges for the
remaining 60 days of the suspension period, with absolutely no driving
privileges during the first 30 days.

4.

At the Administrative License Suspension hearing, Paffile testified that prior
to submitting to evidentiary testing, Officer Moyle told him that what most
people do when they need a temporary permit is that they go to the court,
and the court will give them a restricted license.

5.

This is further corroborated by the transcript (Petitioner's Exhibit B)
submitted as evidence by Paffile.

6.

In the transcript (page 15), Officer Moyle states "What most people do is
when they have to go to work and such they just go to court. They tell them
this is what I need to do. I, you know, and they give them basically a
restricted license that says you can do this, this, this. Nothing else."

7.

I. C. § 18-8002A requires that the peace officer provide accurate information
to the driver prior to his submitting to evidentiary testing, and that he be
substantially informed of the consequences should he submit to and fail
evidentiary testing.

8.

First, the Idaho Transportation Department, not the court, is the correct
agency that would issue a driver a restricted license permit for temporary
driving privileges upon the driver making application.

9.

Secondly, a person is not automatically issued a restricted license permit just
because they make/submit application.

10. A person making/submitting application for a restricted license permit is
re_sponsible for satisfying certain criteria prior to receiving the restricted
~ , Q
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11.

When instructing Patfile regarding the issuance of a restricted license,
Officer Moyle used mandatory and obligatory language that basically
asserted that he would receive a restricted license permit from the incorrect
tribunal upon his making/submitting application.

12.

This is neither true nor consistent with statute and the Notice of Suspension
form read to Paffile prior to his submitting to evidentiary testing.

13.

Paffile was not adequately, properly or correctly informed of the
consequences of submitting to evidentiary testing.

2.
WERE ALL PROCEDURES AND REQUIREMENTS FOLLOWED AND
SATISFIED PURSUANT TO IDAHO LAW?

1.

All procedures were not followed pursuant to I. C. § 18-8002A.

BASED UPON THE FOREGOING FINDINGS OF FACT AND
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, I CONCLUDE THAT ALL OF THE
STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS FOR SUSPENSION OF RONALD
PAFFILE'S DRIVING PRIVILEGES WERE NOT COMPLIED WITH IN
THIS CASE.
THE FOLLOWING ORDER IS RENDERED:
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ORDER
The suspension set out in the Notice of Suspension, served pursuant to l.C. §188002A, is VACATED.

DATED this 17th day of May, 2005
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FINAL ORDER

(Hearings pursuant to Idaho Code § 18-802A)

This is a final order of the Department.

A motion for reconsideration may be filed with the Idaho
Transportation Department's Administrative License Suspension
Hearing Unit, PO Box 7129, Boise, ID 83707-1129 within fourteen
( 14) days of the issue date of this order. If the hearing officer fails to
act upon this motion within twenty-one days of its receipt, the motion
will be deemed denied.

Or pursuant to sections 67-5270 and 67-5272, Idaho Code, any party
aggrieved by this final order or orders previously issued in this case
may appeal this final order and all previously issued orders in this case
to district court by filing a petition for judicial review in the district court
of the county in which:

1.

A hearing was held;

2.

The final agency actions were

3.

The party seeking review of the order resides.

taken~

or

An appeal must be filed within twenty-eight (28) days of the issue date
of this final order. The filing of an appeal to district court<loes not itself
MEM@~~~~~oo._~r Bnforcement

of the -order under appeal.
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CERTIFICATE OF

AILING

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the __@ay of May 2005, I mailed a true and
accurate copy of the foregoing FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF
LAW AND ORDER by depositing the same in the United States mail, postage
prepaid, addressed to:

Paul Thomas Clark
Attorney at Law
PO Drawer 285
Lewiston, Idaho 83501
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IN THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT
STATE OF IDAHO

IN THE MATTER OF THE
..
DRIVING PRIVILEGE~\~1£,C\EJVED

IDAHO D.L. NO. KA 1276441
FILE NO. 648000094271

.I~

FINDINGS OF FACT AND
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
AND ORDER

This matter came on for hearing January 5, 2006, by telephone conference,
in reference to Jeanna Wakefield being served with an Administrative License
Suspension (ALS). Charles M. Stroschein, Attorney at Law, represented Wakefield.
Jeanna Wakefield appeared. Additionally, Lewiston Peace Officers Doug Blume and Eric
Kjorness appeared as witnesses.

The suspension set out in the Notice of Suspension for Failure of
Evidentiary Testing served upon Jeanna Wakefield pursuant to l.C. §18-8002A is

SUSTAINED.

DOCUMENTATION/INFORMATION
The Hearing Examiner received the following State's
exhibits into evidence as part of the hearing record:
1.

Notice of Suspension for Failure of Evidentiary Testing served upon Jeanna
A. Wakefield by Peace Officer Doug Blume of the Lewiston Police
Department

2.

Evidentiary test results (duplicate original) and Calibration Check
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4.

Affidavit of Officer D. Blume Supporting Initial Determination of Probable
Cause

5.

Lewiston Police DepartmentNarrative

6.

Lewiston Police Department Law Incident Table

7.

Jeanna Wakefield's Idaho Driver's License

8.

Lewiston Police Department Enve~ope

9.

Certification of Receipt of Law Enforcement Documents

10.

Request for Hearing

11.

Request for Discovery

12.

Motion for Discovery Order

13.

Jeanna Wakefield's Driver License Record

14.

State of Idaho Response to Jeanna Wakefield's Discovery Request

15.

Order

16.

Order

17.

Subpoena

18.

Subpoena

19.

Subpoena Duces Tecum

20.

Subpoena Duces Tecum

21.

Stay Order

22.

Pending Action Letter

23.

Order

Jeanna Wakefield supplemented the record with the following exhibits:
A.

Motion to Dismiss

B.

Motion for Stay

The Hearing Examiner took Judicial Notice of the following items:
1.

Records regularly maintained by the Idaho Department of Transportation
(Department)
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3.

All manuals adopted under IDAPA Rule 11.03.01 and 39.02.72

4.

Idaho State Police Standards and Procedures for Breath-Testing Instruments

5.

All City and County Ordinances and Procedures

6.

Idaho Statutes

7.

Reported Court Decisions

ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING PROCEEDINGS
Testimony and Argument summarized from audiotape record of hearing

Peace Officer Doug Blume was placed under oath and testified to the following:
1.

On December 2, 2005, he received an erratic driver call.

2.

His certification expires April 30, 2006.

3.

He certified February 26 •. 2004.

4.

He received his certification through the Lewiston Police Department

5.

Corporal (Cpl.) Eric Kjorness was the Breath Testing Specialist (BTS).

6.

He took the practical exam on another peace officer.

7.

He tested the driver on the lntoxilyzer 5000EN.

8.

He can't recollect what class he was certified on.

9.

He can't recall if he has had the changeover class on the lntoxilyzer 5000EN.

10. He remembers the incident date was December 2, 2005.
11. He received a call regarding erratic driving, and the call came out on a
computer in his car.
12. He got the information from the screen which comes from dispatch.
13. He did not receive confirmation from any citizen.
14. He did not get a name or address of the citizen.
15. He located a vehicle that matched the dispatch description of the vehicle.
16. He confirmed that the person was following the suspect vehicle.
17. He was in Rosauer's parking lot getting ready to enter Bryden Avenue, and
the vehicle drove by him.
18. The vehicle was a Toyota pickup with another vehicle behind.
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20. When pulling out onto Bryden Avenue, he did not see any law violations at
that time.
21. He followed the suspect for 10 seconds or less up to Thain and Bryden at the
traffic device.
22. The vehicle stopped at the red light.
23. The vehicle was straddling the solid white line dividing the right turn lane and
the lane which continues eastbound on Bryden or which a vehicle can turn
left onto Thain to travel north.
24. The right side tires were on the side and the left tires were on the other.
25. The driver was not interfering with the flow of traffic.
26. It was about 2034 hours or 8:34 p.m.
27. It was dark.
28. The suspect vehicle hesitated for a couple of seconds and headed east on
Bryden.
29. There were no law violations in passing through the intersection.
30. He activated the lights based on the call he received and the straddling of the
line.
31. After contacting the driver, he called for backup.
32. There was nothing suspicious with how the vehicle pulled over and parked in
the parking lot.
33. He parked behind the vehicle.
34. The driver was not free to go.
35. He requested identification documents and the driver provided most
information.
36. He doesn't recall getting the registration.
37. The driver exhibited no problem in retrieving the identification documents.
38. He smelled the odor of an alcoholic beverage.
39. The eyes were bloodshot and watery.
40. The driver's pupils were dilated.
41. The driver did not indicate driving in an erratic fashion prior to the stop.
42. Field sobriety tests were administered and the driver was placed under
MEMORAJ'~tfl.TJM. IN SUPPORT OF
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43. The driver was transported to the sheriffs annex and into the lntoxilyzer
room.
44. He checked the mouth for foreign objects.
45. He noted the time on the lntoxilyzer for the observation period.
46. He read the driver the I. C. §18-8002 advisory form.
47. He waited 16 minutes.
48. The driver signed the temporary permit form.
49. The driver provided two samples.

Officer Eric Kjorness was placed under oath and testified to the following:
1. A test was performed on the 68 series of the lntoxilyzer 5000EN.
2. The instrument was put into service July 2003, and the instrument received
State certification prior to that time.
3. The machine was taken out of service on several occasions in 2004, with the
instrument out of service for five months.
4. The instrument was sent to the manufacturer, returned but it didn't work, sent
back to the manufacturer, and returned in April 2004 or May 2004.
5. The instrument had problems with Ambient failures.
6.

In September 2004 at a training session, he was given a chip to add to the
lntoxilyzer 5000EN configuration.

7.

He installed the chip in October 2004.

8.

He doesn't believe the State sent out a new certification after the chip was
added.

9. The instrument was re-certified after being repaired by a factory certified
technician, but he is not sure of certification by the State.
10. The State told him to send the instrument to the factory.
11. The State may have done that when they replaced the light source on April
29, 2005.
12. He does not believe or recall if he has a new certification since the chip was
added to the instrument.
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Attorney Charles Stroschein raised and/or argued the following points:
1.

The driver questions whether the peace officer had probable cause to stop
her.

2.

In State v. Emory, the court requires that the peace officer needs verification
of who the caller is and other facts.

3.

If the officer doesn't get that, than the officer has to get some confirming
action on the part of the suspect vehicle.

4.

In this case, there was no bad driving to verify the unknown informant's call.

5.

There was straddling of the line, but no indication that was a law violation.

6.

The driver didn't impede traffic, and the record lacks indication of any code
section violation.

7.

On December 2005, at 8:00 p.m., that is not a law violation that would allow
the officer to pull the driver over.

8.

Case law requires that if an officer is going to go by dispatch information that
once the vehicle is spotted, the lights should come on immediately, but in this
case, the officer did not do that because he wanted to get verification of his
own.

9.

Officer Blume indicated he probably hadn't been trained on the lntoxilyzer
5000EN.

10.

The lntoxilyzer 5000EN is a new model of the CMI series.

11.

The Standard Operating Procedure has a specific section that deals with law
enforcement adopting a new instrument.

12.

The Hearing Officer is requested to take notice of the Standard Operating
Procedure, page 1-3.

13.

The adoption of a new instrument will require updating by Breath Testing
Specialists and Operators.

14.

There is a requirement for a changeover class.

15.

A training class for certified personnel in which they are taught theory,
operation and proper testing procedure for a new make or model of
instrument being adopted by their agency.

16.

Officer Blume has not had the changeover class.
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17.

With Officer Kjorness adding the extra chip to the lntoxilyzer 5000 after it had
been certified without the extra chip does not allow the machine to be used.

18.

There is no Certificate of Approval in this case, and he has never seen one.

19.

CMI is in trouble with Florida judges because they won't comply with
discovery order regarding source codes.

20.

In Florida, the officers have been adding extra chips which has not been
certified by the state, and the same situation applies here.

21.

CMI won't release the source code to verify that the extra chip meets the
requirements of the Federal Register and the certification process for Florida.

22.

With Corporal (Cpl.) Kjorness given this extra chip at a training session, this
doesn't comport with I. C. §18-8004(4) because the legislature requires an
approved machine at appropriate laboratories, and in this case, there is no
verification of that.

23.

The IDAPA Rules require there be a laboratory that has been certified by the
state regarding the use of specialized devices, 11.03.01.004.05.

24.

The requiremenYfor breath alcohol concentration testing requires that the
instrument needs approved by the Department or listed in the Conforming
Parts List of evidentiary breath test measurement devices as published in the
Federal Register.

25.

Adding a chip without certification by the state invalidates its use.

ISSUES RAISED BY JEANNA WAKEFIELD
1.

Whether the peace officer possessed legal cause for the stop of her vehicle?

2.

Whether the peace officer was properly certified to operate the breath-testing
instrument?

3.

Whether the breath-testing instrument was properly certified?

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
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IDAHO CODE §18-8002A(7) ISSUES

1.

Did Officer Blume possess legal cause to stop Jeanna Wakefield's vehicle?

2.

Did Officer Blume possess legal cause to believe Wakefield was driving or in
actual physical control of a motor vehicle while under the influence of alcohol,
drugs, or other intoxicating substances in violation of the provisions of Idaho
Code (I. C.) §§ 18-8004, 18-8004C, or 18-8006?

3.

Did the test results show an alcohol concentration or the presence of drugs or
other intoxicating substances in violation of I. C. §§ 18-8004, 18-8004C, 188006?

4.

Was the evidentiary test performed in compliance with Idaho Code, IDAPA
Rule, and ISP Standard Operating Procedure?

5.

Did the evidentiary testing instrument function properly when the test was
administered?

6.

Was Wakefield advised of the consequences of submitting to evidentiary
testing as required by I. C. §18-8002A(2)?

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUS10NS OF LAW

I having heard the testimony, having heard the issues raised by Jeanna Wakefield;
having considered the exhibits admitted as evidence; having considered the matter
herein; and being advised in the premises and the law, make the following Findings of
Fact and Conclusions of Law:

PURSUANT TO lDAHO CODE §18-8002A(7) THE PETITIONER CARRIES THE
BURDEN OF PROOF BY A PREPONDERANCE OF THE EVIDENCE REGARDING
ALL IDAHO CODE §18-8002A STANDARDS AND ISSUES.
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DID OFFICER BLUME POSSESS LEGAL CAUSE FOR THE STOP OF
JEANNA WAKEFIELD'S VEHICLE?

1.

On December 2, 2005, at approximately 2034 hours, Officer Blume received
a call from dispatch referencing an erratic driver (Wakefield).

2.

The call comments showed Wakefield's vehicle traveling eastbound in the
900 block of Bryden Avenue in Lewiston, Idaho, with Wakefield weaving and
nearly striking some mailboxes.

3.

While stopped in the Rosauers parking lot, Officer Blume observed
Wakefield's vehicle, with a charcoal colored vehicle following.

4.

Officer Blume entered the roadway following Wakefield.

5.

On approach to the red light at Thain and Bryden, Wakefield stopped for the
red traffic signal.

6.

Officer Blume observed Wakefield stop straddling the white l"ine separating
the right turn lane from the left turn lane or straight eastbound lane onto
Bryden.

7.

When the light turned green, Wakefield hesitated several seconds, and she
then continued eastbound through the intersection.

8.

While following Wakefield with the emergency lights activated, Officer Blume
observed Wakefield nearly drive off the right, south side of the road in the
1100 block of Bryden.

7.

I. C. §49-637(1) provides that whenever any highway has been divided into
two or more clearly marked lanes for traffic a vehicle shall be driven as nearly
as practicable entirely within a single lane.

8.

It is clear and unmistakable that a vehicle straddling a lane divider line is not
entirely within the lane of travel, thus providing a sufficient basis for
effectuating a traffic stop for a violation of I. C. §49-637.

9.

Wakefield violated I. C. §49-637.

10. Officer Blume possessed legal cause for the stop of Wakefield's vehicle.
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2.

DID OFFICER BLUME POSSESS LEGAL CAUSE FOR JEANNA
WAKEFIELD'S ARREST, TO BELIEVE WAKEFIELD WAS DRIVING
WHILE UNDER THE INFLUENCE IN VIOLATION OF IDAHO CODE
§18-8004, AND LEGAL CAUSE TO REQUEST WAKEFIELD SUBMIT
TO EVIDENTIARY TESTING?

1.

Officer Blume observed Wakefield driving and in actual physical control of
the motor vehicle at the time he witnessed the failure to maintain lane law
violation.

2.

Wakefield exhibited irregular, suspicious, and illegal driving.

3.

Officer Blume smelled the odor of an alcoholic beverage coming from the
interior of Wakefield's vehicle.

4.

Wakefield admitted drinking alcoholic beverages prior to driving, and having
too much to drink.

5.

Wakefield displayed bloodshot eyes.

6.

Wakefield displayed watery eyes.

7.

Wakefield displayed dilated pupils.

8.

Wakefield exhibited difficulty in following instructions and retrieving the
requested identification documents.

9.

When exiting the vehicle, Wakefield lost her balance and she had to lean
against her vehicle.

10.

Wakefield swayed while standing.

11.

Wakefield met or exceeded the minimum decision points on the Horizontal
Gaze Nystagmus (HGN) standardized field sobriety test.

12.

Wakefield was unable to perform the Walk & Turn standardized field sobriety
test.

13.

Officer Blume possessed legal cause for Wakefield's arrest, legal cause to
believe Wakefield was driving while under the influence of alcohol in violati9,fl _,

of I. C. ~18-8004, and legal cause to request Wakefield submit to
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DID JEANNA WAKEFIELD'S EVIDENTIARY TEST RESULTS
INDICATE A VIOLATION OF IDAHO CODE §18-8004?

1.

Wakefield submitted to breath-testing December 2, 2005.

2.

Wakefield provided breath samples of .31 /.30.

3.

Idaho's legal limit for breath alcohol concentration (BRAC) is .08.

4.

Wakefield's BRAC results were in violation of I. C. §18-8004C.

4.
WAS THE EVIDENTlARY TEST CONDUCTED IN ACCORDANCE
WITH I. C. §18-8004(4), IDAPA RULES, AND THE lDAHO STATE
POLICE (ISP) STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE, INCLUDING
WHETHER OFFICER BLUME WAS PROPERLY CERTIFIED TO
ADMINISTER EVIDENTIARY TESTING UTILIZING THE
INTOXILYZER SOOOEN BREATH-TESTING INSTRUMENT?

1.

Jeanna Wakefield submitted to evidential breath-testing December 2, 2005,
at 2139 hours.

2.

At the Nez Perce Count Annex jail and prior to breath-testing, Officer Blume
checked Wakefield's mouth for foreign objects finding nothing and he first
observed Wakefield at 2118 hours, 21 minutes prior to the collection of the
first breath sample, thus satisfying the requisite 15-minute monitoring period.

3.

Officer Blume was duly qualified to administer evidentiary testing, and he
was properly certified to operate the lntoxilyzer 5000EN breath-testing
instrument as evidenced by his operator certification expiration date of April
30, 2006.

4.

The lntoxilyzer 5000EN is not a new instrument or model, but rather an

updated version of the previously approved lntoxi!yzer 5000 model, thus no ~5
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5.

The Idaho State Police Standard Operating Procedure, 1-3 states "If the
principle of operation is different, the BTS must complete an operator
changeover class as described in l.E.2, followed by a BTS instrumentation
class for the new instrument."

6.

Operator functions are the same for both the lntoxilyzer 5000 and the
lntoxilyzer 5000EN.

7.

Officer Blume's certification on the lntoxilyzer 5000 is valid for all 5000
models, including the lntoxilyzer 5000EN.

8.

Wakefield's argument fails.

9.

Wakefield's evidentiary test was conducted in accordance with the
requirements of I. C. §18-8004, the IDAPA Rules, and ISP's Standard
Operating Procedure.

5.
WAS THE EVIDENTIARY TESTING INSTRUMENT CERTIFIED,
PROPERLY CALIBRATED, AND APPROVED FOR USE
PURSUANT TO ISP STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE, AND
WAS THE INSTRUMENT FUNCTIONING ACCURATELY AT THE
TIME OF BREATH-TESTING?
1.

Jeanna Wakefield submitted to an evidential breath test December 2, 2005,
at 2139 hours, utilizing the lntoxilyzer 5000EN breath-testing instrument #68012541.

2.

The acceptable simulator solution check #0004, conducted December 2,
2005, at 2138 hours, one minute prior to the breath test, with calibration
results of .080, approved the tntoxilyzer 5000EN testing instrument for
evidentiary use in accordance with the ISP Standard Operating Procedure.

3.

The Standard Operating Procedure sets forth no language nor is there any
requirement for the lntoxilyzer 5000EN to be re-certified upon a new chip
being added to the instrument.
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4.

Each breath testing instrument is individually certified by the Idaho State
Police Forensic Services (ISPFS), and the individual instrument approval
does not carry an expiration date.

5.

If an instrument's certificate of approval is suspended, the instrument may be
re-certified after re-evaluation by the ISPFS.

6.

This record fails to set forth any evidence to show that the lntoxilyzer 5000EN
breath-testing instrument #68-012541 Certificate of Approval was
suspended.

7.

Further, Wakefield presented no evidence to show that the breath-testing
instrument #68-012541 was not properly certified on the date that she
submitted to evidentiary testing.

8.

Wakefield's argument fails.

9.

The lntoxilyzer 5000EN testing instrument was properly certified, calibrated,
and approved for evidentiary testing of alcohol concentration, and the testing
instrument was functioning accurately at the time Wakefield submitted to
breath-testing.

6.
WAS JEANNA WAKEFIELD ADVISED OF THE CONSEQUENCES
OF SUBMITTING TO EVIDENTIARY TESTING AND THE POSSIBLE
SUSPENSION OF HER IDAHO DRIVING PRIVILEGE?

1.

At the Nez Perce County Sheriff's Annex, Officer Blume read Wakefield the
Idaho Code § 18-8002 Notice of Suspension advisory form.

2.

Prior to being offered the breath test, Wakefield was substantially informed of
the consequences of refusal and failure of the test as required by I. C. §§188002 and 18-8002A.

3.

Wakefield was properly advised of the consequences of submitting to
evidentiary testing, and the possible suspension of her Idaho driving
privileges.
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7.
DID OFFICER BLUME FOLLOW ALL PROCEDURES AND
REQUIREMENTS SET FORTH PURSUANT TO IDAHO LAW AND
THE ISP STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE?

1.

Officer Blume followed all procedures and satisfied all requirements pursuant
to I. C. §§18-8002A and 18-8004, and the ISP's Standard Operating
Procedure was properly adhered with.

CONFLICTING FACTS, IF ANY, WERE CONSIDERED AND
REJECTED IN FAVOR OF THE FOREGOING CITED FACTS.
BASED UPON THE FOREGOING FINDINGS OF FACT AND
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, I CONCLUDE THAT ALL OF THE
STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS FOR SUSPENSION OF JEANNA
WAKEFIELD'S DRIVING PRIVILEGES WERE COMPLIED WITH IN
THIS CASE.

THE FOLLOWING ORDER IS RENDERED:

ORDER
The suspension set out in the Notice of Suspension, served pursuant to l.C. §188002A, is SUSTAINED.

THE STAY ORDER IS HEREBY QUASHED AND THE SUSPENSION SET
FORTH IN THE NOTICE OF SUSPENSION FOR FAILURE OF EVIDENTIARY
TESTING SERVED BY OFFICER BLUME DECEMBER 2, 2005, SHALL BE

~:T~~ft~~eyfl1~~At~D RUN FOR 87 DAYS.
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EXHIBIT 13, JEANNA WAKEFIELD'S DRIVER'S LICENSE RECORD, SETS
FORTH THAT THIS IS WAKEFIELD'S FIRST FAILURE OF EVIDENTIARY
TESTING WITHIN THE IMMEDIATELY PRECEDING FIVE YEARS.

DATED this 22nd day of February, 2006

~;·
th~!~
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FINAL ORDER

(Hearings pursuant to Idaho Code § 18-802A)

This is a final order of the Department.

A motion for reconsideration may be filed with the Idaho
Transportation Department's Administrative License Suspension
Hearing Unit, PO Box 7129, Boise, ID 83707-1129 within fourteen
(14) days of the issue date of this order. lf the hearing officer fails to
act upon this motion within twenty-one days of its receipt, the motion
will be deemed denied.

Or pursuant to sections 67-5270 and 67-5272, Idaho Code, any party
aggrieved by this final order or orders previously issued in this case
may appeal this final order and all previously issued orders in this case
to district court by filing a petition for judicial review in the district court
of the county in which:

1.

A hearing was held;

2.

The final agency actions were taken; or

3.

The party seeking review of the order resides.

An appeal must be filed within twenty-eight (28) days of the issue date
of this final order. The filing of an appeal to district court does not itself
stav the effectiveness or enforcement of the order under appeal.
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the
day of February 2006, l mailed
a true and accurate copy of the foregoing FINDINGS OF FACT AND
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND ORDER by depositing the same in
the US Mail, postage prepaid, addressed to:

Charles Stroschein
Attorney at Law
PO Drawer 285
Lewiston ID 83501
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STATE OF IDAHO

IN THE MATIER OF THE
DRIVING PRIVILEGES OF

IDAHO D.L NO. KA112179H
FILE NO. 648000097843
FINDINGS OF FACT AND
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
AND ORDER

AMANDA MARIE WHITE
This matter came on for hearing December 20, 2005, by telephone
conference, in reference to Amanda White being served with an Administrative License
Suspensio:i (ALS). Robert J. Kwate, Attorney at Law, represented White. Arnanda
White appeared.

The suspension set out in the Notice of Suspension for Failure of
Evidentiary Testing served upon Amanda White pursuant to I. C. § 18-8002A is

VACATED.

DOCUMENTATION/INFORMATION

The Hearing Examiner received the following exhibits into
evidence as part of the hearing record:
1.

Notice of Suspension for Failure of Evidentiary Testing served upon Amanda
M. White by Peace Officer Rick Fuentes of the Lewiston Police Department

2.

Evidentiary test results (duplicate original) and Calibration Check

3.

Initial Determination of Probable Cause After Arrest without Warrant

4.

Affidavit of Officer Rick Fuentes Supporting Initial Determination of Probable
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5.

Lewiston Police Department Narrative

6.

Lewiston Police Department Law Incident Table

7.

Main Radio Log Table

8.

Lewiston Police Department Envelope

9.

Certification of Receipt of Law Enforcement Documents

10. Request for Hearing
11 . Amanda White's Driver License Record

12. Subpoena
13. Stay Order
14. Pending Action Letter

Amanda White supplemented the record with the following exhibit
December 2, 2005:
A.

Robert J. Kwate Correspondence

At the request of Amanda White and with the approval of the Hearing Officer, the record
remained open to provide White the opportunity to supplement the record with additional
evidence.

On December 22, 2005, Amanda White supplemented the record with
the following evidence/exhibits:
B.

Notice of Suspension for Failure of Evidentiary Testing Formgoldenrod/driver's copy

C.

Idaho Uniform Citation #97834

The Hearing Examiner took Judicial Notice of the following items:
1.

Records regularly maintained by the Idaho Department of Transportation
(Oep~artment)
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3.

All manuals adopted under IDAPA Rule 11.03.01 and 39.02.72

4.

Idaho State Police Standards and Procedures for Breath-Testing Instruments

,5.

All City and County Ordinances and Procedures

6.

Idaho Statutes

7.

Reported Court Decisions

ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING PROCEEDINGS
Testimony and Argument summarized from audiotape record of hearing

Amanda White was placed under oath and testified to the following:

1.

She remembers being stopped and arrested for driving under the influence
(DUI).

2.

He remembers being given a form, but she was not told what the form was.

3.

Her form, Exhibit B (the Notice of Suspension form), shovvs the refusal box is
marked showing why her license is b"eing suspe1:ded.

4.

No other box was marked.

I

5.

The Citation, Exhibit C, shows the offense of DUI with a deficient
sample/Refusal.

6.

She was never served with a document showing that she failed a breath test.

Attorney Robert Kwate raised and/or argued the following points:
1.

The Hearing Officer is requested to take notice of I. C. § 18-8002A(4 )(b )(i).

2.

This requires personal service of the Notice of Suspension upon the driver.

3.

The Hearing Officer is requested to take notice of Exhibit 5, Peace Officer
Fuentes Narrative Report.

4.

Exhibit 1, the Notice of Suspension form, is not the Notice of Suspension
served upon the driver.

5.

Exhibit 1, the Notice of Suspension form, is marked Refusal, crossed out, and
then marked showing Evidentiary Test Failure.

6,

This is different than the notice actually served upon the driver.

7.

The copy of the ticket also shows Refusal.
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8.

The driver was told both on the ticket and the Administrative License
Suspension notice that she refused the test.

9.

The statute is very-clear that persona! service of the Administrative License
Suspension has to made on the driver.

10.

I. C. § 18-8002A(4)(b )(i) sets forth that the notice must state the reason for the
suspension.

11.

In this case, the notice personally served on the driver does not do that.

12.

This is the notice that matters because of the personal service of the Notice
of Suspension.

13. The operative document is the notice served on the driver.
14.

The driver has ~ot been served with proper notice because of the Refusal.

15. Without proper notice and not following procedure set out by statute, the
suspension cannot be upheld.

ISSUES RAISED BY AMANDA \tVHITE
1. Whether she was properly and accurately serviced with a Notice of
Suspension upon her failure of evidentiary testing?

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

I having heard the testimony, having heard the issue raised by Amanda White;
having considered the exhibits admitted as evidence; having considered the matter
herein; and being advised in the premises and the law, make the following Findings of
Fact and Conclusions of Law:

PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE §18-8002A(7) THE PETITIONER CARRIES THE
BURDEN OF PROOF BY A PREPONDERANCE OF THE EVIDENCE REGARDING
ALL IDAHO CODE §18-8002A STANDARDS AND ISSUES.
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1.
WAS AMANDA WHITE PROPERLY AND ACCURATELY SERVED WITH

A NOTICE OF SUSP-ENSION FOR FAlfURE OF EVIDENTfARY
TESJ"ING?

1.

I. C. §18-8002A(5)(a) provides in part that if the driver submits to evidentiary
testing and the results of the test indicate an alcohol concentration in
violation of the provisions of I. C. §18-8004C the peace officer will serve the
person with a Notice of Suspension.

2.

The Notice of Suspension for Failure of Evidentiary Testing form provides in
part 5B that if a person takes and fails an evidentiary test the person will be
served with a Notice of Suspension.

3.

I. C. §18-8002A(4)(b)(i) provides that the suspension shall become effective
30 days after service !.!pon the person of the Notice of Suspension.

4.

The notice shall be in a form provided by the Department and shall state the
reason and statutory grounds for the suspension.

5.

I. C. §18-8002A(5)(a) and (b) goes on to add that when a driver submits to
evidentiary testing and the results of the test indicate an alcohol
concentration in violation of I. C. § 18-8004C, the peace officer shall serve
the driver with a completed Notice of Suspension form which includes the
reason and statutory grounds for the suspension.

6.

In this case, Amanda White was arrested November 19, 2005, on suspicion
of driving under the influence.

7.

White submitted to evidentiary testing the same date, November 19, 2005;
providing breath test results of .20/.21.

8.

Peace Officer Rick Fuentes submitted to the Department the original Notice
of Suspension for Failure of Evidentiary Testing showing that White refused
evidentiary testing, and he then marked the box showing Evidentiary Test
Failure.
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9.

Officer Fuentes personally served White with a goldenrod copy of the Notice
of Suspension, Petitioner's Exhibit B, setting forth that White Refused
Evidentiary Testing.

10. The goldenrod notice personally served upon White was not marked in any
manner showing an Evidentiary Test Failure.
11. White should have been served with a Notice of Suspension setting forth the
statutory grounds for the suspension based on a Failure of Evidentiary
Testing not a Refusal of Evidentiary Testing.
12.

Different penalties and suspension periods arise out of Refusal of
Evidentiary Testing as opposed to Failure of Evidentiary Testing.

13. Consequently,' the Notice of Suspension form personally served upon White
1

is erroneous in setting forth the statutory basis for the suspension.
14. Therefore, the Notice of Suspension form personally served upon White is
incorrect, non-compliant with Idaho Code §18-8002A, and lacks the accurate
statutory basis for the suspension.
15. White was not properly and accurately served with a Notice of Suspension
upon her failure of evidentiary testing.

2.
WERE ALL REQUIREMENTS SATISFIED PURSUANT TO IDAHO LAW?

1.

All requirements of I. C. § 18-8002A were not satisfied.

BASED UPON THE FOREGOING FINDINGS OF FACT AND
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, I CONCLUDE THAT ALL OF THE
STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS FOR SUSPENSION OF AMANDA
WHITE'S DRIVING PRIVILEGES WERE NOT COMPLIED WITH IN
THIS CASE.
THE FOLLOWING ORDER IS RENDERED:
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ORDER
The suspension set out in the Notice of Suspension, served pursuant to l.C. -§188002A, is VACATED.

DATED this 27th day of January, 2006

~~~
OAVID~ANN
CERTIFIED HEARING OFFICIAL
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FINAL ORDER

(Hearings pursuant to Idaho Code § 18-802A)

This is a final order of the Department.

A motion for reconsideration may be filed with the Idaho
Transportation Department's Administrative License Suspension
1

Hearing Unit, P0 Box 7129, Boise, ID 83707-1129 within fourteen
( 14) days of the issue date of this order. If the hearing officer fails to
act upon this motion within twenty-one days of its receipt, the motion
will be deemed denied,

Or pursuant to sections 67-5270 and 67-5272, Idaho Code, any party
aggrieved by this final order or orders previously issued in this case
may appeal this final order and all previously issued orders in this case
to district court by filing a petition for judicial review in the district court
of the county in which:

1.

A hearing was held;

2.

The final agency actions were taken; or

3.

The party seeking review of the order resides.

An appeal must be filed within twenty-eight (28) days of the issue date
of this final order. The filing of an appeal to district court does not itself

MEMtt~~1;~[Wf~~?P6~f BP enforcement of the order under appeal.
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
+fl

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ;27 day of January 2006, I mailed a true and
accurate copy of the foregoing FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF
LAW AND ORDER by depositing the same in the United States mail, postage
prepaid, addressed to:

Robert J Kwate
Attorney at Law
1502 G Street
Lewiston, Idaho 83501

"'-"--<f
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IN THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT
STATE OF IDAHO

)
)
)
)
)
)

IN THE MATTER OF THE
DRIVING PRIVILEGES OF

TYSON J. KERNIN

IDAHO D.L. No.DT172818G
FILE No. 648001325513

FINDINGS OF FACT AND
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND
ORDER

This matter came on for Administrative License Suspension (ALS)
hearing on February 09, 2009, by telephone conference. Doug Mushlitz,
Attorney at Law, represented Kernin.
The suspension set out in the Notice of Suspension served
pursuant to Idaho Code §18-8002A* is

SUSTAINED ..

EXHIBIT LISTt
The hearing examiner received the following exhibits into evidence
as part of the record of the proceeding:
1. Notice of suspension
2. Evidentiary test results
3. Sworn statement
4. Copy of citation number 1325513
5. Envelope from law enforcement agency
6. Certificate of receipt of law enforcement documents
7. Petitioner's hearing request
8. Petitioner's driving record
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9. Subpoena-civil
A. Affidavit of service
B. Copy of officer's certification
C. Copy of Idaho Code §9-323 through326
D. Correspondence
THE HEARING EXAMINER HAST AKEN JUDICIAL NOTICE OF THE
FOLLOWING ITEMS:

1. Records regularly maintained by ITO*
2. IDAPA§ Rules and manuals
3. Isp** standards and procedures t t for breath testing instruments
4. Idaho Statutes, city, and county ordinances and procedures
5. Reported Court Decisions
6. NHTSA** driving while impaired and SFSTs§§ testing manual
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDINGS ***

Officer Chad Montgomery testified:

1. Officer Montgomery set forth additional answers to questions.
2. Since this proceeding was recorded, only Officer Montgomery's
answers relating to issues raised will only be noted in this record.
3. Kernin's face could be seen during the observation period.
4. Officer Talbott used the Lifeloc to administer Kernin's breath test.
5. Believed Kernin only blew twice into the Lifeloc.
6. Unable to get a printout for Kernin's breath test results.
Mr. Mushlitz's comments and arguments:

1. Lifeloc had malfunctioned and a printout was not available.
2. Exhibit 2 is a copy of an instrument operations log.
3. Lifeloc's results can be downloaded onto a computer.
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4. Exhibit 2 has a notary seal and a signature but does not have a notary
statement indicating any swearing to the accuracy of this document.
5. Exhibit 2 is not a certified copy or duplicate original printout as
required by Idaho Code §18-8002A(S)(b).
6. Idaho Code §9-325 deals with certified writings and has certain
language noting a certified copy of an original document.
7. Exhibit 2 does not have any language noting this document is certified.
8. Request the record held open in order to obtain Officer Talbott's
certification for the Lifeloc.
ISSUE RAISED AT HEARING IN ADDITION To ISSUES SET FORTH IN
IDAHO CODE § 18-8002Attt

1. Is Exhibit 2 a certified copy of Kernin's evidentiary breath test results?

FINDINGS OF FACT
I, having heard the testimony; having heard the issues raised by
the driver; having considered the exhibits admitted as evidence; having
considered the matter herein; and being advised in the premises and the
law, make the following Findings of Fact:

§18-8002A(7) THE PETITIONER HAS
THE BURDEN OF PROOF BY A PREPONDERANCE OF THE EVIDENCE
REGARDING ALL IDAHO CODE §18-8002A STANDARDS AND ALL
PURSUANT To IDAHO CODE

ISSUES RAISED BY THE PETITIONER.

1.
DID OFFICER MONTGOMERY HAVE LEGAL CAUSE To STOP THE
VEHICLE KERNIN WAS DRIVING?

1. Officer Montgomery observed the vehicle driven by Kernin fail to use
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
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the vehicle's turn signal as required by Idaho Code §49-808{1).
2. The vehicle was traveling 31 mph in a posted 25 mph speed zone in
violation of Idaho Code §49-654.
3. Officer Montgomery had legal cause to stop the vehicle driven by
Kern in.

2.

To BELIEVE KERNIN
VIOLATED IDAHO CODE §18-8004?

DID OFFICER MONTGOMERY HAVE LEGAL CAUSE

1. Officer Montgomery observed Kernin driving a motor vehicle.
2. Kernin exhibited the following behaviors:
a. Smelled of an alcoholic beverage
b. Admitted to consuming alcoholic beverages
c. Slurred speech
d. Impaired memory
e. Glassy and bloodshot eyes
3. Kernin met or exceeded the minimum decision points on the following
SFSTs.
a. The horizontal gaze nystagmus
b. The 9-step walk and turn
4. Officer Montgomery had sufficient legal cause to arrest Kernin and
request an evidentiary test.

3.
DID THE EVIDENTIARY TEST RESULTS INDICATE A VIOLATION OF
IDAHO CODE§§ 18-8004,

18-8004C, OR 18-8006?

1. The analyses of Kernin's breath samples indicated a BrAC**" of
.199/.200.
2. Kernin was in violation of Idaho Code §18-8004.
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4.
WAS THE EVIDENTIARY TEST PERFORMED IN COMPLIANCE WITH ALL
REQUIREMENTS SET FORTH IN IDAHO CODE AND ISP FORENSIC
SERVICES SQ P?

1. Officer Montgomery's affidavit states the evidentiary test was
performed in compliance with Idaho Code and ISP Forensic Services
SOP.
2. The record remained opened in order for a determination as to
whether Kernin's evidentiary breath test was performed by a certified
Lifeloc operator.
3. Although Exhibit B, as submitted, is illegible, the record is still devoid
of any evidence of showing a non certified operator conducted Kernin's
evidentiary breath test.

4. Kernin's evidentiary test was performed in compliance with Idaho Code
and ISP Forensic Services SOP.

5.
DID THE EVIDENTIARY TESTING INSTRUMENT FUNCTION PROPERLY
WHEN THE TEST WAS ADMINISTERED?
1. The evidentiary testing instrument used to test Kernin's breath sample

completed a valid simulator solution check at 20:22 hours on January
18, 2009.
2. The valid simulator solution check approved the instrument for
evidentiary testing in accordance with ISP Forensic Services SOP.
3. The evidentiary testing instrument functioned properly when the test
was administered.

6.
WAS KERNIN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBLE SUSPENSION OF HIS
IDAHO DRIVING PRIVILEGE?

1. Kernin was read the Idaho Code §§ 18-8002 and 18-8002A advisory
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form prior to submitting to the evidentiary test.
2. Kern in was advised of the consequences of refusing or failing
evidentiary testing pursuant to Idaho Code §§ 18-8002 and 18-8002A.

Is EXHIBIT 2 A CERTIFIED

7.
COPY OF

KERNIN'S EVIDENTIARY BREATH

TEST RESULTS?

1. Idaho Code §18-8002A(S)(b) requires a certified copy or duplicate
original printout of the driver's evidentiary test results to be submitted
to ITO within five business days.
2. IDAPA Rule 39.02.72 allows for a certified copy of the instrument
operations log if a duplicate original printout is not available.
3. To validate an instrument operations log, the only requirement is for
the custodian of the record to certify the document.
4. In this case, Exhibit 2 as submitted, provides a notarized copy of the
Instrument operations log.
5. Idaho Code §51-109 notes requirements for a notarized copy of a
document.
6. Exhibit 2 has been notarized and therefore Exhibit 2 exceeds the
minimal requirements of a certified copy from the custodian of the
records.

7. Attempting to solely rely on the inadequacies of the states record is
not sufficient to meet the petitioner's burden of proof as set forth in
State vs. Kane (139 Idaho 586) and further affirmed in State vs. Lorie

Lynn Vantosky (Case no. CV 07-02 Idaho Second District Court).
8. Exhibit 2 is valid and admissible in this case to meet the requirements
of a certified copy of Kernin's evidentiary breath test results.
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CONCLUSION OF LAW

CONFLICTING FACTS, IF ANY, WERE CONSIDERED AND
REJECTED IN FAVOR OF THE FOREGOING CITED FACTS.
BASED UPON THE FOREGOING FINDINGS OF FACT, I
CONCLUDE THAT ALL OF THE REQUIREMENTS FOR
SUSPENSION OF THE PETITIONER'S DRIVING PRIVILEGES
SET FORTH IN IDAHO CODE §§18-8002 AND 18-8002A
WERE COMPLIED WITH IN THIS CASE ..
THE FOLLOWING ORDER IS RENDERED:
ORDER

The suspension set out in the Notice of Suspension served
pursuant to Idaho Code §18-8002A is SUSTAINED and
shall run for a period of 90 DAYS commencing on February
17, 2009, and remain in effect through May 18, 2009.
DATED this 23rd day of February 2009

Eric G. Moody
ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING EXAMINER
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Endnotes
Idaho's Imp lied Consent Statute
t Idaho Transportation Department's (ITO hereafter) exhibits are numeric,
Petitioner's exhibits are alpha
~ Idaho Transportation Department
§Idaho's Administrative Procedure Act
** Idaho State Police
tt Hereafter SOP
H
National Highway Transportation Safety Administration
§§ Standardized field sobriety tests
*** Argument and testimony is summarized from record of hearing
ttt Issues addressed under Idaho Code § 18-8002A(7) will not be repeated
under Petitioner's issues
:J:H Breath Alcohol Concentration
*

5 crJ
.(J
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FINAL ORDER
(Hearings pursuant to section 18-8002A, I.C.)

This is a final order of the Department.
A motion for reconsideration may be filed with the Idaho Transportation
Department's Administrative License Suspension Hearing Unit, PO Box
7129, Boise, ID 83707-1129 within fourteen (14) days of the issue date
of this order. If the hearing officer fails to act upon this motion within
twenty-one (21) days of its receipt, the motion will be deemed denied.
Or, pursuant to sections 67-5270 and 67-5272, Idaho Code, any party
aggrieved by this final order or orders previously issued in this case may
appeal this final order and all previously issued orders in this case to
district court by filing a petition for judicial review in the district court of
the county in which:
1.

A hearing was held;

2.

The final agency actions were taken; or

3.

The party seeking review of the order resides.

An appeal must be filed within twenty-eight (28) days of the issue date of
this .final order. The filing of an appeal to district court does not itself stay
the effectiveness or enforcement of the order under appeal.
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IN THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTNfiN!IS 2V01
PAUL r. CL.:.;,.Rf;
ATTORNEY

STATE OF IDAHO

IN THE J'viA..TIER OF THE

)

IDAHO D.L. No. KA138519A

DRIVING PRIVILEGES OF

)

FILE No. 648000063463

)

DARRYL DUANE LEWIS

)

FINDINGS OF FACT AND

)

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW Ai"'TD

)

ORDER

This matter came on for hearing on August 20,

2001 by

telephone

conference. Paul Thomas Clark, Attorney at Law, represented Levvis.
The suspension set out in the Notice of Suspension served pursuant to LC. §iS-8002..c.\
is VACATED.
IlOCIIMENTATION /INFORMATION
)

The hearing examiner received the follmving exhibits into evidence as part
of the record of the proceeding:
L

Notice of telephone hearing

2.

Hearing information sheet

3. Request for hearing received
4. Petitioner's request for hearing
5. Petitioner's driver license record
6. Notice of suspension

MEMORA~ttM W°J~1D5ff8ftipl)piformation sheet
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8. Notice of Suspension/advisory completed by officer

9. Evidentiary test results
10. Officer Renzelman's sworn statement submitted in compliance with

Idaho code §18-8002A(5)
11.

LAW incident table

12.

Narrative report

13. Copy of Petitioner's driver license
14. Envelope from law enforcement agency

The Hearing Examiner has taken Judicial Notice of the follo""ing Items:
1.

Records regularly maintained by ITD.

2.

Idaho Administrative Procedure Act rules

3. All manuals adopted under IDAPA rule 11.03.01 and 39.02.72

4. Idaho Statutes
5. Idaho Case Law
FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF I.AW

I, having heard the issues raised by the driver; having considered the
exhibits admitted as evidence; having considered the matter herein; and being advised
in the premises and the law, make the follovving Findings of Fact and Conclusions of
Law:
PURSUANfTO IDAHO CODE §18-8002A(7) THE PETITIONERCARRlES THE BURDEN
OF PROOF BY A

PREPONDERA..~CE

OF THE EVIDENCE.

I.
DOES THE DRIVER LICENSE RECORD UNFAIRLY STATE LEWIS IS
SUSPENDED BEFORE AN ORDER IS E~'TERED BY THE H~G
EXAMINER?

A. The argument raised by :Mr. Clark is not technically fatal under Idaho
code §18-8002.A.(7) .
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B. Upon review of the procedures of ITD I find that the terminology used by
ITD on the driver license record is somewhat inaccurate since a
suspension is pending but not absolute.
C. I am vacating Mr. Lewis's suspension based solely upon the argument as
presented by Mr. Clark.
D. This decision is specific to this case and wil1 not be considered precedent
by this or any other hearing examiner appointed by ITD.
E. ITD has since changed the use of "SUSP" to "PEND".

F. The Idaho code §18-8002.A suspension is hereby vacated.

BASED UPON THE FOREGOING FINDINGS OF FACT AND
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, I CONCLUDE THAT ALL OF THE
STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS FOR SUSPENSION OF MR.
LEv\TIS'S DRIVING PRIVILEGES WERE NOT COMPLIED v\TITH
IN THIS CASE.
THE FOLLO,r\TING ORDER IS RENDERED:
ORDER

The suspension set out in the Notice of Suspension, served pursuant to LC. §188002...\,

is VACATED.
DATED this

24th

day of September

LMA~K

2001.

::d/?
E. RICHMOND

HEARING EXAMIN""ER
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FINAi, ORDER
(Hearings pursuant to Idaho Code §18-8002.A)

This is a final order of the Department.
A motion for reconsideration may be filed \Vith the Idaho Transportation
Department's Administrative License Suspension Hearing Unit, PO Box 7129, Boise,
ID 83707-1129 within fourteen (14) days of the service date of this order. If the
hearing officer fails to act upon this motion within twenty-one (21) days of its receipt,

the motion vvill be deemed denied.
Or, pursuant to sections 67-5270 and 67-5272, Idaho Code, any party aggrieved by this
final order or orders previously issued in this case may appeal this final order and all
previously issued orders in this case to district court by filing a petition for judicial
review in the district court of the county in which:
1.

A hearing was held;

2.

The final agency actions were taken; or

3.

The party seeking review of the order resides.

An appeal must be filed within twenty-eight (28) days of the service date of this final

order. The filing of an appeal to district court does not itself stay the effectiveness or
enforcement of the order under appeal.
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
'tfr\
I HEREBY CERT! FY that on the r9-J day of September 2001, I mailed a true
and accurate copy of the foregoing FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS
OF LAW AND ORDER by depositing the same in the United States mail, postage
prepaid, addressed to:

Darryl Duane Lewis

c!o
Paul Thomas Clark
Attorney at Law
PO Drawer 285
Lewiston, Idaho 83501
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(208) 334-8736

50025-IA

PAGE

REQUESTED BY:

D R I V E R
FOR:
LEWIS, DARRYL DUANE

3331 6TH ST #2
LEWISTON

ID 83501

L I C E NS E

08/08/2001

R E C 0 RD

LICENSE NO:
BIRTH DATE:
ISSUED: 07/12/2001
EXPIRES: 08/29/2005

1

ISSUE TYPE:
CLASS:
OPR STATUS:
COL STATUS:
DRV TRAIN:

DL
D
VALID
NOTLIC
NO

RSTR: LENSES

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

TYPE

DATE

CLS

DESC

COMM 10/05/95 SURR TO ARIZONA
OMM 07/31/01 STOP 90 DELETED

D VAL
BY: 50025 (DL)

NOTLIC 19960829
07/25/2001

DOC #

000000000
000000000

L4Al 07/31/01 ALS SUSPENSION

648000063463

L021 08/08/01 REQUEST FOR HEAR

648000063463

L027 08/08/01 ADMIN HEAR CASE

648000063463

SUSP 09/09/01 ALS08+0RDRUG

12 MONTH POINTS: 0

TO 12/08/01

24 MONTH POINTS: 0

OPR 648000063463
MFLM A00498037

36 MONTH POINTS: 0

POINTS ASSESSED ARE FOR DEPARTMENTAL USE ONLY, IN DETERMINING SUSPENSIONS
FOR POINTS OR HABITUAL VIOLATIONS.

*** ACTION PENDING ***
END OF EXISTING RECORD
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BOISE, ID

83707·1129

(208) 334·8000

5002 5-IA

(208) 334-8736

REQUESTED BY:

PAGE

D R I V E R
FOR:
LEWIS, DARRYL DUANE
3331 6TH ST #2
LEWISTON

ID 83501

LICENS E

R E C 0 R D

LICENSE NO:
BIRTH DATE:
ISSUED: 07/12/2001
EXPIRES: 08/29/2005

RSTR: LENSES
TYPE

DATE

08/08/2001

ISSUE TYPE:
CLASS:
OPR STATUS:
CDL STATUS:
ORV TRAIN:
CLS

DESC

2

DL
D
VALID
NOTLIC
NO
DOC #

AS AN EMPLOYEE OF THE TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, I AM AN
OFFICIALLY APPOINTED CUSTODIAN OF DRIVING RECORDS. I
HEREBY CERTIFY THE FOREGOING IS A TRUE AND CORRECT COPY
OF THE ORIGINAL DRIVING RECORDS OF THIS DEPARTMENT.
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THE FOLLOWING ORDER IS RENDERED:
ORDER
The suspension set out in the Notice of Suspension, served pursuant to
Idaho Code §18-8002A is VACATED.
DATED this

gth

day of November 2001.

HEARING EXAMINER
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IN THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT
STATE OF IDAHO

MAR 2 8 2002
IN

THE MATTER OF THE

DRIVING PRIVILEGES OF

)

IDAHO D. L.

)

FILE

No. KA104345B

FAULT. CL"-F".

1.TTORNEY
'.208-74'3-B5ic

No. 648000066598

)

SUZANNE LEIGH

MCATTY

)

FINDINGS OF rACT AND

)

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND

)

ORDER

This matter came on for hearing on February 19, 2002, by
telephone conference. John Hally, Attorney at Law, represented McAtty.

The suspension set out in the Notice of Suspension served
pursuant to Idaho Code §18-8002A is VACATED.

DOCUMENTATION/INFORMATION

The hearing examiner received the following exhibits into evidence
as part of the record of the proceeding:

Exhibits:
1. Notice of telephone hearing
2.

Hearing information sheet

3.

Request for hearing received

4.

Petitioner's request for hearing

5.

Petitioner's driver license record

ME~~~~&Fd

temporary permit
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7.

Evidentia ry test results

8.

Certificate of Analysis

9.

Officer Ben Germer's sworn statement submitted in compliance
with Idaho Code §18-8002A(5)

10. Narrative report
11. LAW incident table
12. Copy of petitioner's driver license
13. Envelope from law enforcement agency
14. Subpoena-Civil
15. Fax confirmation sheet
16. Subpoena-Duces Tecum
17. Fax confirmation sheet
18. Reschedule notice
19. Fax confirmation
The Hearing Examiner has taken Judicial Notice of the following
Items:

1. Records regularly maintained by ITD
2. Idaho Administrative Procedure Act Rules
3. All manuals adopted under IDAPA Rule 11.03.01 and 39.02.72
4. Idaho Statutes
5. Reported Idaho Court decisions

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDINGS
(Testimony and Argument summarized from audiotape record of hearing.)

Officer Germer testified:

1.

He stopped Ms. McAtty and subsequently arrested her on January

24, 2002.
2.

He did sign the affidavit indicated as Exhibit 9.

3.

He stopped Ms. McAtty for operating her vehide over the posted
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4.

1

He visually estimated Ms. McAtty1s vehicle s speed at 35 miles per
hour in a posted 25 mile per hour speed zone.

5.

He then confirmed the speed of Ms. McAtty1s vehicle with the t!Lidar
Unif 1 that showed Ms. McAtty's vehicle speed at 33 miles per hour.

6.

He subsequently had Ms. McAtty perform the standard field sobriety
tests (SFSTs hereinafter).

7.

When he had Ms. McAtty perform the gaze nystagm us (HGN
hereinafter) SFSTr his patrol vehicle's overhead emergency lights
were turned off.

8.

On the Walk and Turn SFST, he remembers Ms. McAtty wearing
either roper or cowboy boots.

9.

He does not recall how high the heels were on Ms. McAtty's boots.

10. Ms. McAtty quit the Walk and Turn SFST after 5 steps.

11. He does not recall Ms. McAtty having any problems with the boots
she was wearing.
Ms. McAtty testified:

1. She was arrested for an alleged DUI on January 24, 2002.
2. After arrested, she was driven to jail for a breath test.
3. She had been chewing gum and her tongue's pierce ring- was in her
tongue before she blew into the Intoxilyzer 5000.

4. She took out the tongue's pierce ring and also the gum
approximately ten to twenty seconds before she took the breath
test.
Mr. Hally argued:
1.

His main issue with Officer Germer was whether he did sign Exhibit

9 (affidavit).

2.

The removal of the gum and tongue pierce ring should take place
before the 15-minute observation period.

3.

Officer Germer had her remove the gum and tongue pierce ring

MEM!liTh.~§WM%ttno/~lof€st.
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4.

Officer Germer 1 s narrative notes that he had Ms. McAtty take the
gum and the tongue pierce ring out before she took the breath test.

5.

Officer Germer's narrative support the fact that he violated ISP
policy and procedures in administering Ms. McAtty's breath test.

6.

1

His subpoena for the Intoxilyzer s operating logs have a receive
date after this ALS hearing.

7.

He requests that the ALS hearing be held open and a new hearing
be rescheduled in order for him to submit additional arguments.

On February 19, 2002, Mr. Hally argued:

1. Mr. Clark was the original attorney in this matter.
2. He thought that Mr. Clark would be representing Ms. McAtty today.
3. He had not kept up with the issues in this matter.
4. He has no further issues that he wants to raise at this ALS hearing.
5. He does not think that the subpoena was served for the Intoxilyzer
5000 logs.
6. He wants to close this matter based upon his previous hearing and
the request for Ms. McAtty's ALS hearing.

ISSUES
1. Was McAtty properly served the Notice of Suspension advisory form?

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
I, having heard the testimony; having heard the issues raised by
the driver; having considered the exhibits admitted as evidence; having
considered the matter herein; and being advised in the premises and the
law, make the following Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law:
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PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE

§18-8002A(7)

THE PETITIONER CARRIES THE

BURDEN OF PROOF BY A PREPONDERANCE OF THE EVIDENCE.

I.
DID OFFICER GERMER PROPERLY ISSUE THE NOTICE OF SUSPENSION

TO

MCATTY?

A. Idaho Code §18-8002A(5)(a) provides that if a person submits to
evidentiary testing and the results of the test indicate an alcohol
concentration in violation of the provisions of Idaho Code §18-8004
the peace officer shall take possession of the person's driver s license
1

if applicable, shall issue a temporary permit if eligible, and acting on
behalf of the Department, shall serve the person with a Notice of
Suspension.
B. In this matter, McAtty was served the Notice of Suspension on
January 24, 2002. The documentary record shows McAtty submitted
to evidentiary testing on January 25, 2002. The Notice of Suspension
was issued prior to McAtty submitting to evidentiary testing.
C. Officer Germer had no statutory basis for seizing McAtty's driver's
license and issuing the Notice of Suspension on January 24, 2002,
because there was no evidentiary testing to determine McAtty's BrAC
was in violation of Idaho Code § 18-8004.
D. As a result of the incorrect date and improper service of the Notice of
Suspension, McAtty administrative license suspension is vacated.

McAtty raised additional issues at this administrative hearing. The Hearing
Examiner will not address these issues having made the determination to
vacate this proceeding as set forth above.
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BASED UPON THE FOREGOING FINDINGS OF FACT AND
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, I CONCLUDE THAT ALL OF THE
STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS FOR SUSPENSION OF MS.
MCATTY'S DRIVING PRIVILEGES WERE NOT COMPLIED
WITH IN THIS CASE.

THE FOLLOWING ORDER IS RENDERED:
ORDER

The suspension set out in the Notice of Suspension, served pursuant to
Idaho Code §18-8002A is VACATED.
DATED this 26th day of March 2002.

HEARING EXAMINER

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
PETITION FOR JUDICAL REVIEW - ALS
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FINAL ORDER
(Hearings pursuant to section 18-8002A, l.C.)

This is a final order of the Department.
A motion for reconsideration may be filed with the Idaho Transportation
Department's Administrative License Suspension Hearing Unit, PO Box 7129,
Boise, ID 83707-1129 within fourteen (14) days of the service date of this order.
If the hearing officer fails to act upon this motion within twenty-one (21) days of
its receipt, the motion will be deemed denied.
Or, pursuant to sections 67-5270 and 67-5272, Idaho Code, any party aggrieved
by this final order or orders previously issued in this case may appeal this final
order and all previously issued orders in this case to district court by filing a
petition for judicial review in the district court of the county in which:
1.

A hearing was held;

2.

The final agency actions were taken; or

3.

The party seeking review of the order resides.

An appeal must be filed within twenty-eight (28) days of the service date of this
final order. The filing of an appeal to district court does not itself stay the
effectiveness or enforcement of the order under appeal.
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the
of March 2002, I mailed a true and
accurate copy of the foregoing FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF
LAW AND ORDER by depositing the same in the United States mail, postage
prepaid, addressed to:

Suzanne Leigh McAtty
c/o
John Hally
Attorney at Law
PO Drawer 285
Lewiston, Idaho 83501
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March 28, 2002

Suzanne McAtty
725 Preston Avenue, Apt. B
Lewiston, ID 83501
Re:

In the Matter of the Driving Privileges of Suzanne McAtty (ALS)

Dear Suzanne:
Enclosed herewith is a copy of the Findings of Fact and Conclusions ofLaw and Order which was
entered by the hearing officer on March 26, 2002. The hearing officer ruled in your favor and,
therefore, the administrative proceeding is being dismissed.
At this point in time, you still have your driving privileges. However, the criminal proceeding is still
pending and your driver's license may be suspended in that matter.
Sincerely yours,
CLARK AND FEENEY

By: Paul Thomas Clark

PTC:dw
enc.

bee: Chuck w/enc.
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IN THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT
STATE OF IDAHO
IN THE MATTER OF THE

)

IDAHO D.L. No. DTl 7271SK

DRIVING PRIVILEGES OF

)

FILE No. 648000068756

)

ERIK BUNKERS

)

FINDINGS OF FACT AND

)

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND

)

ORDER

This matter came on for hearing on March 18, 2002, by telephone
conference. Douglas L. Mushlitz, Attorney at Law, represented Bunkers.
The suspension set out in the Notice of Suspension served
pursuant to Idaho Code §18-8002A is VACATED.

D ocu ME NT ATIO NI IN FORMATION
The hearing examiner received the following exhibits into evidence
as part of the record of the proceeding:

Exhibits:
1. Notice of telephone hearing
2.

Hearing information sheet

3.

Request for hearing received

4.

Petitioner's request for hearing and subpoenas

5.

Petitioner's driver license record

6.

Notice of administrative license suspension

7.

Notice of suspension information

8.

Notice of suspension

9.

Evidentiary test results

l111RivmwtffiifilEM ~E!~F
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11. Officer J. Arneson's sworn statement submitted in compliance with
Ida ho Code § 18-8002A( 5)
12. Narrative
13. Supplemental narrative
14. LAW incident table
15. Main radio log table
16. Copy of citation number 68756
17. Envelope from law enforcement agency
18. Subpoena-Civil
19. Fax confirmation
20. Subpoena duces tecum-civil
21. Fax confirmation
Petitioner's Exhibits:

A. Instrument operations logs
The Hearing Examiner has taken Judicial Notice of the following
Items:

1. Records regularly maintained by ITD
2. Idaho Administrative Procedure Act Rules
3. All manuals adopted under IDAPA Rule 11.03.01 and 39.02.72
4. Idaho Statutes
5. Reported Idaho Court decisions
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDINGS
(Testimony and Argument summarized from audiotape record of hearing.)

Mr. Mushlitz argued:
1.

He has received nine pages of the instrument operations log.

2.

None of the pages contained Mr. Bunkers's evidentiary test.

3.

He objects to any suspension in this matter because of the law
enforcement agency's failure to provide the appropriate

60. 6·

MEl'd@~FiMID'©SiutmftRffEBFias requested.
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4.

The Notice of Suspension advisory form does not have a date of
service.

5.

Idaho statute only allows ITO to serve the Notice of Suspension if
the evidentiary test was a blood or a urine test.
Mr. Bunkers 1 s goldenrod copy of the Notice of Suspension advisory

6.

form does not have a date of service on it.

ISSUES
1. Was Bunkers able to satisfy his burden in this matter pursuant to
Idaho Code §18-8002A(7).

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
I, having heard the issues raised by the driver; having considered
the exhibits admitted as evidence; having considered the matter herein;
and being advised in the premises and the law, make the following
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law:
PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE

§18-8002A(7)

THE PETITIONER CARRIES THE

BURDEN OF PROOF BY A PREPONDERANCE OF THE EVIDENCE.

I.
WAS BUNKERS ABLE TO SATISFY HIS BURDEN PURSUANT TO IDAHO

CODE§18-8002A(7)?
A. In this matter, the petitioner bears the burden of proof by the
preponderance of the evidence.
B. The petitioner tried to meet his burden by subpoenaing the
1

Intoxilyzer s operation log sheet (Exhibit A) to verify that all
procedures were properly followed in administering his breath test.

c.

ISP mandates certain procedures and requirements to be followed by
the operator of the Intoxilyzer 5000. One of the requirements is for
the operator to indicate the results of all breath tests on the

~~t1MiJID£~tlPII'roR"ltcnJperations

log. Upon my review of Exhibit A,
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Bunkers's evidentiary breath test results are not included on Exhibit

A.
A. Based upon Bunkers trying to comply with his burden proof pursuant
to Idaho Code §18-8002A(7) and unable to meet this burden because
of incomplete evidence received from the law enforcement agency,
Bunkers's ALS will be vacated.

BUNKERS RAISED ADDITIONAL ISSUES AT THIS
ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING. THE HEARING EXAMINER
WILL NOT ADDRESS THESE ISSUES HAVING MADE THE
DETERMINATION TO VACATE THIS PROCEEDING AS SET
FORTH ABOVE.
BASED UPON THE FOREGOING FINDINGS OF FACT AND
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, I CONCLUDE THAT ALL OF THE
STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS FOR SUSPENSION OF MR.
BUNKERS'S DRIVING PRIVILEGES WAS NOT COMPLIED
WITH IN THIS CASE.
THE FOLLOWING ORDER IS RENDERED:
ORDER
The suspension set out in the Notice of Suspension, served pursuant to
Idaho Code §18-8002A is VACATED.

HEARING EXAMINER
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
PETITION FOR WDICAL REVIEW - ALS

FINAL ORDER
(Hearings pursuant to section 18-8002A, l.C.)

This is a final order of the Department.
A motion for reconsideration may be filed with the Idaho Transportation
Department's Administrative License Suspension Hearing Unit, PO Box 7129,
Boise, ID 83707-1129 within fourteen (14) days of the service date of this order.
If the hearing officer fails to act upon this motion within twenty-one (21) days of
its receipt, the motion will be deemed denied.
Or, pursuant to sections 67-5270 and 67-5272, Idaho Code, any party aggrieved
by this final order or orders previously issued in this case may appeal this final
order and all previously issued orders in this case to district court by filing a
petition for judicial review in the district court of the county in which:
1.

A hearing was held;

2.

The final agency actions were taken; or

3.

The party seeking review of the order resides.

An appeal must be filed within twenty-eight (28) days of the service date of this
final order. The filing of an appeal to district court does not itself stay the
effectiveness or enforcement of the order under appeal.
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

()_~·day

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the
of April 2002, l mailed a true and
accurate copy of the foregoing FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF
LAW AND ORDER by depositing the same in the United States mail, postage
prepaid, addressed to:

Erik Bunkers
c/o
Douglas Mushlitz
Attorney at Law
PO Drawer 285
Lewiston, Idaho 83501

(;
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IN THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT
STATE OF IDAHO

IN THE MATIER OF THE

)

IDAHO D.L. No. WA105309I

DRIVING PRIVILEGES OF

)

FILE No. 431000005584

)

STACYCLINTLU1\1DERS

)

FINDINGS OF FACT AND

)

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND

)

ORDER

This matter was reviewed on March 25,

2002.

Lunders was represented by

Paul Thomas Clark, Attorney at Law.
The suspension set out in the Notice of Suspension served pursuant to I.C. §18-8002A
is VACATED.
IlOCIDVTENTATION/lNFORMATION
I

The hearing examiner received the following exhibits into evidence as part
of the record of the proceeding:
i.

Notice of telephone hearing

2.

Hearing information sheet

3. Request for hearing received
4. Driver license record
MEMGRR~~ fWSt~ OF
PETI(5~0Ndt~ &/~~R}tlfil¥ct~hli:>orary permit
'7

Fvidentiarv test results
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8. Certificate of .Analysis
9. Officer Duden's sworn statement submitted in compliance vvith Idaho
code §18-8002A(5)
10. Copy of citation#
11.

Copy of driver's license

12. Copy of envelope from law enforcement agency
The Hearing Examiner has taken Judicial Notice of the folluwing Items:
1. Records regularly maintained by ITD.

2. Idaho Administrative Procedure Act rules
3. All manuals adopted under IDAPA rule 1i.03.01and39.02.72
4. Idaho Statutes
5. Idaho Case Law

EINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCI.IISIONS OF I.AW

I, having considered the exhibits admitted as evidence; having considered
the matter herein; and being advised in the premises and the law, make the following
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law:
PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE §18-8002A.(7) THE PETITIONER CARRIES THE BURDEN
OF PROOF BY A PREPONDERANCE OF THE EVIDENCE.

I.
DID THE OFFICER HAVE LEGAL CAUSE TO STOP LUNDERS'S VEHICLE?

A. The distance in which Lunders had activated his turn signal is not
sufficient to establish probable cause.
B. Lunders used his signal.
C. Based upon the evidence submitted by the petitioner and a faulty record
this matter is being decided solely upon probable cause to stop.
ME~o~Btffir<ID1s11ll}P~rt '(lfe when negotiating the turn.
PETITION FOR JUDI CAL REVIEW - ALS
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E. The officer did not have legal cause to stop Lunders vehicle.

BASED UPON THE FOREGOING FINDINGS OF FACT AND
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, I CONCLUDE THAT ALL OF THE
STATUfORY REQUIRE1\1ENTS FOR SUSPENSION OF MR.
LUNJJERS'S DRIVING PRIVILEGES WERE NOT COMPLIED
WITH IN THIS CASE.
THE FOLLOWING ORDER IS RENDERED:
ORDER

The suspension set out in the Notice of Suspension, served pursuant to LC. §188oo2A, is YACATED.
DATED this

25th

day of April

2002.

HEARING EXAMINER

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
PETITION FOR JUDI CAL REVIEW - ALS
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FINAI, ORDER
(Hearings pursuant to Idaho Code §18-8002.A)

This is a final order of the Department.
A motion for reconsideration may be filed with the Idaho Transportation
Department's Administrative License Suspension Hearing Unit, PO Box 7129, Boise,
ID 83707-1129 within fourteen (14) days of the service date of this order. If the
hearing officer fails to act upon this motion within twenty-one (21) days of its receipt,
the motion will be deemed denied.

Or, pursuant to sections 67-5270 and 67-5272, Idaho Code, any party aggrieved by this
final order or orders previously issued in this case may appeal this final order and all
previously issued orders in this case to district court by filing a petition for judicial
review in the district court of the county in which:
1.

A hearing was held;

2.

The final agency actions were taken; or

3.

The party seeking review of the order resides.

An appeal must be filed vvithin twenty-eight (28) days of the service date of this final

order. The filing of an appeal to district court does not itself stay the effectiveness or
enforcement of the order under appeal.
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
dWc_ft~ay

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the
of April 2002, I mailed a true and
accurate copy of the foregoing FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF
LAW AND ORDER by depositing the same in the United States mail, postage
prepaid, addressed to:

Stacy Clint Lunders
c/o
Paul Thomas Clark
Attorney at Law
PO Drawer 285
Lewiston, Idaho 83501
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R~ECEKVE]l)
IN THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENSfP 23 2oa2
PAUL T. CLARK
ATTC.~f.Ot:r

208-743-9515

STATE OF IDAHO

)
)
)
)
)
)

IN THE MATTER OF THE
DRIVING PRIVILEGES OF

ARTHUR EUGENE KIELE

IDAHO D.L. No. XP253383A
FILE No. 465000007827
FINDINGS OF FACT AND
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND
ORDER

This matter came on for hearing on September 12, 2002, by
telephone conference. Paul Thomas Clark, Attorney at Law, represented
Kiele.
The suspension set out in the Notice of Suspension served
pursuant to Idaho Code §18-8002A* is VACATED.

EXHIBIT LISTt
The hearing examiner received the following exhibits into evidence
as part of the record of the proceeding:
1. Notice of suspension and temporary permit

2. Evidentiary test results
1

3. Officer Chris Goetz s Affidavit of Probable Ca use
4. Order determining probable cause after arrest without warrant
5. Narrative report
6. Supplemental report
7. Copy of citation number 7827
8. Photocopy of Petitioner's Driver's License
9. Ni~dt~i$'tfpr8Wffilllent agency
PETITION FOR JUDICAL REVIEW - ALS
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10. Certificate of receipt of law enforcement documents
1

11. Petitioner s correspondence
12. Petitioner's hearing request and subpoenas

13. Subpoena-civil
14. Subpoena-Duces Tecum
A. Motion for dismissal
B. Affidavit of service

The Hearing Examiner has taken Judicial Notice of the
following Items:
1. Records regularly maintained by ITO*.
2. IDAPA§ rules

3. All manuals adopted under IDAPA rule 11.03.01** and 39.02.72tt
4. Idaho Statutes
5. Idaho Case Law
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDINGS**

Mr. Clark's preliminary arguments:

1. He mailed the subpoenas to the Clearwater County Sheriffs Office on
August 27, 2002.
2. He will follow up on the status of the subpoenas and issue an affidavit
for dismissa I if the subpoenas were not served.
3. Exhibit 3 needs to contain a notary seal.
4. Exhibit 3 does not show a date when the notaris commission expires.
5. Exhibit 3 only has a month and year when the notary 1 s commission
expires.
6. Exhibit 3 does not state what documents were attached or
incorporated into Officer Goetz's affidavit.
7. If Exhibits 5 and 6 were not attached to Exhibit 3, they are not.
admissible in this administrative proceeding.
8. ~~~B~~B8~ITT~5~Pb£f

6?

box that is not checked.

i'"'·
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9. Since Officer Goetz failed to check this box in Exhibit 3, there is no
indication that any of the information in paragraph 7 occurred.
10. Exhibit 3, paragraph 7 should not be considered because Officer Goetz
failed to check this box.
11.Because the box in Exhibit 3, paragraph 7 was not checked, the
additional information contained in this paragraph should not be
considered and stricken from the record.
12.If Exhibit 3 paragraph 7 is not considered, Exhibit 3 does not comply
with Idaho Code § 18-8002A and Mr. Kiele's administrative hearing
should be vacated.
Mr. Kiele testified:
1. He is the petitioner in this matter.
2. He resides at 1079 Highway 11, Weippe, Ida ho.
3. Officer Goetz stopped him on August 18, 2002, at his residence.
4. He was driving towards his home on the day of his stop.
5. He was driving the speed limit and staying within his lane of travel.
6. He used his turn signal to turn into his driveway.
7. Officer Goetz stopped his vehicle as he was driving into his driveway.
8. The only time he crossed the centerline was to turn into his driveway.
9. He knew that there was another vehicle behind his vehicle.
10.He tried to stay within the speed limit and to drive within his proper
lane of travel.
11. He drives a big, wide, and long 1978 Cadillac.
12. He might have touched the centerline while he was driving his vehicle.
13. He is sure that he did not cross any centerlines while he drove his
vehicle.
14. He did not commit any driving violations that would give any reason
for Officer Goetz to stop his vehicle.
15.He is missing some of his teeth.
16. When Officer Goetz stopped his vehicle, he was wearing his dentures.
17.His dentures always affect his speech.
MEMORANDUM IN SlJPPORT OF
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18. His dentures affected his speech on the night Officer Goetz stopped his
vehicle.

19. He does not know if Officer Goetz was aware that he had dentures.
20. He submitted to a breath test about an hour after Officer Goetz
stopped his vehicle.

21. It took a bout 30 minutes for Officer Goetz to drive him "down the hill"
to the sheriffs office.

22. He waited a few more minutes at the sheriff's office before he
submitted to the breath test.
23. His breath test was administered at the courthouse in Orofino.
24. He was at the jail for approximately 10 to 15 minutes before he was
administered the breath test.
25.There were police officers present when he was at the jail.

26. He believes that the police officer that administered his breath test
might have left the room during the observation period.
2 7. Officer Goetz was not present during the observation period.
Mr. Clark argued:

1. He mailed copies of the subpoenas to the Clearwater County Sheriff's
Department on August 27, 2002.
2. He has not received a return of service for the subpoenas.
3. The police officer has not provided a telephone number for the Hearing
Examiner to contact him.
4. He has not received any other documents that he has subpoena.
5. His office staff called the Clearwater County Sheriff Office this
morning.

6. The sheriff office indicated that they believed that the subpoenas were
served.

7. He requests that the record be held open for 48 hours to verify the
service of the subpoenas.

8. If the police officer fails to appear, he will file a motion to vacate Mr.

l\~11r;RA9'~ITTihlrfil~~nRr59n 9 ·
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9. Mr. Kiele's testimony sets forth that there was no legal cause for
Officer Goetz to stop his vehicle.
10. Mr. Kiele's testimony also indicated that the police officer that
administered Mr. Kiele's breath test, left during the observation period.
11.Mr. Kiele was not properly observed during the 15-minute observation
period as required by Idaho State Police standard operating procedure.
12.He also requests that the Hearing Examiner review his issue indicated
In his request for Mr. Kiele's administrative hearing.
DISCUSSION

Mr. Clark agreed to leave the record open until September 16,
2002, in order for him to submit additional information.

Issue
1. Were the subpoenas properly served in this matter?

FINDINGS OF FACT

I, having heard the testimony; having heard the issues raised by
the driver; having considered the exhibits admitted as evidence; having
considered the matter herein; and being advised in the premises and the
law, make the following Findings of Fact:
PURSUANT To IDAHO CODE

§18-8002A(7)

THE PETITIONER HAS

THE BURDEN OF PROOF BY A PREPONDERANCE

Of THE

EVIDENCE

REGARDING ALL IDAHO CODE §18-8002A STANDARDS AND ALL

ISSUES RAISED BY THE PETITIONER.

1.
WERE THE SUBPOENA PROPERLY SERVED

IN THIS

MATTER?
1

1. Exhibit 12 notes a request for subpoenas for the Intoxi!yzer 5000 s
instrument operations logs and the arresting police officer.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
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2. Exhibits 13 and 14 provide that the requested subpoenas were issued
and forwarded to Mr. Kiele's attorney, Mr. Clark.
3. Exhibit B shovJs that a subpoena civil (Exhibit 13) was received by the
Clearwater County Sheriffs Department on September 2, 2002.
4. Exhibit B also illustrates that Officer Kaufman served the subpoena to
Officer Rick Fuentes on September 10, 2002.
5. IDAPA Rule 39.02.72 300.02 sets forth that the witness is not
compelled to attend and testify at hearing unless served with
subpoenas at least seventy-two (72) hours prior to the time of
hearing.

,

a. Officer Kaufman contacted me on September 17, 2002, and
informed me that she did receive the subpoenas. Officer
Kaufman further asserted that she errored and did not properly
serve the subpoenas to Officer Fuentes and the record
custodian.
6. Since the subpoenas that were requested by Kiele were not properly
and timely served, this proceeding will be vacated.

KIELE RAISED ADDITIONAL ISSUES AT THIS ADMINISTRATIVE
HEARING. THE HEARING EXAMINER WILL NOT ADDRESS THESE
ISSUES HAVING MADE THE DETERMINATION TO VACATE THIS
PROCEEDING AS SET FORTH ABOVE.
CONCLUSION OF LAW

CONFLICTING FACTS, IF ANY, WERE CONSIDERED AND
REJECTED IN FAVOR OF THE FOREGOING CITED FACTS. BASED
UPON THE FOREGOING FINDINGS OF FACT I CONCLUDE THAT
ALL OF THE REQUIREMENTS FOR SUSPENSION OF MR. KIELE'S
DRIVING PRIVILEGES SET FORTH IN IDAHO CODE §§18-8002
AND 18-8002A WERE NOT COMPLIED WITH IN THIS CASE.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
PETITION FOR JUDICAL REVIEW - ALS
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THE FOLLOWING ORDER IS RENDERED:
ORDER

The suspension set out in the Notice of Suspension, served
pursuant to I.C. §18-8002A, is VACATED.
DATED this 19th day of September 2002.

ERIC G. MOODY
ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING EXAMINE
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Endnotes
*Idaho's Implied Consent Statute
t ITD exhibits are numeric, Petitioner exhibits are alpha
Idaho Transportation Department
§Idaho's Administrative Procedure Act
** Rules governing alcohol testing adopted by ISP
tt Rules governing administrative license suspensions adopted by
ITD
n Argument and testimony is summarized from record of hearing
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FINAL ORDER
(Hearings pursuant to section 18-8002A, LC.)

This is a final order of the Department.
A motion for reconsideration may be filed with the Idaho Transportation
Department's Administrative License Suspension Hearing Unit, PO Box 7129,
Boise, ID 83707-1129 within fourteen (14) days of the service date of this order.
If the hearing officer fails to act upon this motion within twenty-one (21) days of
its receipt, the motion will be deemed denied.
Or, pursuant to sections 67-5270 and 67-5272, Idaho Code, any party aggrieved
by this final order or orders previously issued in this case may appeal this final
order and all previously issued orders in this case to district court by filing a
petition for judicial review in the district court of the county in which:
1.

A hearing was held;

2.

The final agency actions were taken; or

3.

The party seeking review of the order resides.

An appeal must be filed within twenty-eight (28) days of the service date of this
final order. The filing of an appeal to district court does not itself stay the
effectiveness or enforcement of the order under appeal.
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the /
of September 2002, I mailed a true
and accurate copy of the foregoing FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS
OF LAW AND ORDER by depositing the same in the United States mail, postage
prepaid, addressed to:

Arthur Eugene Kiele
c/o
Paul Thomas Clark
Attorney at Law
PO Drawer 285
Lewiston, Idaho 83501
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IN THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT
STATE OF IDAHO

IN THE MATIER OF THE
DRIVING PRIVILEGES OF

IDAHO D.L. NO. KA106641J
FILE NO. 648000072743
FINDINGS OF FACT AND
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
AND ORDER

ROY GORDON BRADLEY

This matter came on for hearing September 6, 2002, by telephone
conference, in refere11ce to Roy Bradley being served with an Administrative License
Suspension (ALS). Douglas Mushlitz, Attorney at Law, represented Bradley.
Additionally, Lewiston Police Officer Jim Metcalf appeared and testified.

The suspension set out in the Notice of Suspension for Failure of
Evidentiary Testing served upon Roy Bradley pursuant to l.C. §18-8002A is

SUSTAINED.

DOCUMENTATION/INFORMATION

The Hearing Examiner received the following exhibits into
evidence as part of the hearing record:
1.

Notice of Suspension for Failure of Evidentiary Testing served upon Roy
Gordon Bradley by Officer Jim Metcalf of the Lewiston Police Department

2.

Evidentiary test results (duplicate original) and Calibration Check

3.

Affidavit of Officer Metcalfs Initial Determination of Probable Cause

4.

Initial Determination of Probable Cause after Arrest without Warrant ·

MEM§J.RA1)f~ihldN !Sbl~~ment Narrative
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6.

Lewiston Police Department Law Incident Table

7.

Lewiston Police Department Main Names Table

8.

Lewiston Police Department Alcohol/Drug Influence Report and overlay of
Evidentiary Test Results

9.

Roy Bradley's Driver's License

10.

Lewiston Police Department Envelope

11.

Certification of Receipt of Law Enforcement Documents

12.

Paul Thomas Clark Correspondence

13.

Request for Hearing

14.

Subpoena

15.

Subpoena Duces Tecum

Roy Bradley supplemented the record with the following exhibits:

A.

Instrument Operations Log

B.

Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Order for Chantel D Leonard

C.

Order

D.

Affidavit of Service

The Hearing Examiner took Judicial Notice of the following items:
1.

Records regularly maintained by the Idaho Department of Transportation
(Department)

2.

Idaho Administrative Procedure Act Rules

3.

All manuals adopted under IDAPA Rule 11.03.01 and 39.02.72

4.

Idaho Statutes

5.

Reported Idaho Court Decisions
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ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING PROCEEDINGS
Testimony and Argument summarized from audiotape record of hearing

Peace Officer Jim Metcalf was placed under oath and testified to the following:
1.

He is employed as a patrol officer and was post certified in 1989.

2.

He is certified to administer breath tests utilizing the lntoxilyzer 5000 breathtesting instrument.

3.

His certification expires on April 30, 2004.

4.

He re-certified in January 2002.

5.

On August 14, 2002, he was on patrol.

6.

He was situated in the bank parking lot of 9th and Main running radar in
Lewiston, Idaho.

7.

He was situated by the drive-thru window.

8.

Main Street is a one-way street eastbound.

9.

He observed a pick-up with a canopy travel down 9th Street heading
northbound.

10. At a flashing red light, he observed the truck approach Main Street, and
proceed through the light traveling northbound, across Main towards D Street.
11. He was approximately 30-35 yards from the intersection.
12. He saw the flashing red light.
13. The driver was traveling 20-25 miles per hour and proceeded through the red
light.
14. The driver did not obstruct traffic.
15. He contacted dispatch at 1248 hours.
16. After effectuating the traffic stop, he contacted the driver.
17. His intention was to cite the driver for running a red light.
18. Upon contact, he smelled an alcoholic beverage coming from the vehicle.
19. He observed no irregular driving.
20. He followed the driver for three blocks and observed nothing unusual.
21. The driver did not speed.
22. The driver admitted consuming a couple of beers.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
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23. While performing field sobriety tests, the driver complained of back problems
and neck pain.
24. The driver stated he would be able to perform field sobriety tests.
25. The driver was placed under arrest for exhibiting six indicators on the
Horizontal Gaze Nystagmus (HGN) test, swaying while standing, his eyes,
speech, and the driver was unsteady on his feet.
26. The swaying was not caused because of the back and neck problems.
27. It took five to six minutes for the interview and performance of field tests.
28. They were approximately eight to nine blocks from the police station.
29. The search and movement of the vehicle took one to two minutes.
30. Transport to the Nez Perce County Annex took a couple of minutes (five at
most).
31. At the Annex, the time was 0100 hours.
32. Dispatch and the lntoxi!yzer time are different.
33. At the Annex, the time noted was 0100 hours, he asked the driver to open his
mouth, he checked the driver's mouth, and he read the advisory form.
34. He asked the driver if he was exposed to paints, solvents, and thinners.
35. He responded that he had been with a friend who was painting, but he was
not painting or in touch with solvents or thinners.
36. The driver did not say he was in an enclosed shop.
37. If the driver had been exposed to paints, thinners, or solvents, he should have
been given a blood test, but the driver was not.
38.

Upon arrival at the Annex, the time between first observation and the first test
was approximately 16 minutes.

39. 0118 hours was the time on the print card.
40. The driver did not require an independent test.
41. He filled out paperwork right after the arrest.
42. He took an oath from the notary and the affidavit was notarized in his
presence.
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Roy Bradley was placed under oath and testified to the following:
1.

Prior to the breath test, he remembers the peace officer asking if he had
been exposed to paints, chemicals, or solvents.

2.

He told the officer of his exposure.

3.

He had been around a friend in an enclosed shop painting for one hour.

4.

The exposure was from 9:00 to 10:15 p.m., two to three hours prior to arrest
time.

Attorney Douglas Mushlitz raised and/or argued the following points:
1.

Exhibit A, the log sheet, indicates a solution change occurred on July 1,

2002.
2.

The log shows no indicated change of the solution prior to Bradley's test on
August 14, 2002, 44 days later, and beyond the 30 day maximum time period
allowed.

3.

This violates the Idaho State Police Standard Operating Procedure.

4.

When performing tests on the lntoxilyzer 5000, the peace officer should log
the results.

5.

The Standard Operating Procedure shows results should not exceed a .003
difference in any consecutive test.

6.

If this occurs, the machine should be taken out of service or re-calibrated.

7.

The machine was having problems-see entries on August 4, 2002; and
August 7, 2002.

8.

The machine goes from a .083 to a .078 to a .082, a .005 downward and a

.004 upward swing.
9.

This exceeds the policy requirements.

10. On August 16, 2002, the machine produces an invalid test.
11. Two tests later, the machine is down and needs re-calibrated.

12. The machine is not functioning properly and should be taken out of service.
13. The test results should not be considered due to the untimely changing of the
simulator solution and the failure to not take the machine out of service.

14. There is no reliability of the test results.
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15. The Lewiston Police Department has a policy if the person has been exposed
to chemicals, paints, or solvents, a blood or urine test should be requested.

ISSUES RAISED BY ROY BRADLEY
1.

Whether the Standard Operating Procedure was properly complied with?

2.

Whether the breath-testing instrument is functioning properly and the test
results are reliable?

3.

Whether he was properly administered the correct type of evidentiary test?

IDAHO CODE § 18-8002A(7) ISSUES

1.

Did Officer Metcalf possess legal cause to stop Roy Bradley's vehicle?

2.

Did Officer Metcalf possess legal cause to believe Bradley was driving or in
actual physical control of a motor vehicle while under the influence of alcohol,
drugs, or other intoxicating substances in violation of the provisions of Idaho
Code (I. C.) §§ 18-8004, 18-8004C, or 18-8006?

3.

Did the test results show an alcohol concentration or the presence of drugs or
other intoxicating substances in violation of I. C. §§ 18-8004, 18-8004C, 188006?

4.

Was the evidentiary test performed in compliance with Idaho Code, IDAPA
Rule, and ISP Standard Operating Procedure?

5.

Did the evidentiary testing instrument function properly when the test was
administered?

6.

Was Bradley advised of the consequences of submitting to evidentiary
testing as required by I. C. §18-8002A(2)?

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

I having heard the testimony; having heard the issues raised by Roy Bradley;
hR~6Ki}.,_~ iRFSt~fWitted as evidence; having considered the matter
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herein; and being advised in the premises and the law, make the following Findings of
Fact and Conclusions of Law:

PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE §18-8002A(7) THE PETITIONER CARRIES THE
BURDEN OF PROOF BY A PREPONDERANCE OF THE EVIDENCE REGARDING
ALL IDAHO CODE §18-8002A STANDARDS AND ISSUES.

1.
DID OFFICER METCALF POSSESS LEGAL CAUSE TO STOP ROY
BRADLEY'S VEHICLE?

1.

At approximately 0045 hours on August 14, 2002, Officer Metcalf observed
Bradley's vehicle fail to stop for the red light at

9th

and Main Streets in

Lewiston, Idaho.
2.

I. C. §49-804(1 )(a) provides that when a red lens is illuminated with rapid
intermittent flashes, a driver shall stop at a clearly marked limit line.

3.

Bradley violated I. C. §49-804.

4.

Officer Metcalf possessed legal cause for the stop of Bradley's vehicle.

2.
DID OFFICER METCALF POSSESS LEGAL CAUSE TO BELIEVE
BRADLEY WAS DRIVING WHILE UNDER THE INFLUENCE, IN
VIOLATION OF lDAHO CODE§ 18-8004?

1.

Officer Metcalf observed Bradley driving at the time he witnessed the law
violation (I. C. §49-804 ).

2.

Bradley exhibited irregular, suspicious, and illegal driving.

3.

Officer Metcalf smelled the strong odor of an alcoholic beverage coming
from within the vehicle and from Bradley's breath.

4.

Bradley admitted drinking alcoholic beverages prior to driving (couple of
MBv10RAl)IJ2~AA.IN SUPPORT OF
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5.

Bradley displayed slurred speech.

6.

Bradley swayed back and forth while standing.

7.

Bradley possessed difficulty locating requested identification documents.

8.

Bradley met or exceeded the minimum decision points on the following
standardized field sobriety tests:

9.

a.

Horizontal Gaze Nystagmus (HGN)

b.

Walk & Turn

Officer Metcalf possessed legal cause for Bradley's arrest, legal cause to
believe Bradley was driving while under the influence of alcohol in violation
I

of l. C. §18-8004, and legal cause to request Bradley submit to evidentiar-Y:

I

testing.

/

3.
DO ROY BRADLEY'S EVIDENTIARY TEST RESULTS INDICATE A
VIOLATION OF IDAHO CODE§ 18-8004?

1.

Bradley submitted to breath-testing on August 14, 2002.

2.

Bradley provided breath samples of .18/.17.

3.

Idaho's legal limit for breath alcohol concentration (BRAC) is .08.

4.

Bradley's BRAG results were in violation of I. C. §18-8004.

4.
WAS THE EVIDENTIARY TEST CONDUCTED IN ACCORDANCE
WITH 1.C. § 18-8004(4), IDAPA RULES, AND THE IDAHO STATE
POLICE (ISP) STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE, AND WAS
THE CORRECT TYPE OF EVIDENTIARY TEST PERFORMED?

1.

Roy Bradley submitted to evidential breath-testing on August 14, 2002, at
0120 hours.
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2.

At the Nez Perce County Annex and prior to breath-testing, Officer Metcalf
checked Bradley's mouth finding it clear and first observed Bradley at 0100
hours, 20 minutes prior to the collection of the first breath sample, thus
satisfying the requisite15-minute monitoring period.

3.

Officer Metcalf was duly qualified to administer evidentiary testing, and he
was properly certified to operate the lntoxilyzer 5000 breath-testing
instrument as evidenced by his operator certification expiration date of April
30, 2004.

4.

The IS P's lntoxilyzer 5000 Operator's Training Manual states "if there is any
indication that the subject has had prolonged exposure to paint or solvent
fumes or has consumed any alcohol or solvent other than ethyl alcohol, get a
blood sample in a legal blood alcohol kit."

5.

At the hearing, Officer Metcalf testified that he asked Bradley if he was
exposed to paints, solvents, and thinners, and Bradley responded that he
had been with a friend who was painting, but he was not painting or in touch
with solvents or thinners.

6.

Additionally, Bradley did not say he was in an enclosed shop.

7.

Bradley's later admission at the hearing that he told the officer of his
exposure and that he had been around a friend in an enclosed shop painting
for one hour has not been corroborated anywhere in the documentary record
and this admission after the fact shall not bear sufficient weight to invalidate
the testing procedure administered.

8.

Further, the lntoxilyzer 5000 breath-testing instrument possesses the
capability in detecting interferents such as paints, solvents, or thinners, but in
this case, interferents were not detected, thus no blood test was required,
and the breath-testing procedure was proper and valid.

9.

Based upon substantial though conflicting testimony and evidence, Bradley's
evidentiary test was conducted in accordance with the requirements of ldaho
Code §18-8004, the IDAPA Rules, and ISP's Standard Operating Procedure,
and the correct and proper evidentiary test was administered.
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5.
WAS THE EVIDENTIARY TESTING INSTRUMENT APPROVED FOR
-

'

'

USE PURSUANT TO ISP ST AN OARD OPERATING PROCEDURE,
AND WAS THE INSTRUMENT FUNCTIONING PROPERLY AT THE
TIME OF BREATH-TESTING?
1.

Roy Bradley submitted to an evidential breath test on August 14, 2002, at
0120 hours, utilizing the lntoxiiyzer 5000 breath-testing instrument #66003015.

2.

The acceptable simulator solution check #0018, conducted on August 14,
2002, at 0119 hours, with calibration results of .080, approved the lntoxilyzer
5000 testing instrument for evidentiary use in accordance with the ISP
Standard Operating Procedure.

3.

The lntoxilyzer 5000 testing instrument was approved for evidentiary testing
of alcohol concentration, and the testing instrument was functioning properly
at the time Bradley submitted to breath-testing.

6.
WAS ROY BRADLEY ADVISED OF THE CONSEQUENCES OF
SUBMITTlNG TO EVIDENTIARY TESTING AND THE POSSIBLE
SUSPENSION OF HIS IDAHO DRIVING PRIVILEGE?

1.

At the Nez Perce County Annex, Officer Metcalf read Bradley the I. C. §188002 advisory form.

2.

Prior to being offered the breath test, Bradley was substantially informed of
the consequences of refusal and failure of the test as required by I. C. §§188002 and 18-8002A.

3.

Bradley was properly advised of the consequences of submitting to
evidentiary testing, and the possible suspension of his Idaho driving
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7.
WAS THE STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE PROPERLY
COMPLIED WITH, AND ARE THE TEST RES ULTS RELIABLE?

1.

The Standard Operating Procedure provides that the "calibration check
solutions should only be used prior to the expiration date as marked on the
label. Solutions should only be used as long as values produced are within
the designated acceptable range. Additionally, solutions should be changed
approximately every 100 calibration checks or every month whichever comes
first."

2.

The term "should" as set out in the Standard Operating Procedure is
discretionary language rather than mandatory language, and thus, the
procedure does not mandate that the calibration tests are invalid after 100
tests or over one month, only that the solution shall be discarded after the
values are no longer within the acceptable range.

3.

in State v. Jonathan Malcolm White, Case No. SP01-00176, the court
adhered to the proposition that when a procedure is mandatory, the word
"must" is used and when a procedure is simply recommended, the word
"should" is used.

4.

lntoxllyzer 5000 instruments in evidentiary use must have a calibration check
with each subject test, and if the simulator check is acceptable the instrument
will be approved and the resulting breath samples will be deemed valid for
evidentiary use.

5.

If the simulator check is within the acceptable range for the solution the
testing sequence will continue.

6.

lf the simulator check is not within the acceptable range for the solution the
testing sequence will abort and no breath samples will be obtained.

7.

The most important language set out in the Standard Operating Procedure is
that the calibration results must be within the acceptable range, and if that

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
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occurs, the solution can continue to be used as long as the solution
continues to produce acceptable calibration results.
8.

Bradley bears the burden of proof to show that the testing equipment was not
properly calibrated nor functioning at the time the breath test was
administered.

9.

In this case, Bradley presented insufficient evidence to discredit the
lntoxilyzer 5000 breath-testing instrument, to prove the simulator solution w~s
invalid, and to invalidate the testing procedure

10.

Based on the Standard Operating Procedure, the simulator solution check

i

performed in Bradley's test was acceptable and proper, and no need arose /to
take the testing instrument out of service.

1

I

11.

The Hearing Examiner did take notice of the Chantel Leonard decision, but it
shall not set precedence in this matter.

12.

The Standard Operating Procedure was properly complied with, and the
breath test results shall be deemed reliable and admissible evidence.

8.
DID OFFICER METCALF FOLLOW ALL PROCEDURES AND
REQUIREMENTS SET FORTH PURSUANT TO IDAHO LAW AND
THE ISP STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE?

1.

Officer Metcalf followed ail procedures and satisfied all requirements
pursuant to I. C. §§18-8002A and 18-8004, and the ISP's Standard
Operating Procedure was properly adhered to.
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FINAL ORDER

(Heari:ngs pursuant to Idaho Code § 18-802A)

This is a final order of the Department.

A motion for reconsideration may be filed with the Idaho
Transportation Department's Administrative License Suspension
Hearing Unit, PO Box 7129, Boise, ID 83707-1129 within fourteen
( 14) days of the service date of this order. If the hearing officer fails to
act upon this motion within twenty-one days of its receipt, the motion
will be deemed denied.

Or pursuant to sections 67-5270 and 67-5272, Idaho Code, any party
aggrieved by this final order or orders previously issued in this case
may appeal this final order and all previously issued orders in this case
to district court by filing a petition for judicial review in the district court
of the county in which:

1.

A hearing was held;

2.

The final agency actions were taken; or

3.

The party seeking review of the order resides.

An appeal must be filed within twenty-eight (28) days of the seryice
date of this final order. The filing of an appeal to district court does not
itself stay the effectiveness or enforcement of the order under appeal.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
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CONFLICTING FACTS, lF ANY, WERE CONSIDERED AND
REJECTED IN FAVOR OF THE FOREGOING CITED FACTS.
BASED UPON THE FOREGOING FINDINGS OF FACT AND
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, I CONCLUDE THAT ALL OF THE
STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS FOR SUSPENSION OF ROY
BRADLEY'S DRIVING PRIVILEGES WERE COMPLIED WITH IN
THIS CASE.
THE FOLLOWING ORDER IS RENDERED:

ORDER
The suspension set out in the Notice of Suspension, served pursuant to l.C. §188002A, is

SUSTAINED and shall run for a period of 90 days commencing

on September 13, 2002, and shall remain in effect through December 12,
2002.

DATED this 1st day of November, 2002

DA~~TI

CERTIFIED HEARING OFFICIAL
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 4th day of November 2002, I mailed
a true and accurate copy of the foregoing FINDINGS OF FACT AND
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND ORDER by depositing the same in
the US Mail, postage prepaid, addressed to:

Roy Gordon Bradley
c/o
Douglas Mushlitz
Attorney at Law
PO Drawer 285
Lewiston ID 83501
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CHARLES M. STROSCHEIN
CLARK and FEENEY, LLP
Attorneys for Petitioner
1229 Main Street
P. 0. Drawer 285
Lewiston, Idaho 83501
Telephone: (208)743-9516
Idaho State Bar No. 3058
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JlJDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF II/AHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE

9

10

GEORGE IA Y BEYER, JR,
11

Petitioner,

12
13
14
15

V.

State of Idaho,
Department of Transportation,

16

Respondent.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. 2010-02748
REPLYBRlEF

17
18

COMES NO\V the Petitioner, by and through his attorney of record, Charles M.

19

Stroschein, of the law finn of Clark and Feeney, and responds to the brief filed by the State.

20

I.
THE OFFICER DID NOT HA VE LEGAL CAUSE TO STOP MR. BEYER

21
22
23

:Mr. Beyer did not violate any provision of the Idaho Code. The hearing officer's
assessment of the record, like the State's assessment of the record, is incorrect. At 2: 18:31

24
25

26

hours, :Mr. Beyer specifically indicate that he did pull into the right hand lane. Exhibit B
REPLY BRlEF
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1

(video) The exchange bet\veen the officer and Mr. Beyer is as follows:

2

"Police Officer: Yeah. You pulled into the outside land instead of the
first land available.

3
4

Client: I did what?

5

7

Police Officer: You know there is two lanes there, You are required
to pull into the first lane. You pulled into the outside lane.
Client Are you kidding me?

8

Police Officer: You don't remember doing that?

6

9

Client: I pulled into the right."

10
11

Petitioner's Exhibit "B" DVD

12

The State misleads the Court. The State says: ":Mi. Beyer does not at that time

13

disagree with Trooper Talbott's observation of Mr. Beyer's driving (Exhibit Bat timestamp

14

2:48)." State's Brief at p. 5.
15
16

The actual exchange between Mr. Beyer and the police officer was as follows:

17

"Client:
I didn't see what I did wrong there but I guess I did
something wrong.

18

Police Officer: When you made the right-hand turn you got to tum
into the first lane available.

19
20

Client: I thought I did."

2 1
22

23

Petitioner's Exhibit "B" DVD
On the video, :Mi. Beyer twice denied that he failed to obey the law. The St:ite quotes

24
25
26

Trooper Talbott as saying "As J\1r. Beyer turned right into Thain, he did not pull into the
REPLY BRIEF

2
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right-hand lane. He pulled directly into the farther or left-hand lane." State's Brief at p. 5,

1

2

footnote 2. This entry onto Thain Road would be impossible. "Mr. Beyer had to pulled into

3

the right-hand lane to get into the left-hand lane.

4

The State notes as follows:

5
6

"The hearing officer determined that Mr. Beyer' s testimony did not
outweigh the live testimony and sworn statement of Trooper Talbott in
finding that "Mr. Beyer did not meet his burden (R.P. 156 Findings 1.-6
and 7 1.7)."

7

8
9

Brief at p. 5

10

Obviously the State believes that the credibilitv of the witnesses was at issue. The

11

12

State also has to misstate the testimony of Mr. Beyer to make its point. "Mr. Beyer testified

13

at the hearing, "I took a right-hand turn into the right-hand lane and merged into the left-

14

hand Jane." T. at p. 55, 1116-17. He was then asked if he recollected driving directly into
15

the left-hand lane and he said "No I do not." Mr. Beyer's under oath testimony matches the

16
17

statements he gave to the trooper at the time of the stop as noted on the video. The trooper's

18

testimony is suspect. Mr. Beyer will not restate the issues noted in the first brief regarding

19

credibility and Trooper Talbott.
20

21

In this case there is no bad driving on the video. Mr. Beyer's vehicle was traveling

22

the right speed, had his lights on, drove in his lane, proceeded through an intersection, made

23

a proper maneuver into the right-hand lane and into the parking lot, and made an appropriate

24

2s
26

I

stop.

The State argues that Trooper Talbott observed a motor vehicle making an
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III

1

2

inappropriate right-hand tum onto the roadway. Brief at p. 7. The State's previously
argument indicates that:Mr. Beyer did not pull into the right-hand lane, he pulled directly into

3
4

the left-hand lane. The State can not have it both ways.

5

The hearing officer found as follows, "Beyer testified; 1) drove into the right-hand

6

lane and then merged into the left-lane of travel." Findings and Conclusions of Law and

7

Order at p. 3; R. at. 154. The hearing officer then indicated that Beyer' s testimony is given
8
9

10
11

the same weight as given to Trooper Talbott's live testimony and sworn statement. The
hearing officer also found because Beyer's testimony and Trooper Talbott's live testimony
and sworn statement are equally contradictive, as required by Idaho Code, Beyer must prove

12

evidence to support his position.
13

14

The hearing officer stated that Beyer's testimony alone in this case does not out\:veigh

15

Trooper Talbott's live testimony or sworn statement. R. at p. 156. The sworn statement

16

17

notes as follow: "On November 6th, 2010, approximately 0216 hours, I, Trooper Jeffrey R.

18

ITalbott, stopped a silver, 2010 Chevrolet Camara (Idaho registration NI 10561) for illegal

19

right-tum (turned into wrong lane) on southbound Thain Road approximately Bryden

20

Avenue., ... " R. at p. 6. Mr. Beyer did not tum into the wrong lane.

21

The State makes no attempt to interpret I.C. § 49-644(1). This subsection was not
22
23

24

I violated by l\1r. Beyer' s driving pattern. There is nothing on this record that indicates that
Mr. Beyer violated the following:

25

26

"Both the approach for a right-tum and the right-tum shall be made as
REPLY BRIEF
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1

2

close as practicable to the right-hand curb or edge of the roadway."
How did l\1r. Beyer tum into the wrong lane? He had to have entered the right-hand

3
4

lane then merged into the left-hand lane.

5

The hearing officer does not analyze what LC. § 49-644 actually mean and neither

6

does the State. LC. § 49-644(1) means that the approach for a right-hand tum and the right-

7

tum shall be made as close as practicable to the right-hand curb or edge of the highway, this
8
9

10
11

is exactly what Mr. Beyer did. There is no indication that he failed to stop in the parking lot
close to the right-hand curb before he entered the road. There is no indication that a driver
has to drive into the right-hand lane for any length before they go from the right-hand lane

12

to the left-hand lane of a four lane road. A driver simply has to stop near the curb and tum
13
14

into the road way. There is nothing in this record that indicates that Mr. Beyer violated LC.

15

§ 49-644( 1). The Court can interpret the statute by reading the plain language that is used.

16

There is no indication that Mr. Beyer at the point of his stopping in the parking lot in

17
18

preparation to enter Thain Road was not as close as practicable to the right-hand curb or edge

19

of the highway when he entered Thain. l\1r. Beyer testified under oath that he made a proper

20

tum. Based on the totality of the circumstances and the failure to properly interpret I.C. §

21

49-644(1), there was not a proper cause for a stop.
22
23

24
25
26
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1

II.

2

PROPRIETY OF THE OBSERVATION PERIOD

3

4

With regard to the 15 minute observation period, the State notes to the Court that the

5

provisions of the SOP have changed. The Court can note 1\1r. Litteneker's argument in the

6

Brief to Judge Stegner, Broadfootv. ITD, Latah County Case Number CV 2010-1304. Pages

7

5-8 regarding the 15 minute observation period from that brief are attached as Exhibit "A"
B

9

for the Court's review. This brief was signed by 1\1r. Litteneker on June 29th, 2011, so the

10

current SOP would have in place at this time. Mr. Litteneker argued at that time to Judge

11

Stegner:

12

"There is no change in the standard operating procedures which suggest
that there is not a mandatory fifteen minute monitoring period."

13
14

Broadfoot v. ITD, State's Brief at p. 6.
15

16

17
18

The State does not say exactly why ISPFS changed the SOP from mandatory
provisions to discretionary provisions, and what science behind breath testing has changed
from the prior cases to this current case. There is no science behind the SOP changes made

19

by ISPFS. The Court can note the history of the current SOP.

On August 20th, 2010, a

20

21

revised SOP was put into use and then seven (7) days later, there were numerous deletions

22

and additions noted on the August 27th, 2010, SOP. The current SOP was put into p!ace on

23

November l5\ 2010. SOP at p. 5 of 21, R. at p. 50. The State's analysis of~~ SOP

24
25
26

regarding the 15 minute observation period is internally inconsistent and unbelievable.
REPLY BRIEF
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1

The SOP states as follmvs:

2

"6.1 Prior to evidentiary breath alcohol testing, the subjects/individuals
should be monitored for at least fifteen (15) minutes. Any material
which absorbs/adsorbs or traps alcohol should be removed from the
mouth prior to the start of the fifteen minute period. During the
monitoring period the subjects/individuals should not be allowed
to smoke, drink, eat, or belch/burp/vomit/regurgitate." (emphases
added)

3

4

5
6
7

Subsection 6.1.4.2 states:
8

"If, during the fifteen minute \Vaiting period, the subjects/individuals
vomits or regurgitates material from the stomach into the
subjects/individuals breath pathway, the fifteen minute waiting period
must begin again."

9

10
11
12

The State argues as follow:

13

"If during the fifteen minute waiting period the subject vomits or
regurgitates material from the stomach into the subject's breath
pathway, then the fifteen minute waiting period must begin again, SOP
6 .1.4 .2. The standard operating procedures don't require an additional
fifteen minute waiting period if a belch or burp occurs."

14
15
16

17
18

Brief at p. 10.
What exactly does the provision in 6.1 mean? \\'hat if someone belches, burps,

19
20

smokes, eats or drinks during the 15 minute observation period? This SOP internally makes

21

no sense. The fact that the State fails to recognize the problem should give the Court some

22

pause as to the credibility of the SOP and the State's argument. The State wants the Court

23

to simply ignore the history of the SOP and the science behind breath testing.

Att~ched

as

24
25
26

Exhibit "B" is a copy of the manufacture's manual for the Intoxilyzer 5000. This manual has
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1
2

specific language regarding the requirement for a twenty (20) minute observation period. At
pp. 19, 44. Attached as Exhibit "C" hereto is a copy of a BTS manual that was a standard

3

4

until August 20, 2010. The BTS manual indicates in bold, capitalized words with an

5

exclamation point that the slope detector can not take the place of the 15 minute observation

6

period. See section 2, at p. 27.

7

The BTS manual has a specific directive regarding the 15 minute observation period.
8

9

The manual states:
"The fifteen minute waiting period is probably the most important part
of the breath test procedure. 1) The operator must observe the subject
closely enough that he can be certain in his mind that none of the
following occurred (a) smoking (b) consuming alcohol (c) belching or
burping and (d) vomiting."

10

11
12
13

14
15
16

Section 2 at p. 22.
The manual indicates that ifbelching or vomiting, etc. does occur during the fifteen
minute wait, the waiting period must be started over.

17
18
19

Attached and marked Exhibit "D" is a copy of the SOP that was revised in November,
2006. Section 3.1 atp. 8 of the SOP states:

20

23

"Prior to evidentiary alcohol testing, the subject must be monitored
for fifteen (15) minutes. During this time the subject may not smoke,
drink, or chew gum, candy, food or any tobacco product. Any material
which absorbs/adsorbs or traps alcohol should be removed from the
mouth prior to the start of the fifteen minute waiting period."

24

The Court can look at the remainder of Section 3 of this SOP to detel)Jline the

21
22

25

26
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1

2

standards that were in place at the time when those other cases were decided that the State
wants the Court to so cavalierly disregard 1• The current SOP, like the SOP from 2006,

3

4

requires that during the monitoring period, the operator must be alert for any event that

5

influences the accuracy of the breath alcohol test. The operator must be aware of possible

6

presence of mouth alcohol as indicated by the testing instrument. If mouth alcohol is

7

suspected or indicated, the operator must begin another 15 minute observation period before
8

9

10
11

repeating the testing sequence, These standards have not changed from the time those prior
cases were decided, Those prior cases support ML Beyer' s position and not the State's. The
State's argument, therefore, is flawed,

12

13

The current SOP does require that during the monitoring period, the operator must be

14

alert for any event that might influence the accuracy of the breath test. SOP 6, 1,4, R. at p.

15

59. Please note that the mandatory provisions that were once found in the SOP are no longer

16

present and the word "must" has been replaced with the word "should." In Bever, the ability

17
18

to be alert was not present because of the distraction at the scene.

19

The State wants to the Court to use other sections of the SOP to thwart "t-.1r. Beyer's

20

argument, but unfortunately for the State, said sections of the SOP that it cites to are just

21

discretionary and are not mandatory and therefore really have no bearing on the analysis that
22
23

24
25

26

Wheeler v. Idaho Transportation Department, 148 Idaho 378, 223 P.3d, 761 (Ct. App. 2009)
State v. Defranco, 143 Idaho. 335, 338, 144 P.3d. 40, 43 (Ct. App. 2006)
State v. Carson. 133 Idaho 451, (Ct. App. 1999)
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1

2

the Court should make.
The hearing officer states as follows:

3

"Even when Trooper Talbott's attention was diverted to other situations
during the monitoring period (including Trooper Talbott yelling to a
tow truck driver for less than eight seconds,) Exhibit B and additionally
Beyer failed to provide any proof that Trooper Talbott's other senses
than sight were unable to assist in monitoring Beyer."

4

5
6
7

R. atp. 159.
8

9

10
11

The State, in it's footnote 3, asks the Court to look at a U.S. Supreme Court decision
that applies common sense to judgments and inferences from human behavior. Brief at p.
5, footnote 3, Illinois v. Wardlow, 528 U.S. 119 at 125, 120 Sup. Ct. 673 (2000). Common

12

sense and human nature can be applied to Trooper Talbott's actions. Human nature would
13
14

not find, neither would common sense, that if Trooper Talbott was yelling at the tow truck

15

driver that any of his senses were directed towards Mr. Beyer. His senses would have been

16

directed to the guy he was yelling at. His sight and his hearing would have been directed at

17
18

the tow truck driver. His senses of touch and taste are not relevant in this circumstance. His

19

sense of smell is not helpful since he was tsvo to three feet away from Mr. Beyer. R. at p.

20

154. There is no indication he was bending over, facing Mr. Beyer. The Court has to use

21

common sense and note that not every belch and burp is going to heard, and not every belch
22
23

24

or burp is going to give out an odor. What exact odor would the belch or burp be? We
already know, based on this record, that 11r. Beyer smelled of alcohol, would not his belch

25
26
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1

2

or burp most likely smelled like alcohol? The sense of smell in this particular case is not
really of any help. Again, common sense and human nature would lead one to believe when

3
4

you are yelling at someone that most likely your sense of smell is not directed towards

5

someone sitting in the back seat of a vehicle. Please note that the affidavit signed off by the

6

trooper noted, "I could smell the strong odor of an alcoholic beverage coming from the

7

vehicle." R. at p. 6, The DUI NOTES of the affidavit indicates, "Odor of an alcohol
8
9

10
11

beverage: Yes," R. at p. 6.
The hearing officer made a determination that Mr. Beyer exhibited the following
behaviors, "Smell of an alcoholic beverage." R. at p. 156. The hearing officer made a

12

determination that the officer was two to three feet from T'v1r. Beyer. R. at p. 154. The other
13
14

circumstances of being outside on a busy street like Thain Road, along with the other

15

distractions, support Mr. Beyer' s position that the hearing officer ignored the facts and the

16

case law supporting Mr. Beyer' s position.

17
18

The State also cites to the 0.02 correlation.

There is no scientific explanation

19

regarding what any of this means. The State did not call an expert to discuss the 0.02

20

correlation. The Court has to look at the language from the SOP.

21

Section 6.2.2 states:
22

"A third breath sample is required if the first two results differ by more
than 0.02.

23
24

6.2.2.1

25
26
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1

necessary to repeat the fifteen minute waiting period to obtain a third
breath sample." (emphasis original)

2
3
4

R. at p. 60.
What the SOP says is that a third breath test is required if the first hvo results differ

5

by more than 0.02, however, there has to be some suspected mouth alcohol to apply the 0.02
6

7

standard. If mouth alcohol is not indicated or suspected, then one would assume that the

8

operator of the breath machine can ignore the fact that the first two results differ by more

9

than 0.02. The officer, it seems, can completely just disregard the 0.02 correlation all

10
ll

together if somehow the officer, based on who knows what, dete1mines that the lack of

12

correlation was due to the subject's lack of cooperation. SOP Section 6.2.2.3.1, R. at p. 60.

13

However, if there is lack of cooperation with the breath testing subject, this must mean the

14

driver is blowing without enough volume. The machine, however, has a function that would
15

16

17
18

indicate "insufficient sample." See Lifeloc FC20 manual, p. 18, R. at p. 294. The manual
for the Lifeloc also indicates that if there is radio frequency interference, the Lifeloc will
display an "external interference." Manual at p. 19, R. at p. 295. Once again, the State's

19

reliance on the SOP just makes no sense because the SOP does not make sense. The SOP
20

21

gives all discretion to the operator to do whatever they want to save a breath test. In this

22

case, the 0.02 correlation is not relevant. It is not a mandatary position and the SOP does not

23

conform with the instrument's internal functions. If there is radio interference or ifthere is

24
25

26

a lack of proper airflow then there are internal indicators that will be noted on the Lifeloc
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1

2

device, as "insufficient" or "external interference." The fact that there was not a 0.02 lack
of correlation makes no difference in Mr. Beyer's case.

3

The State also cites the Court to the video at 0249 hours. Brief at p.13. At 0249

4

5

hours, the tow truck had not even arrived. The tow trunk does not arrive until 02:55:26

6

hours, so why the State cites to a period of time that is not irrelevant is unknown. It is clear

7

from the audio, that just prior to the trooper yelling at the tow truck, he is moving from his
8
9

10
11

location next to :Mr. Beyer. You can hear the gravel underneath his feet. The trooper
obviously was changing his position prior to yelling at the tow truck drive and prior to breath
testing.

12

The Court also has to note that the results of Mr. Beyer's breath test is initially an
13

14

insufficient, then there was a 0.165 and a 0.158. R. at p. 3-4. There was not a proper 15

15

minute observation period, therefore the breath test is not valid

16

III.

17

MR. BEYER \VAS DENIED DUE PROCESS

18
19

The State in it's argument indicates that 1\1r. Beyer makes a general request for an in-

20

person administrative hearing without any authority forthe request. Of course, the State does

21

not point to the statute regarding ALS hearings.

LC. § 18-8002A indicates that

22
23

24

"administrative hearing" means a hearing conducted by the hearing officer to determine
whether a suspension imposed by the provision ofthis section should be vacated or sustained.

25
26
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1

2

The hearing request is described by the statute as being a request for administrative hearing
on the suspension imposed by the provision of this section. The hearing officer has the

3
4

ability to conduct administrative hearings and shall the authority to administer oaths, examine

5

witnesses and take testimony, receive relevant evidence, issue subpoenas, regulate the course

6

and conduct of the hearing, and make a final ruling on the issues before him.

7

The advisory that was read to Mr. Beyer stated as follows:
8

"You have a right to an administrative hearing on the suspension for the
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT to show cause why
you failed the evidentiary test and why your driver's license should not
be suspended. A request must be made in writing and will be received
by the depariment within seven (7) calendar days ... "

9

10
11
12

R. at p. 1.
13
14

Mr. Beyer had every right to ask for an in-person hearing. It is easy for the State to

15

argue that an in-person would not have had any effect on this case and argues that Mr. Beyer

16

was able to thorough and vigorously examine Trooper Talbott without objection. How

17
18
19
20

exactly can a thorough exam of the trooper occur when the examiner does not have a major
piece of evidence, like the video, which was rightly requested but wrongly withheld.
The hearing officer took judicial notice ofIDAP A Rule 04.11.01.552 which indicates

21

that hearings may be held in-person or by telephone. R. at p. 231. Mr. Beyer does have
22
23

authority to request in-person hearings. The State's position is clearly wrong based on the

24

rules the hearing officer said he used to conduct the hearing. Of course, the hearing officer

25
26
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1

2

ignored all the rules that are set out in IDAP A Rule 04.11.01.
Mr. Beyer will not restate his position regarding the other due process violates, but

3
4

it is interesting to note that the Department continues to thumb it's nose at due process.

5

Attached and marked Exhibit "E" are Notice of Hearing and Subpoenas Duces Tecum for

6

a current administrative hearing regarding a breath test in which the hearing is scheduled for

7

February 16th, 2012, and the subpoenaed information is to be provided five (5) days after the
8

9
10

hearing on February 21 51 , 2012. What would the Bell v. ITD court hold confronted with this
continuing level of arrogance by ITD?

11

CONCLUSION

12

Mr. Beyer has met his required burden. As the Court is aware, the hearing officers
13

14

can not make decisions regarding constitutional challenges to Idaho Statutes. See IDAP A

15

04.11.01.415, R. at p. 223. In addition, Mr. Beyer has a right to challenge the suspension

16

pursuant to LC. § 67-52 79 and not just those issues contained in LC. § l 8-8002A. The Court

17
18

should vacate the suspension and remand the matter back to ITD.
DATED this

19
20

:0

day of February, 2012.
CLARJ<:1md FEEI\TE

/

I 1

I U/1 C\_,

21

By_~.:::::::::___:._~~-.-;i!......:~h.l~:::=~-.._;:::---~,____

22

- Charles M. S(oschein, a member of the firm
Attorneys for Petitioner

23

24
25

26
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1

2
3

I hereby certify on the / Q
day of February, 2012, a true copy
of the foregoing instrument
was:

I

4

Faxed
Hand delivered to:

5

6
7

8

9

Mailed

Edwin L. Litteneker
Special Deputy Attorney General
Idaho Transportation Department
322 Main Street
P.O. Box 321
Lewiston, ID 83501
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13
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:Mr. Broadfoot then asks the Court to :find that the Hearing Examiner's decision that the
Hearing Examiner's conclusion that a sufficient 15 minute observation prior to the
admi.rtistratlon of the evidentiary tests for breath alcohol was not supported by su~'"i:antial
evidence in the Record as a whole. tv.fr. Broadfoot argues that he has met bis burden pursuant to
·LC. §· 18-8002A(7)(d) demonstrating that the breath tests were not conducted in accordance with
~.C. §

18-8004(4). No other argument regarding Mr. Broadfoot otherwise having met his burden

. under LC.§ 18,..8002A.(7) was made.

ISSUEA&B
The status ofthe 15 minutes monitoring period.

:Mr. Broadfoot appears to ·argue that the effect of the language changes in the Idaho
Standard Operating Pro"cedures for Breath Alcohol effective 11/01/10 in some fashion changes
.the monitoring period prior to breath alcohol testing.

Witbo'ut waiving whether declaratory relief is available :ih this context, there is no
.·challenge to Idaho State Police.'s ongoing ability to adopt Standard Operating Procedures to
·address evidentiary breath, testing, ·nor is there a challenge to 1he Idaho State Police's ability to
. modify it's Standard Operating Procedures to clarify the circumstances of the ad.ministration of

evidenti.ary breath tests.
The Court sbould not attempt to determine whether the Standard Operating Procedures
for breath ~cohol testing do not pass muster without Mr. Broadfoot disclosin.$ what ~egislatlve

.intent is not inet.
.The.previous version of the Standard Operating Procedures ·provided inperfinmt part:
.· "3 .. 1 prior to evidential breath alcohol testing the subject mu.st be monitor-eel for 15
nllliutes.
material which ·absorbs/adsorbs o:i; traps alcohol should be removed
. from the motith ·prior to .$rt of the 15 minute waiting ·period. Durillg the
monitoring period the SU.bject _should not be. allowed tO smoke, ~ eat or

filly

belch/.burp"

.BRIEF OF THE·IDAHO
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(ISP Standard Operating Procedures Section 3 .1 effective 01115/09 p. 6.).
The newly revised language provides the followmg:
6.1 Prior to evidentiary breath alcohol testing the subject/individual should be
monitored for at least 15 minutes. "Any material which absorbs/adsorbs or traps
alcohol should be removed from the mouth prior to start of the 15 minutes waiting
period. During the monitoring period the subject/individual should not be
allowed to smoke, drink, eat or belch/burp/vomitlregurg:itate"
(ISP Standard ·operating Procedures Section 6.1 effective 08/27/2010 .Appenclix B, p.
14).

1

The issue raised by :Mr. Broadfoot is not the length oftbe monitoring period, that is there
· is no factual question that the monitoring period is to be least 15 minutes. The challenge appears
· to be .whether the Standard Operating Procedures require .any observation period prior to
·evidentiary alcohol testing.

There is no change in the Standard Operating Procedures vvbich

si.lggest thai there is not a mandatory 15 minute monitoring period. For purposes of this matter

that argllJUent will not be made by the Department.2

'What

is

different about the most recently adopted Standard Operating Procedures

: .. (compared. to the 01115/2009
version) is· the clarification. within the .Standard Operating
.
'

Procedures of the effect of events which may occur during the 15 minute monitoring period.
Section § 6.1.4 provides:
~'The Operator must be aware of the possible ·presence of mouth alcohol as

indicated by:the testing instrument. If mouth alcohol is suspected or indicated,
the .Operatar should begin another 15-nrinute waitirig period before repeating the
testllig .Sequence."

The

·

State

J
Idaho
Police lm.plemented the revised Idaho Standard Operating Proceoore Breath Testing (Revision o)
· on OS/2.0/2010. A revision. not affecting the ·evidentiary testing .procedtires contained in Section 6 occurred on
,0812712010 (Revisionl) Another revision (Revision 2) was effective 11/01/20iO. The provisions of Section 6
.•: rp:nimied consistent.
fue revisions to the Standard Operating Procedures· atiaCbed hereto as Appendix A, B & C •

see

.

2

The Hearing Exmnfuer do~ not find that me 15 minute m:anitorillg pcriod·is not required (Findings 42 & 4.9 R. p.

033)._

.

.

.
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6

Newly added Section 6.1.4.3 provides if there is doubt as to the events occurring during
the 15 minute monitoring period, the Officer should look at results of the duplicate bre.aih
samples for evidence of potential alcohol co:ntamination and references Section 6.2.2.2. The
Operator looks to results of the test to see if there are any circumstances where mouth alcohol
affected the test results.
"The results for duplicate breath samples should correlate within 0.02 to indicate
the absence of alcohol contamination in the subject/individual's breath pathway,
show consistent sample delivery ?Ud indicates the absence of RFI as a
contributing factor to the breath results."
(Idaho State Police, Standard Operating Procedures effective 08/27/2010 Section 6.2.2.2
p. 15of18.) Such correlation of the breath sample results is. present here.
Th~ Standard Operating Procx:dures eontem.plate that a complete breath alcohol test

includes two valid breath samples taken during the t~ting sequence and preceded by air blank,

6-.2.
.

. .

A complete and sufficient breath test is present here (R. p. 003).

3

ISP. hrui ·simply indicated to the breath testing equipment operat_ors what to look for to
determine it"mouth alcohol has in some -way affected the breath test result but did not eliminate a
15 minutes observation period.

Jn ·prior cases considered by this Court there was no objective measure of the potential

effect of mouth alcohol

on the circumstances of breath testing. ISP has now given the breath

clear guidance on the affect of
testing .Operat.bi
.
. mouth alcohol' on the breath test

:tvfr. Broadfoot is correct that I.C. § 18-800".4-(c) gives the Idaho State Police_ broad

· authotify.-td. set standards for alcohol testing. ·Th.ere :iS

:3

. . .

·.

.

.

..

.

.

.

.·

no

shO.~g that the Idaho State Police

:

.

.

· Section 6.2.2 provides- a third breath sample is required. if the first two results differ by more tbaii 0.02. Mr..
.Brredf'oot's breath tesfresults do not vary by more ~-0:02 (.i66 and .149, a variance ofo.on R. p. 003).
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abused that discretion or that the Hearing Examiner did not correctly apply the analysis permitted
by the newly effective Breath Testing Standard Operating Procedures.

'Mr. Broadfoot cannot show based on this Record that the newly effective breath testing

sta:ndard Operating Procedures in any way permits the consideration of test results which are not
accurate.

Further Mr. Broadfoot does not otherwise argue that the breath

test results

are

inaccurate.
There is no issue raised here which permits the Court to set aside the Hearing Examiner's
decision.

ISSUEC
Are ~he Hearing.Examiner's Findings that a sufficient monitoring occurred supported by
substantial evidence in the Record as a whole?
The only issue raised by Mr. Broadfoot as to LC.§ 18-8002A(7) is.whether the breath
test

was conducted pursuant to LC. § 18-8004.

:Mr. Broadfoot challenges the sufficiency of the

15 ·minute observation prior to breafu teSting. ·
Here :Mr. Broadfoot testifies that approximately ten seconds prior to the conduct of the
first test he ""belched" (R. p. 8 LL. 14~21). Mr. Broadfoot suggests that he didn't say anytbin&
.about having ~lched because he·.was trying to be polite.

Mr. Broadfoot's testimony is

·inconsistent with the entirety oftheReeord: 4

. ..

.

4 .

.•

.•

•

. .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. .. Even applyingthe prior standard of the 01/2009 .Standard Operating Proi;-;edures Mr. Broad.foot's argument.fuils.
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Statement of Warranty
CMI, Inc. warrants that each rtew product will be free from defects in material
a,nd workmanship, under normal use and service, for a period of one year from
the date of invoice to the initial purchaser. CMJ's obligation is limited to repairing or replacing, as CMI may ·elect, any part or parts of such product which Q.11
determines to be defective in material or workmanship. Warranty repairs will be
performed only at authorized factory service a:nte!5Any part or product considered to be covered by the conditions of this warranty
shall be returned, freight pre-paid,. to an authorized service center. The repaired
or replacement part or product will be returned from CMI pre-paid. ·

.,.
Repaired products are warranted for 90 days from the date of repair, subject to
the same limitations at this warranty_.
Warranty coverage extends only to the original purchaser and does not include
normal wear and tear, unusual abuse, or use of the product for other than its
intended purpose. This warranty is voided if the product is adversely effected by
attaching any feature or device to it, or is in any way tampered with or modified
without express written permission from CMI: .
There are no warranties expressed or implied, including but not limited to, other
than those contained in this warranty. In no event shall CMI be liable for any loss
of profits or any indirect or consequential damages arising out 6f any such defect
in material or workmanship.

As a further limit on warranty and as an express warning, the user should be
aware that harmful persoii.al contact may be made with seller's product use in
automobiles in the event of violent maneuvers, collision, or other circumstance,
even though said products are installed according to instruction. CMI specifically
disclaims any liability or injury caused by the products in all such circumstances.

316 East Ninth St., Owensboro, KY 42303

or

(502) 685-6545
1-800-835-0690
Fax (502) 685-6268
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to the Revision H Operator's Manual
for the INTOXILYZER®SOOO Instrument
lJune 1991)

~ddendum

CM! recently added the f oliowing features to the software of all new

Intoxilyzer®SOOO instruments:
1.

In addition to purging the sample chamber and internal and
external breath tubes during the first Air Blank of a mode
sequence, the instrument also analyzes the room air· for
substances that could.potentially interfere with the accuracy
of a test.
If the ambient air cancels the test, displays
"AMBIENT. FJ..ILED" and prints 11 INVJ..LID TEST"; 11 CHECK AMBIENT
CONDITIONS".

2.

If the reference value, the BAC value, or the simulated BAC

value is beyond the· range of the instrument, . the instrument
cancels the test, displays "RANGE EXCEEDED" and prints "INVALID
TEST" ; "INSTRUMENT RANGE' EXCEEDED" .
3.

When the Start Test button is pressed to end a DVM .Test, the
instrument will return to the mode it was iri before the DVM
Test began.:

4.

The corrective operator actions given on page 40 have been
revised as worded below:

Displayed Error Message

Corrective Qperator
Actions

"PROM ERROR t It"

Press the Start Test button.
The instrument
will return to its initial
"NOT READY" condition and
subsequently perform the
diagnostics checks. If
the·error message again
appears on the display,
turn the instrument off and
consult a repair technician;

"TEMP ERROR".

"PRINTER ERROR"
"RAM ERROR ~ i t "

"PROCESSOR ERROR 1 OR 2"
"PROCESSOR ERROR 3 OR 4"
displayed for five seconds followed
by 11 DVM TEST .tti".

The three digit number
displayed with "DVM TEST"
is the output of the processor
which normally ranges between
.010 and .600. If the number
is between .010 and .600 or
equal to .010 or .600, press
"Start Test". The instrument
will return

to

REPLY BRIEF
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"NOT READY" and subsequently
perform the diagnostics
checks.
If the instrument
again displays "PROCESSOR
.ERROR 3 OR 4" followed by 11 DVM
TE s T • t t " , t.u r n o f f the
instrument and consult a
repair technic~an.

*

When the displayed number .is
less than .010 or greater than
.600, wait until the number is
between .010 and .600 or equal
to . 010 or . 600;
thep. press
0
S.tart T~st".
If the number
remains out of range after 10
minutes, turn .off the
instrument and consult a
repair technician.
stated above, the Start Test button can
response to a displayed error message.

· 1'.s

·"PROCESSOR ERROR 5."

REPLY BRIEF

nO\ll'

be pressed in

'IMI'ROPER SAMPLE" will appear
on the display when a subject
blows into the mouthpiece at
the wrong .time.
11
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:'.>epending ori-'t.heir physical· si1e and structure, molecules absorb
light ener~y of specific frequencies.
For example, alcohol
molecules·· absorb energy of infrared light in a particular frequency
range.
Using an infrared enerQy absorption technique, the
lntoxilyzer® 5000 alcohol breath analysis instrument finds the
alcohol concentration in a breath 'aJnple.
The heart of the lntoxily1er®5000 instrument is its sample chamber.
At one end of the chamber, a quartz iodide lamp emits infrared light
energy, which is directed through the chamber by a lens. >.t the
opposite end ·of the cham5er, a second lens focuses the e~ergy
leaving the chamber through three rotating filters and onto an
infrared energy detector.
The filters allow only certain
wavelengths of light energy through.
Initially, the instrument establishes a zero reference point by
measuring the amount of infrared energy striking the detector 'When
the sample chamber is filled with room air. During a breath test,
os the amount of alcohol vapor in the chamber rises, the amount of
infrared energy reaching the detector falls. Therefore, by finding
the difference between the zero reference point and the breath test
measurement, the instrument determines breath alcohol concentration.
Since a proportional relationship exists between the amount of
alcohol in one's breath and in one's blood, the unit converts breath
alcohol concentration to blood alcohol concentration and displays
the result in either grams of alcohol per 100 milliliters of blood
or grams of alcohol per 210 liters of breath in ac.cordance with the
Uniform Vehicle Code. ·To assure accurate t'est results, the
!ntoxilyzer®SOOO alcohol breath analysis instrument also detects and
compensates for acetone, ...,hich absorbs infrared light energy in the
same frequency range as alcohol absor~s.
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~arts,

Controls and Indicators

7o £a.mlliarize yourself with the parts, controls and indicators of
the Intoxilyzer®SOOO breath analysis instrument, refer to the
illustration on the previous page and the cross-referenced
explanations below.
1.

Breath Tube - 'A heated reinforced plastic tube through which
the subject blows into the sample chamber.

2.

Mouthpiece.- A disposable, clear plastic trap which fits· in the
end of the breath tube, accepts the subject's breath, and
prevents unwanted substances from entering the instrument.

3.

Digital Display - A sixteen character alphanumeric readout that
relates which operation the instrument is performing, alerts
the operator to required actions, and express€s results in
alcohol concentration units.

4.

Start Test Switch - A push butt.on switch used to initiate a
test.

5.

Power Switch - A push button switch used to apply AC power to
the instrument.

6.

Simulator Bracket Screws - Four screws used to attach a bracket
that holds a Toxitest- II alcohol breath simulator.

7.

Simulator Vapor Port - A male adapter through which alcohol
vapor passes from an attached alcohol breath simulator· to the
instrument's ample chamber.

8.

Key Latch - A hardened steel lock with a removable key used t.o
unlock the hinged door on the side of the instrument to expose
the Mode Selection Switches. Replace the key with Part Number
410097.

9.

Mode Selection Switches· - Dip, slide, and BCD (Binaiy Code
Decimal) switches located on the side of the instrument behind
a lockable hinged· door. The Mode SelectiGn switches enable one
to select a mode sequence, set the time and date, and perform
diagnostic tests on several of the instrument's ~asic
operations. Se.e "'Mode Selection Switches", page 4.

10.

Evidence Card - A formatted, multi-copy card that provides a
printed record of the date, model and serial number of .the
·instrument, test procedure, test results, and time of test. . ..

REPLY BRIEF
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11.
12.

Mounting Screws - Two miscellaneous, 10-32 X 3/8 screws that
can be used to secure the instrument to
a surface.
:.·
.

Three

.Nap

Fuse - The instrument's main fuse.
3 amp Littlefuse 312 po3.

Replace with Part

Number 140037:

13.

Po'Wer Cord - ;?i.n eight foot that supplies po"1er to the
instrument. Replace with Part Number 330196: ccrcom 80-1245
Power Cora.

14.

Computer Reset. Switch - ).. rocker ~switch activated onlY in
isolated circumstances to cancel. all operations and return the
instrument to its initial "NOT READY" condition.

REPLY BRJEF
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Mode Selection. Switches_ ..
Loc.ated .o.ri. the side of' th"e Intoxilyzer!I! 5000: breath an~}ysi-s ·..
instrument and protected by a · lockabl·e h-:inged ·door· ar·e the ,_1'tbae··· · ·

Selection Switches.

~

r=-1

J

To open the door·, insert . the ke·y into the door
counterclock-wise until: it catches.. Then, press
continue to rotate it· counterclodcwise until the
the door is open; the key_ will remain attached
shown in the illustration below.

latch and rotate it
in on the key and
latch opens. While
to the door stud as
·

To unlock the door, press in on t_he key and simultaneously rotate it
clockwise until the latch locks.
Then, remove the key by rotating
it counterclockwise for 1/4 turn. You may· purchase replacement keys
by ordering Part Number 410097.
Attach ta the inside surface of the hinged door is a label giving
the function of each switch.
Active switch position is norm~lly
.. up"; however, active switch position far the s""itches controlling
. the Print Test function is ''down". ·
The Intoxilyzer 11 5000 breath analysis instrument provides the
following functions:
4 mode sequences, a custom-pr_ogrammed mode
sequence, 3_ options to the mode sequences, 4 diagnostic tests, and
severa-i· other-·functions-;···

~
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Mode Sequences

A mode is a particular operation performed by the instrument;
accordingly, a mode sequence is a series of operations performed
consecutively by the instrument.
Mode Legend: A=

hir Blank Mode - The instrument's pump purges the
sample chamber and internal and external breath
tubes.

=

Brea th Test Mode - The instrument analyzes a
breath sample for alcohol concentration.
,

c =

Calibration Check Mode - The instrument analyzes
alcohol vapor form an attached wet bath silnulator.

B

Progranuned into the Intoxilyzer® 5000 breath analysis instrument and
controlled by switches Sl, S2, and 53 are four mode sequences: ABk,
ABACA, 1<.Bhl31'., and ACAB1'.. Active switch position is "up".
Switches
1 2 3
0

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

l.

1

1

0

Mode
Sequences

AB A CA

SWitch Settings
1
0

= ON (up)
= OFF (down)

For example, with Sl in the "off" position and S2 and S3 in the "on"
position, the instrument automatically carries out the operations
ABA t~ir Blank, Breath Test, Air Blank}.
Requested Options
If your department requested special options,· e.g., a
custom-progra.rriroed mode sequence, a keyboard, non-standard soft~are,
etc., information and instruction pertaining to those options are
given in the 11 Requested Options'' section at the back of this manual.
The "Requested Options" section ii:; separated from the standard
manual by a blue divider.
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Options
When ON S4 =

SS

=

Third Digit on - the instrument displays and prints values
in three digits ( . 000) • When S4 is "off" , the instrument
truncates the third digit and displays and prints values in
two digits (.00).
Display During Test - The instrument displays a value
continuously during an operation~
For example, while the
subject blows into the mouthpiece (the Breath Test Mode),
the instrument continually displays the subject's rising
(falling, constant} BAC value.
When SS is "off", however, the instrument does not display a
value until an operation is complete. For instance, during
the Breath Test Mode, the instrument will not display the
subject's BAC value until the subject stops blowing and has
delivered an adequate breath sample.

S6 =

Sample Capture Option - The instrument inserts· commands in
the mode sequence. chain requesting you to attach and detach
a collector device.
(See "The Sample Capture Option", page
30) .

Other Functions
When ON
SlO =

Set Time - Enables you to the time.
Note: On instruments equipped with a keyboard and battery
backup RAM, the keyboard is used to set the time and SlO
controls the Preliminary Data Entry Sequence.
If your
instrument has a keyboard and battery backup RJ..M, set the
ti.me as described in the "Requested Options" section at the
back of this manual.
If your instrument does not have a
keyboard, set the time a.s described below.
The Intoxilyzer~sooo breath analysis instrument has a
battery backup 24-hour time clock.
To set the time, place
the instrument in the Set·Time Mode by activating SlO.
Before proceeding,· however, complete the Setup Procedures on
pages 18 and 19.
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When either -"READY TO START" or ''CM! . • . INTOXILYZERALCOHOL ANALYZER MODEL 5000---PUSH BUTTON TO etc. n appears

on the display, push Start Test. The display will show the
time in hours and minutes. Push Start Test again, and the
minutes will start flashing.
To advance the minutes one
nuinber at a time, activate and deactivate Sl2 until the
display show the correct minutes. ·If you leave Sl2 "on" for
more than two seconds, the. minutes will advance at a rate of
two numbers per second until you turn Sl2 "off" . .Activating
S12 while the minutes are flashing also stops the clock and
sets the se.conds to zero.
Push Start Test. The clock will restart and the hours will
begin flashing. To advance the hours one number at a time,
activate and deactivate Sl2 until the display show the
correct hour.
If you leave Sl2 "on" for more than two
seconds, the hours will advance at a rate of two numbers per
second until you turn Sl2 "off". Activating 512 while th~
hour is flashing does not stop the clock; therefore, you can
change the hour (e.g., daylights savings,time) without
altering the minute~ or seconds.
stop the hour from flashing, push Start Test.
The
display will show the set time for 10 seconds. When either
"READY: TO STARTn or "CMI ••• INTOXILYZER-ALCOHOL ANALYZER
MODEL 5000---PUSH BUTTON TO etc." appears on the display,
turn "off" SlO.

To

Sll

=

Set Date - Enables you to set the date.
Note: On instruments equipped with a keyboard and battery
backup RAM, the keyboard is used to set the date and Sll
controls the Test Data Entry Sequence, If your instrument
has a keyboard and battery backup RAM, set the date as
described in t.he "Requested OptionsM section at the back· of
this manual.
If your instrument does not have a. keyboard,
set the date as described below.
Eu.rope.an arid 1'.ustralian instruments shO"l!I the date and month
reversed (Date/Month/Year).
Therefore, when setting the
date on those instruments, set the date first, the month
second and the yeai third.
To set the date,

place the instrument in the Set Date Mode
by activating Sli. Before proceeding, however, complete the
Se~up Procedures on page 18 and 19.

580
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Note:
Change the year only \./hen tbe instrument is set in
the Set Date Mode (Sll ON).
Changing tbe year when the
instrument is set in any other mode will not properly
program the automatic leap year compensation circuits.
When either "READY TO START 11 or "CMI ... INToXILYZ'ER-ALCOHOL
Ji..NALYZER MODEL 5000---PUSH BUTTON TO etc." appears on the
display, push Start Test. The display will show the month,
date, and the year.
Push Start Test again, and the month
will start flashing. To advance the months one number at a
time, activate and deactivate 512 until the display shows
the correct month (i.e., January= 1, February= 2, etc.).
If ·you leave Sl2 "~n" for more than two seconds, the ~onths
will advance at a rate of two numbers per second until you
turn Sl2 "off".
Push Start· Test. The date will start flashing .. To advance·
the date one number at a time, a·ctivate and deactivate Sl2
until the display shows the correct date. If you leave Sl2
"on 11 for more than two seconds, the date will advance at a
rate of two numbers per second until you turn Sl2. "off".
Push Start Test. The year will begin flashing. To change
the tens digit (e.g·. 11 8." in "84'i), rotate S14 until the
proper tens digit appears on the display.
Likewise, to
change the units digit (e.g., "4" in "84"}, rotate Sl5 until
the display shows the proper units digit.
Stop the flashing by pushing Start Test. The display will
show the set date· for 10 seconds.
When either "READY TO
START" or "CMI . . . INTOXlLYZER-ALCOHOL ANALYZER MODEL
5000---PUSH BUTTON TO etc." appears on the display, turn
"off" Sll.
Sl2

=

Increment Numbers - See SlO = Set Tirne" .and "Sll = Set
Date 11 •
If turned "on" and 11 off", Sl2 increments flashing
digit.s one at a tirne. · If Sl2 is left "on" fer more than .two
seconds, the digits increment at a rate of approximately two
counts per second until the switch is turned 11 off".
Note:
On instruments equipped -with a keyboard and battery
backup RAM, Sl2 may control an optional function. If your
instrUIDent has a .keyboard and battery backup R>.M, refer to
the "Requested Options" section at the back of this manual
for the function of 512.

Sl3

=

Print Inhibit - The instrument does ·not display a C?mmand
requesting you to insert an evidence card; therefore., the
instrument does not provide a printed record of the test

procedure and results.
REPLY BRIEF
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514 =
SlS

=

Year {Tens) - See "Sll = Set Date".

Year (Units) - See "Sll = Set Date".

Diagnostic Tests
When ON Sl

=

Display Test - All displayable characters scroll across the
display.
To place the instrument in the Display .Test Mode, turn "on"
Sl and turn 11 off'' S2 and S3.
Before beginning a display

test, however, complete the Setup Procedures on pages lB and
19.
When either "READY TO START" or

11

CMI

...

on"the display, push Start Test.
will scroll across the display.
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INTOXILYZER
etc." appears

To

-ALCOHOL ANA.LYZER MODEL SOOQ--..,.PUSH BU'ITON

I
I_/
I

Nit···.

w

If any of the characters.do not appear on the display, a
malfunction may exist in the character generator.
Next, 16 characters, each having all 14 light segment lit
( ~ ) , appear on. the display for several seconds. This
enables you to check for a faulty signal between the CPU
board and the display, and for burned-out l~ght segments.

-·. .
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DVM Test - The pr.ocessor 1 s output appears on the display.
The displayed processor output allo-ws. a trained technician
to check the signal's drift and stability.
To place the instrument in the DVM Test Mode, turn "on" S2
and turn "off" Sl and S3.
Before beginning a DVM test,
however, complete the Setup Procedures on pages 18 and 19.
When either "RE.ADY TO START" or 11 CMI ... INTOXILYZER-ALCOHOL
ANALYZER MODEL 5000---PUSH BUTI'ON TO etc." appears on the
display, push Start Test.
T11e instrument wilJ. display
">> •.. " followed by "DVM TEST • Ui . 11 The three digit number
displayed with "DVM. 'TEST" . is the processor's output.
Regardless of how S4 lThird Digit On) is set, the DVM number
is always displayed in three digits.
To stop the DVM Test, push Start Test; the instrument will
return to "NOT READY" (see "NOT READY and the Diagnostics
Checks, 11 page 40). When either "READY TO START" -or 11 CMI •. ~
INTOXILYZER-i\LCOHOL ANALYZER MODEL 5000---PUSR BUTTON TO
etc." appears o:-.· the display, reset the Mode Selection
switches or begi:·· another DVM Test by pushing Start Test.

S9 ::::

{ 1>..ir Blank, .calibration Check, Air Blank) - Enables you
to check the i~5Lrument's calibration against standard vapor
f ram an 'attached wet bath simulator at any time.
Before
beginning a calibration check, complete the Setup Procedures
on page
(See "Calibration," page 2~.)

"ACA

When OFF Print Test

=

Sl, 52, & SJ Off - The instrument prints a series
of characters and transistor numbers. The printed
characters and transistor numbers tell a
technician where a malfunction may exist. ·
To ~et the instrument in. the Print Test Mode, turn
"off" Sl, S2 and S3. · Before beginning a Print
Test, however, complete the· Setup Procedures on
pages 18 and 19.
When the instrument displays
either "READY TO START" or "CMI

INTOX!LYZER-ALCOROL ANALYZER MODEL 5000---PUSH
BUTTON TO etc.", push Start Test. The ·instrument
will request an evidence card, blank the display,
and pr int a series of characters and transistor
numbers. Regardless of how S13 (Print Inhibit) is
set, the instrument always requests an evidence
card when set in Print Test.

683
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After the instrurn-ent releases the evidence card
arrd displays either "READY TO START" or n CMI ...
INTOXILYZER-ALCOHOL ANALYZER MODEL 5000---PUSH
BUTTON TO etc. 11 , reset the Mode Selection switches
or begin another Print Test by pushing Start Test.
Switch Priorities and Invalid Mode

<D

The circled numbers shown in the illustration above indicate the
priori ties of the Mode Selection switches. For example, if S2 (DVM
Test) and S9 lACA) are both "on", the instrument will be set in ACA.
In other words, the instrument responds to the positions- of S9, SlO,
and Sll before it responds.to the positions of the other switches.
Only one out of the three switches - S9 (ACA), SlO (Set Time), and
Sll l Set Date) - can be 11 on" at once. Consequently, if two or all
three switches are "on" when push Start Test, "INVALID MODE" will
appear·on the display and a low-high tone will sound intermittently
for five seconds. "INVALID MODE" will also appear on the display if
the instrument is set in CMS (Sl, S2 and S3 "on") and the
instrument 1 s software does not contain a .custom-programmed mode
sequence.
The fallowing switches are not operational when the instrument. is
set in Display Test, DVM Test,_ Print Test, Set Time and Set Date:
Sl3 (Print Inhibit), S4 (Third Digit On), SS (Display During Test),
and S6 (Sample Capture).
S6 (Sample Capture) is also not
operational when the instrument is set in ACA (S9 "on").
Note:

on instruments equipped with a keyboard and battery backup

RAM, the switch priorities may vary from the· priorities described
above.
If your instnnnent. has a, keyboard and battery ba.ckup RAM,
refer to the "Requested. Options" section at the back of this manual
for the priorities of the .Mode Selection Switches.
Setting the Mode Selection switches.
You may set the Mode Selection switches at any time; however~ the
instrument checks the switch settings only after the Start Test
button is pushed following the display of either "READY TO 'START" or
"CMI ••• INTOXILYZER-~.LCOHOL ANALYZER MODEL 5000---PUSH BUTTON TO
etc. 11 For example, if the instrument is in the middle of an ACA

fi84
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test l S9 "on") and you switch 59 noff" and Sll (Set Date) "on", the
instru.~ent will first complete the ACA test and subsequently display
either "REJ'l..DY TO START" or "CMl ••• lNTOXlLYZER-ALCOBOL AN1'.LYZER
MODEL 5000---PUSH BUTTON TO etc. 11
Now if the Start Test button is
pushed, the instrument will enter the Set Date Mode.

Displayed Messages and COi'IJ'lla.nds
The Intoxilyzer 5000 breath analysis instrument visually
communicates by displaying the following messages and comrnand.s.
Commands "flash" to indicate that the instrument expects a response.
Message or Command

Meaning

"NOT READY"

The instrument is purging the
sample chamber and
initializing the computer,
processor, and printer.

II

*

The instrument is finding a
checksum of all program bytes
and is comparing it to an
internal checksum.

PROM CHECK # ~ ~"

The instrument is checking the
temperature of the sample
chamber.

"TEMP CHECK"

"RAM

The instrument is checking
each byte in RAM for possible
failure .

CHECK ~i"

. "PROCESSOR CRECKn

The computer is testing the
output of the processor, the
stability of the signal and
the speed of the chopper
wheel.

"PRINTER CHECK"

The instrWTient is checking the
movement of the printer head.

"DIAGNOSTIC OK"

The instrument d~d not find a
malfunction while performing
diagnostic checks on its
components and operational
standards·.

"CLOCK ERROR"

The instrument is indicating
where a malfunction exists.
The number following "RAM
ERROR" denotes the actual
address location of the error ..

11

* t"

PROM E...1'ROR # i

"TEMP ERROR"

REPLY BRIEF
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"

PRINTER ERROR"

"PROCESSOR ERROR l ''

No sync pulse was found.
A
problem exists in the sync
pulse chain.

"PROCESSOR ERROR 2"

The sync pulse rate is out of
range ..

"PROCESSOR ERROR 3"

An unacceptable negative
processor drift was found.

"PROCESSOR ERROR 4"

An unacceptable positive
processor drift was found.

· "PROCESSOR ERROR 5"

The processor's reference
value is out of range.
The instrument is ready for
operation; you may begin a
test by pushing the Start Test
Button.

"READY TO START"

or
Scrolling across the display "CM! •••.• INTOXILYZER-ALCOHOL

ANALYZER MODEL 5000---PUSR
BUTTON TO START TEST'';
"PUSH
BtiTTON lflashing)";
"TIME

~um *~MIN"

"INSERT

CARD

(flashing)"

The instrument is requesting
that an evidence card be
inserted.

"AIR BLANK"

The instrument is purging the
sample chamber and internal
and external breath tubes.
Local time.
Current date.

"DATE W!J./DD/Y'i"
"DATE DD/l"fl"J./YY" {European &

Australian)

">> ..• "
11

·The .instrument is es.tablishing
a zero reference point.
The micro.processor was unable
t'o obtain a stable reference
signal from the processor.
The instrument halted the
test.

UNSTABLE REF"

REPLY BRIEF
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"PLEASE BLOW INTO MOUTHPIECE
11
HN1'IL TONE STOPSn;
PLE.ASE BLOW

(flashing)''

To insure delivery of a
sufficient sample, the
instrument is requesting the
subject to blow into the
mouthpiece until the tone
stops.
The tone, however,
does not actually stop until
the subject stops blowing.
Starting when this command
appears on the display, the
subject has three minutes to
celiyer an adequate breath
sample.

"PLEASE BLOW • UI" followed by
"PLEASE BLOW 0. U i"

The instrument is displaying
~he subject's rising (falling,
constant) blood alcohol
concentration (BAC} in percent·
weight by volume as the
subject blows into the
mouthpiece.
The continuous
tone indicates that the
subject is blo~ing with
sufficient pressure. When the
zero appears before the BAC
value (0.~~-), the subject has
delivered ·an adequate breath
sample.

If SS (Display During Test) is
"offn, the instrument will not
display the subject's blood
alcohol concentration until
the subject stops blowing 4nd
has delivered a sufficient
breath sample. The instrument
will also not display the zero
indicating when the subject
has delivered an adequate
breath sample.

-·

"PLE1'.5'E BLOW {flashing)n

The subject stopped Qlowing
before providing a sufficient
sample. "PLEASE BLOW" flashes
and a beep sounds'.every five
seconds until the subjec~
begins blowing or three
minutes have laps'¢d from the
time the instrument initially
requested the

REPLY BRIEF

sub~ct

into the mouthpiece.

to blow

,.... o...,
tlo f

"

'

The Mode Selection switches
located on the side of the·
instrument are set improperly.
11

High-level radio frequency

INHIBITED - RFI"

interference is present.
The
instrument cancelled the test.

The subject did not supply an
adequate breath sample within
three minutes.
The subject's breath sample or
the standard alcohol vapor
from an attached wet bath
·simulator contained a
substance, such as acetone,
that absorbs inf rared energy·
in the same frequency range as
alcohol absorbs.
The
instrument will complete the
mode sequence and prin~ the
subject's BAC value followed

., l NTERFERENT"

by II* INTERFERENT DETECTED t i .

Note:

The Intoxilyzer® 5000

instrument ~ill display
"INTERFERENT" ~hen a
measurable quantity of any
substance that absorbs
infrared light energy in the
same frequency range as
alcohol absorbs is present in
the sample chamber.. '
"DVM TEST

The instrument is displaying
the. output of the processor.
The displayed processor output
allows a trained technician to
check the signal's drift and
stability.

.~i4"

'

'

1

'
·The sample chamber is filled
with a stand·ard vapor from an

CAL. CHE.CK • t ~ IA"

attached wet bath simulator;
the instrument then displays
the simulated concentration.
In European and Aust~alian
instruments, the display
expresses BJ..C i'n:. micrograms
per hundred milliliters

688
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'T'ones

ln addition to communicating through displayed messages and
commands, the Intoxilyzer®5000 breath analysis instrument also
corranunica tes by sounding three distinct ~:ones:
1.

'}.. beep sounds after the completion of each mode {operation).

2.

A continuous
mouthpiece.

3.

A low-high tone sounds intermittently for five seconds in t·h~·
event of a malfunction, incorrect operational procedure, or
unfulfilled test requirement.

tone sounds while a subject blows· into the

Starting when the instrument displays the command "PLEASE BLOW INTO
,,PLEASE BLOW {flashing)", tbe subject
has three minutes to deliver an adequate breath sample.
If the
subject stops blowing before delivering.an adequate breath sample
and before ·the lapsing of three minutes, "PLEASE BLOW" flashes on
the display and a beep sounds. every five seconds. The beeping stops
-when the subject again begins to blow or the three minutes have
lapsed.
MOUTHPIECE UNTIL TONE STOPS";

REPLY BRIEF
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Preliminary SetuE
To assure adequate ventilation, locate the instrument at least one
inch away from a back wa11·and on a hard surface, i.e., not on a
surface covered with a rug-like material.
The inst:rumentLs
operation environment should be relatively dust free.
You can
purchase an optional dustcover by ordering Part Number 011111.
Power to the instruroent should be OFF, however, while the instrument
is covered.
If you wish to secure the instrument in place, you can use the two
miscellaneous 10-32 X 3/B screws on the back of the instrument for
attaching your own mounting_ setup.

Mounilng !cr1we

If not adjusted by CMI, set the Mode Selection switches so the
Intoxilyzer®SOOO breath analysis instrument conducts a breath test
according to your department's requirements.
(See "~ode Selection·
Switches", page 4).
SetuE

Before using the lntoxilyzer~SOOO breath analysis instrument,
complete the following.steps:
1.

Plug the instrument into an electrical outlet. The instrument
operates on 110 volts J:..C at 60 Hz.
European and )..ustralian
instruments operate on 220 volts AC at 50 Hz.

IN KEE.PING WITH STAND~ SAFETY PR>.CTICE, THE MET"L B1-.SE PLATE OF
THE INSTRUMENT IS GROUNDED THROUGH THE TBlRD WIRE OF TE:& POWD
C~BLE.
IF THE INSTRUMENT MUST BE PLUGGED INTO A T~O-~lRE
RECEPT}..CLE, USE A 3-2 ADAPTER.
BE SURE TO CONNECT THE GROUNDING
L~ ~Al?TER. TO THE RECEl?'TACLR OR SDITLAB. URTs: GROOND.
1)

fi
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Push the Power Switch

11

Wait until one of
display:

the

"CMl

••••••

on".

The display will read

11

NOT READY" .

following messages appears on the

INTOXILYZER-hLCOHOL ANALYZER MODEL 5000---PUSH

BU'ITON l flashing)";

"TIME HHR UMIN"

or

\

"READY TO START"

The instrument is now ready for use.
4.

Set the time and date if incorrect.
(See. "SlO = Set Time on
page 6 and "Sll =Set Date" on page 7).

5.

If your mode sequence contains a calibration check operation,
attach a wet bath simulator to the instrument•s SIMULATOR VAPOR
port.
{See "Calibration" page 25).

Operating Procedure .
The mucous lining of the mouth cavity and.nasal passages stores
alcohol for some ti.me after a person consumes alcohol. Normal body
processe~ eliminate residual mouth alcohol ~ithin 20 minutes.
Therefore, observe a subject for at least 20 minutes before
performing a test. During the observation ti.me, the subject may not
smoke, eat, drink or introduce any substance into his mouth.
Furthermore, if the subject regurgitates, note the time and delay
starting a breath test for at least 20 minut_es.
The positions of the Mode Selection switches determine the order of
operations carried out by the instrument as well as the messages and
commands that will appear on the display.
(See '1Mode Selection
Switches" page 4).
For example S2 and S3 "on" and Sl "off" places
the instrument in the 1'.BA lAir Blank, Breath Test, Air' Blank) mode
sequence.
In· other wotds, the instrument automatically purges the
sample chamber (Air Blank), analy~es the breath sample (Breath
Test), and again purges the sample chamber (Air Blank).

I

••
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Following is the order of messages and commands given by the display
when the instrument is set in the AJ3A mode sequence.
To conduct a
breath test, simply respond to the displayed messages and corm'\ands
as indicated in the right hand column.
Typical ABA Test
Meaning/
Required Operator

Display Reads
UR.EADY TO ST.ART"

1 •

or
Scrolling across the display "CMI .•.•. INTOXILYZER-ALCOHOL

~ction

Insert a new mouthpiece in- end
of the breath tube. To start
the test, push the Start Test
button at any time.

ANALYZER MODEL 5000---PUSH BUTTON
TO STA.RT TEST";
"PUSH BUTTON
11
( f 1 ashing) •• ;
TIME U HR. UMIN'•

"INSERT CARD If lashing) 11

2.

Insert an evidence card into
the card slot located on the
front panel of the instrument.
Make sure to insert the card
face up with the top edge 11 in 11
according to the instructions
printed on the card. lf Sl3
lPrint Inhibit) is also in the
"on" position, the instrument
does not request and evidence
card .

.. 3•

"AIR BLANK"
~HR

4.

"TlME t

5.

,,DATE W'l/DD/YY ..

UMIN"

"DATE

DD/~/T;{"

6.

"~lR

BLANK • 000"

1.

">> ••• u

8•

''PLEASE BLOW INTO MOUTHPIECE
UNTIL TONE STOPS"; "PLE.ASE

{European and. Australian)

BLOW (flashing)"

REPLY BRIEF

·

Request subject to blow· into
the mouthpiece until the tone
stops; the subject has three
minutes to provide and
adequate breath sample.
To insure delivery of a
sufficient sample, the
displayed command requests the
subject to blow into t~e
mouthpiece until the t · ~
stops.
The tone,. howe
f
does not actually stop until
the subject stops blowing.

'.
9.

In order to provide an
adequate breath sample, a
subject must blow for a
minimum of four seconds.
~s
the subject blows into the
mouthpiece, the instrument
sounds a continuous tone and
displays the messag~-to the
le f t :
n PL E'- S E BLOW . U I " ;
The three digit (optional two
digit) number is the su.bjectts
risin~ (falling, donstant)
alcohol concentration. The
continuous tone tells you that
the subject ·1s blowing with
sufficient pressure. When the
zero appears before the B~C
value (O.itl), the subject ha~
delivered an adequate breath
sample.· Do not, however,
instruct the subject to stop
blo~ing when the zero appears.

"PLEASE BLOW -~U" follo~ed

by

11

.PLE.J..SE BLOW 0. Ur'

lf SS (Display During Test) is
"off", the instrument will not
display the blood alcohol
concentration value until the
subject stops blowing and has
delivered a sufficient breath
·sample. The instrument will
also not display the zero
indicating when the subject
has. delivered an adequate
breath sample.
If the subject stops blowing
before ·providinq a sufficient
sample, nPLEA.SE BLOW" flashes
on the display and a beep
sounds every five seconds. If
this occurs, request the
subject to blow into· the
mouthpiece until the tone
stops.
In the-vent that the subject
fails to provide an adequate
breath· sample within three
minutes, nDEFl Cl ENT SA.M'PLE"
appears on the display
accompanied by a low-high tone
sounding intermittently for
five seconds. Next the
REPLY BRIEF
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instrument displays "SUBJECT
TEST .tit" (the highest B7'C
'·' a l u e ob t a in ab l e f r om the
given breath samples), and
completes the mode sequence.
on the evidence card, the
instrument indicates the
highest obtainable B~C value
by printing an asterisk (*}
before "SUBJECT TEST .tfit".
The asterisk (*) is a cross
reference to the message
printed at the bottom of the
evidence card:
"DEFICIENT
SAMPLE - VALUE PRINTED WAS
HIGHEST OBTAINED".
10 .

"SUBJECT TEST • ft i 4II

11 •

".b.IR BLANK • ~ fi

12.

"TEST COMPLETE!'

13 •

"READY TO START"

*"
Remove evidence card after· it
is released by the instrument.

or
Scrolling across th~ di~play "CM! ...•. INTOXILYZER-ALCOHOL

etc."

Regardless of which standard mode sequence the instrument is
programmed to perform, your required actions will be the same as
those shown in the typical ABA test.
When S6 (Sample Capture
Option) is "on", however, the instrument will insert new commands in
the mode sequence chain requesting you to attach and detach a
collector device. l See "The Samp1e Capture Option" page 30}. 1'.lsa,
if the instrument is set to carry out the operations of a
custorn-progra..rnmed· mode .sequence-; ·the displayed messages and.. command~
and your required actions may vary.

REPLYBRJEF
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Printed OUtput
l !"Ir int Inhibit) is "off", the Intoxilyzer® 5000 breat'n
analysis instrument gives a printed record of the date, name and
serial nQrnber of the instrument, test procedure, test results, and
time of test..

1f S13

S'4MPLE
?HTOXllY2ER - ALCOHOL RH~LYZE~
KY nOOEL ~eue
SH 6~-00~0$?
et.II 9191

TEST

AIR 6LAHK
SUE:JEC1 TEST
F<lR 6LF<HK

:: ei:.c

. ee.e
.eee
• 000

T It~E
12:02
12: C:IC:

12:es

Card-Format - hl3A Mode Sequence
Note New Printer Ticket Sample
Update 04/16/91

~vidence

~*Please

An incorrect operational procedure or condition will cause· the
instrument to either cancel or complete a mode sequence and print
one of the following messages:
1.

"INVkLID TEST" - The Start Test button was pushed at the wrong

time, the evidence card ~as pulled from the printer, or the
instrument's pump inadequately purges the sample chamber.
2.

"ShMPLE INTRODUCED 1'.T IMPROPER TIME.

REPLY~:maect

INVALID TEST" - The

blew into the mouthpiece at the wrong time.

fi9:J

. '.

3.

"UNJ..BLE TO OBTAIN STABLE REFERENCE"; "lNVJ..LID .TEST" - The
microprocessor was unable to obtain a stable reference signal
from the processor.

4.

"• DEFlClENT SJ..MPLE" - The subject did not provide an adequate
breath sample within three minutes.

5.

"INH!BIT RFI";

INVJl.LID TEST"

- High level radio frequency

· interference is present.
6.

"INTERFERENT DETECT" - The subject's breath sample or the
standard vapor from an attached wet bath simulator contained a
substance, such as acetone, that absorbed infrared energy in
the same frequency range as alcohol absorbs.

Note:
The Intoxilyz.er-e 5000 instrument: will display.
"lNTERFERENT" when a measurable quantity of any substance that
absorbs infrared energy in the same frequency range as alcohol·
absorbs is.present in the.sample cbam.ber.
7.

"1NV1'..LID SAMPLE .DX" - The instrument detected residual mouth
alcohol in the subject's breath sample .and printed "INVALID
SAMPLE . XXX": in place of "SUBJECT TEST . U i".

If S6. (Sample Capture Option) is "on", the instrument prints "SAMPLE
CAPTURE REQUESTED 0 on the evidence card.
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r.a 1ibration
~lthough

the I~toxilyzer®SOOO breath analysis instrument is
permanently calibrated, some departments may require periodic
calibratiop checks. To check the instrument's calibration against a
standard alcohol solution, CMI recommends using the Toxitest II
Model ABS'*120 alcohol breath simulator (or its equivalent)
manufactured CM!. You can purchase the Toxitest II simulator by
ordering Part Number 014024.

Following is the standard procedure for attaching the Toxitest II
simulator to the Intoxilyzer®SOOO instrument and for performing a
calibration check. For a detailed description of how to operate the
simulator, ref_er· to the instructions accomp&nying the unit.
1.

During a calibration check, the instrument's pump draws air
through the simulator; consequently, a tightly sealed simulator
is essential. After filling the simulator's container with a
standard alcohol solution, check for air leaks by blowing into·
the simulator's AIR IN port while plugging the VAPOR OUT port.
You should note a large difference in pressure and minimal
bubbles in the simulator's solution.

VAPOR OUT f'()rt

TOXITEST Model ABS 1t120 Alcohol Breath Simulator

REPLY BRIEF
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2.

Plug in the ·simulator's power cord, turn the power switch to
the ON position, and wait _until the solution's temperature is
3 4. degrees C.
You can verify the temperature by reading the
thermometer located next to the RE.ADY light.
.

.

The Toxitest II Model ~BS*l20 alcohol breath simulator
maintains the solution's temperature at 34 d'egrees c +/- 0.2
degrees C.
If the solution's temperature falls below 34degrees C, the RE>.DY indicator light will- go out momentarily.
At no time, however, shall the solution's temperature fall more
than 0.2 degrees C below the nominal temperature of 34 degrees

c.

3.

Available for purchase is an optional bracket that holds the
simulator and mounts to the side of the instrument. Order Part
Number. 440308:
Toxi test Simula tor Bracket. To attach the
bracket, loosen the four simulator bracket screws on the side
of the instrument and slide the bracket in place, fitting the
screws into the bracket's slots. Make sure th~ lock washers
contact the outside surface of the bracket; then tighten the
screws.

Position the sirnulato·r--in · the·· -bra·ck:et· so· tha·t the· leg-- near· the· RE>J;f'f ···
LlGlIT and the . leg near the VAPOR OUT port fit through the small
holes in the bracket. The leg near the AIR IN port will be outside
the bracket.
Attach.a 2 inch section of Ex~elon flexible tubing lor its
equivalent) to the SIMUL.ATOR VAPOR port of the instrument. Note the
type of quick-disconnect connector at the end of the tubinq attached
to the VAPOR OUT port of the simulator. Insert the barbed end of a
mating connector into the end of the 2 inch section of tubing and
join the two mati~g connectors.
C1.UTIOM
TO ;1.VOID FIU..ING THE SJ..MPLE CID.MEER WTTB WATER, BE CAREFUL NOT TO _
00
C~ ~!AIR-IN PORT OF THE SIMULATOR TO THE. INSTRUMENT.

98
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Port

AIR IN Port

SIMULA TOR VAPOR Port

exhaust ports extend from the back of t.he instrument.
on a
standard instrument, .the ports are labeled PUMP EXHAUST/SAMPLE

'!\.Jo

CAPTURE and BREATH E.XRAUST.

On an instrument equipped "'1ith the

Vapor Circulation option, however, the ports are labeled SIMULATOR
RETURN

and EXHAUST/SAMPLE CAPTURE.

If your instrument is equipped

with the Vapor .Circulation option, attach the simulator to the
instrument as described in the preceding paragraph. Next, attach a
4 inch section of Excelon flexible tubing lor its equivalent) to the
SIMULATOR RETURN port on the back of the instrument. Note the type
of quick disconnect connector at the end of the tubing attached to

the AIR IN side of. the simulator .. Insert the barbed end of a mating
connector into the end of the 4 inch section of tubing and join the
two mating connectors as shown below.
·
SIMULAlOR RElURN Port

Oukk-Ol1conneci Connoctor
Chack Valve

Ould:.-Olaconn.ct Conoe-ctor

REPLY BRIEF
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Do not attach the AIR IN port of the simulator to the instrumen~
the---Ports on the back of the instrument are labeled PUMt
EXH.AUST/SAMPLE CAPTURE and BREATH EXRAUST.
To attach the bracket, loosen the four simulator bracket screws on
the. side of the instrument and slide the bracket in place, fitting
the screws into the bracket·' s slots.
The attached end of the
bracket's metal tab should be 11 up".
Make sure the lock washers
contact the outside surface of the bracket; then tighten the screws.
Position the simulator in the large hole of the bracket; the metal
tab will secure the simulator in place.
Use 1/4 inch Excelon flexible tubing (or its equivalent) to connect
the outlet port of the simulator to the SIMULATOR VAPOR por't of the
instrument.
To avoid filling tbe sample chamber with water, be
careful not to connect the inlet port of the simulator to the
instrument. Use the shortest section of tubing possible to reduce
the effects of condensation.
If you instrument is equipped with the Vapor Circulation option,
connect the S and W simulator to the instrument as described above.
Next, use 1/4 inch Excelon flexible tubing (or its equivalent) to
connect the inlet port of the simulator to the SIMULATOR RETURN port
on the back of the instrument. Use the shortest section of tubing
possible.
Do not connect the inlet port of the simulator to the
instrument if the ports on.the back of the instrument are labeled
PUMP EXHAUST/SAMPLE CAPTURE an.d BREA.TH EXHAUST.
4.

'I\o.'o of the four possible mode sequences controlled by the Mode
Selection switche& allow you to check calibration while running
a breath test. For example, if Sl and 53 are "on" and S2 is
"off", the mode sequence is ABJ..CA (Air Blank, Breath Test, Air
Blank, Calibration Check, Air Blank).
When the instrument
arrives at the calibration operation, a valve closes off air
entry through the breath tube and opens up air entry through
the standard alcohol vapor contained in the simulator,· and the
instrument performs a calibration check. The calibration.check
value appears on the display and on the evidence card released
at the end of the test sequence.
After the instrument completes the calibration check, a valve
closes off air entry through the simulator and reopens air
entry through the breath tube. Therefore, you can leave the
simulator attached to the instr~~ent while it is performing an
operation other than a calibration check.

5.

REPLY

59 of the Mode Selection switches allows
instrument's calibration against.a stan~ard
while not running a breath test. When S9
instrument carries out the operations
Calibration Check, Air Blank).

you to check the
alcohol solution
is activated, the
ACA · (~ir Blank,
~/ ul)
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To perf orrn a calibration check while in the ACA mode sequence,
complete steps 1,2, and 3 and follow the commands given by the
display.
Required Operator

Display Reads

To start the calibration
check, push the Start
Test button at any time.

,, READY TO START"

l.

~ction

or
"CMI ..... INTOX1LYZER-A.LCOHOL
~~ALYZER MODEL 5000---PUSH
BUTTON TO START TEST"; "PUSH

BUTTON (flashing) 11 ; "TJME Ulm
¥,~MIN"

"INSERT CA.RD l flashing)••

2.

3.

,, .AIR BLANK"

4.

"TIME

5.

1

¥.um

Insert an evidence card into
the card slot located on the
front panel of the instrument.
Make sure ta insert the card
face up with the top edge "in"
according to the instructions
printed on .the•card. It S13
(Print Inhibit) is also in the
''on 11 position, the instrument
will not request an evidence
.card.

~~MIN"

'D:t..TE f<™/DD/TI"

"DATE DD/MM/YY" (European & Australian)

6.

"AlR BLANK .000"

7.

">> ••• "

AIR BLANK .

u t"

9.

II

10.

TEST COMPLETE"

REPLY BRIEF

Remove the evidence card after
i t is. released by the
instrument. ·
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The Sample Capture Option
The

Intoxilyzer® 5000

breath

analysis

instrument uses

a

nondestructive infrared abs6rption technique to find the alcohol
concentration of a breath sample.
Consequently, one may preserve·
the alcoho.1 in an analyzed sample by evacuating the contents of the
sample chamber through a tube containing a desiccant, such as,
silica gel. Since the desiccant captures alcohol, it enables one to
reanalyze a sample at a later date.
techn~ques channel the analyzed sample through
the collector tube and into the room. Often times, however, passing
the breath sample through the collector tube only once fails to trap
all of the alcohol - a phehbmenon known as blow-by. Therefore, to
prevent blow-by, the Intokilyzer®SOOO breath analysis instrument
recirculates an analyzed sample through the collector tube.until no
alcohol remains in the sample.

Some alcohol-capture

Following a breath test, the instrument automatically purges the
sample charriber. During a ~urge operation, the instrument's pump
forces the breath sample out an exit port by sucking room air into
the sample through the breath tube. Therefore, following a breath
test, one may preserve the alcohol in a breath sample by connecting
one end of a collector tube to the sample chamber's exit port and
the other end to the breath tube. Thus, during the purge operation,
the instrument's pump circulates the breath sample instead of
exhausting it into the room.
While the desiccant collects the alcohol and water present in the
breath sample, the instrument's display show '1 A.IR BLANK" and a three
·digit (optional 2 digit) number.
The number is the alcohol
concentration in percent weight by volume.
Consequently, as the
desiccant traps the alcohol, the number displayed with 11 1'..IR BLANK"
decreases. "AIR BLANK • 000", then, indicates that the desiccant has
captured all the alcohol.
Following is the order of statements and commands given by the
instrument·'-s d-isplay when the Intoxil.yz_er.@ 5000 breath analysis
instrument is set with the Sample Capture Option activated lS6 "on")
and in the ABABA mode sequence lS3 "on", Sl and S2 "off").
To
conduct a breath test, simply respond to the displayed messages and
commands as indicated in the right hand column.
Typical ABAB1'.. Test with Sample Capture
Display Reads

Meaning/
Required Operator 1'.ction
]

1.

"READY TO-START 11

or
Scr~lling

across display "CM! ..... INTOXILYZER-ALCOHOL
ANALYZER MODEL 5000---PUSH
REPL~ TO START TEST";
"PUSH
BUTI'ON (flashing)"; "TIME •~HR
MIMIN"

Insert a new mouthpiece· in the
end of a breath tube. To
.start test, push the Start
Test button at any time.

-f!t'·:
2."1NSE.RT CARD

Insert an evidence card into
the card slot located on the
front of the instrument. Make
sure to insert the card face
up with the top edge "in"
according to the instructions
printed on the card. If Sl3
(Print lnhibit) is also in the
,.on 11 position, the instrument
does not request an evidence
card.

(flashing)"

3.

II

AIR BLANK"

4•

II

TI ME XX:HR. XXMIN"

5.

"DATE MM/DD/YY"
"DATE DD/MM/YY" (European & Australian)

6.

"hIR BLANK . 000"

7.

">> •.. "

8.

Request subject to blow into
the mouthpiece until the tone
stops; the subject has three
minutes to_ provide an adequat~
breath sample.

"PLEASE BLOW INTO MOUTHPIECE
UNTIL TONE STOPS" ;

."

"PLEASE

BLOW (flashing)"

To insure delivery of a
sufficient sample, the
displayed command requests the
subject to blow into the
mouthpiece until the ·tone
stops.
The tone, however,
does not actually stop until
the subject stops blowing.
"PLEASE BLOW

In order to provide an
adequate breath sample, a
subject must blow for a
minimum of 4 seconds·. As the
subject blows int-0 the
mouthpiece, the instrument
sounds a continuous tone and
displays the message to the
11
l e ft :
P LE AS E BLOW • It I ' 1 •
The three digit (optional t~o
digit) m.utlber ls the subject.' s
rising (falling, constant)
alcohol concentration. ln

.fi~~" followed
O.fi*~"

by "PLEASE BLOW

~rr"J
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European and Australian
instruments, the display
expresses BAC in micrograms
per hundred milliliters.
The
continuous tone tells you the
subject is blowing with
sufficient pressure. When the
zero appears before the BAC
value (0.l#i), the subject has
delivered an adequate sample.
Do not, however, instruct the
subject to stop blowing when
the zero appears.
1 f S5 (Display During Test) is
1
• of fn,
the instrument will not
display the alcohol
concentration value ·until the·
subject stops blowing and has
delivered a sufficient breath
sample.
The instrument will
also not display the zero
indicating when the subject
has delivered an adequate
breath sample.
If the subject stops blowing
before providing a sufficient
sample, "PLEASE BLOW" flashes
on the display and a beep
sounds every .f .i ve seconds. If
this occurs, request the
subject to blow into the
mouthpiece until the tone
stops.
In the event that the· subject
fails to provide an adequate
breath sample within three
minutes, "DEFICIENT SAMPLE"

appears on the display
accompanied by ·a low-high tone
sounding intermittently for
five seconds.
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SUBJECT TEST . I* I"

10 .

II

11.

"PLE.ASE ATTACH COLLECTOR

Remove the mouthpiece from the
breath tube, attach the
collector tube and its
associated plumbing to the
instrument, and depress the
Start Test Button.

DEVI CE AND DEPRESS START

TEST SWITCH"; "ATTACH
COLLECTOR ( flashing) 11

You have 60 seconds to attach
the collector tube and its
asso~iated plumbing to the
instrument and to depress the
Start Test· button.
The 60
seconds is broken into six, 10
second .intervals with a tone
sounding after each interval.

If you fail to depress the
Start Test button in 60
seconds, the instrument moves
on to the 11 Air Blank"
operation and skips the
command requesting you to
detach the collector device.
12.
13.

"AIR BLANK • i Ii"

Detach the collector tube and
its associated plumbing from
the instrument, depress the
Start Test button, and insert
a mouthpiece in the end of the
breath tu.be.

"PLEASE DETAc;H COLLECTOR

DEV! CE AND DEPRESS START
TEST SWITCH"; "DETACH
COLLECTOR (flashing)"

You have 60 seconds to detach
the collector tube and its
associated plumbing from the·
instrument and to depress the
start Test button.
The 60
seconds is broken into six, 10

second intervals with a tone
sounding after each interval.
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'.
If you fail to depress the
Start Test button in 60
·seconds, the instrument moves
on to the next operation.
14.
15.

">> ... "
"PLEASE BLOW INTO MOU'In:PIECE
''PLEASE

See number 8 •

. UNTIL TONE STOPS'~;
BLOW ( fl ashing)"

*"

See number 9.

16.

"PLEASE BLOW • U

17.

"SUBJECT TEST

18.

"PLEASE ATI'Ji.CH COLLECTOR
DEVICE AND DEPRESS STJ..RT
TEST SWlTCB"; "ATT1'.CR COLLECTOR
(flashing)".

19.

"AIR BLANK .Ui"

20 •

"PLEASE DET:ACH COLLECTOR
DEVICE AND DEPRESS START
TEST SWITCH"; "ATTACH
COLLECTOR (flashing)"

See number 13.

21.

"TEST COMPLETE"

Remove the evidence card after
i t is released by the
instrument.

-~it"

See number

11 •

Regardless of which mode sequence the Intoxilyzerssooo breath
analysis instrument is set to perform, activating S6 (Sample Capture
Option) programs the instrument to do three things:
1.

Request the attachment of a collector device following
completion of each breath sample analysis.

2.

Request the detachment of the collector device following
completion of the purge.operation succeeding each sample.
analysis.

3.

Print "SAMPLE CAPTURE REQUESTED" on the evidence card.

Toxtrap collector tubes·and a Toxtrap Holder are accessory items.
The Toxtrap holder can be purchased by ordering Part Number Oll109a
The following diagrams and test show the Toxtrap tube as well as the
Toxtrap Holder and give instruction on their use.

REPLY BRIEF
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1nstruction.s for Using the TbX'TRAP 'Collector Tube and TOXT'R>.P Bolder

Toxtrap collector· tubes are indiviQ.ually . ...,rapped;. in :,.ra·terptco"f
plastic bags. The. labeling on each plast:.i~ bag is important because
it gives the name of the breath analysis instrument the ·.tube -was
designed to be used with.
Therelore, prior to using a. Toxtrap
collector tube, make sure the label on the bag reads "USE WITH THE
1NTOXILYZE.Rs 5 000".
.
.

.
Two exhaust ports extend from the back of the instrument. On older
instruments, the ports are plastic quick-disconnect. connectors, one
male and one female.
On newer instruments the ports are .brass;
both are the same_ size.
On a standard instrument, the ports are
labeled PUMP EXHAUST/SAMPLE CAPTURE an~ BREATH EXHAtiST.
O~ an
instrument equipped with the Vapor Circulation option, ho-wever, the
ports are labeled SIMULATOR RLTURN and EXHAUST/SAMPLE CJ..l?TU'RE.

The Toxtrap Holder comes with three sets of quick-discionnect
co.nnectors
Two of the three set.s have connectors with hourglass
shaped collars.
The remaining set has connectors with round
collars.
The two types of connectors are not interchangeable.
In
other ~ords, a female connector with a round collar cannot be linked
to a male connector with an hourglass shaped collar.
w
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For clarity, the following instructions will ref er to the right and
left sides of the Toxtrap Holder as indicated below •.
Loft Sida

)

.

.

PreliJninary Hookup
1.

If the male connector inserted. in the- breath tube has a round
collar, replace it with a male connector having an hourglass
shaped ~ollar.

2..

on a standard instrum~nt, before. beginning a 'breat~ sample
analysis, insert a new mouthpiece in the end of the breath tube
and connect the tubing on the right side of the Toxtrap Holder
to the instrument's PUMP. EXHAUST/SAMPLE CAPTURE port. If the
port is brass, connect the tubing directly .to the port. If the
port is a plastic connector, insert the barbed end of a mating
connector into the end of the tubing before making the
connection.
See illustration below.

PUMP EXHAUST I SAMPLE CAPTURE port

708
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on an instrument equipped with the Vapor Circulation option, connect

the tubing on the right side of the Toxtxap Holder t~-the
EXHJ..UST /SAMPLE C.APTURE port.
If the port is brass, connect the
tubing directly to the port. If the port is a plastic connector,
insert the barbed end of a mating connector into the end of the
tubing before making the connection.

51MULA TOR RETURN port

EXHAUST /SA"'4PLE CAPTURE port

W'hen the instrument. displays a corranand requesting you to attach the
collector device, complete the following steps: ·

1.

Make sure the label on the bag enclosing the Tox~rap collector
tube reads "USE WITH THE lHTOXILYZER·~ 5000"'; then remove the
tube from the bag a~d the end caps from the tu.be.

709
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I rise rt the ends of the collector tube into the Toxtrap Holder

2.

as shown.

Remove the mouthpiece and connect the unattached tube bf the
Toxtrap Holder to the breath tube.

) .

4.

1

Depress the Start Test switch.
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When the instrument requests ·you to_ detach the collector device,
complete the following steps:
1.

Remove tbe Toxtrap collector tube from the Toxtrap Holder.

2.

Recap the Toxtrap tube.

3.

Disconnect the Toxtrap Holder from the breath tube; the Toxtrap
Holder may remain attached to the PUMP EXHAUST/SAMPLE CAPTURE
port on a standard instrument, or to the EXHAUST/SAMPLE CAPTURE
port on an instrument equipped with the Vapor Circulation
option.
·

4.

Depres_s the Start Test switch.
NOTICE

TO PREVENT UNNECESSAAY WE}.R OF THE TOXTRAP BOLDER, DO NOT hl..:U:M A
COLLECTOR TUBE TO REM.AIN IN THE TOXTRAP BOLDER FOR EXTENDED PERIODS

OF: TIME. CONNECT AfID DISCONNECT TEE COLL.ECT'OR ONLY WHEN-THE DISPLAY
REQUESTS YOU TO 1'.TI'1.CH AfID DETACH THE COLLECI'OR DEVICE;
Capturing Standards

Activating S6 (Sample Capture) .does not program the .instrument to
request the attachment of a.. collector. device following.a calibration
check.
Therefore, to capture a standard alcohol vapor from a wet
bath simulator, you must fill the sample chamber with the standard
alcohol vapor during the breatl). test mode.
The following steps
describe the procedure:
1.

Activating.,the Sample Capture option (S6 "on") and the AB.A mode
sequence (Sl "off", 52 and S3 "on''.).
Complete the Setup
Procedur-es on pages 18 and 19 and begin the .mode sequence by
pushing Start Test.

2.

When. the display reads "PLEASE BLOW INTO MOUTHPIECE UNTIL TONE
STOPS n; "PLEASE BLOW l flashing)", attach the outlet port of a
·.wet bath simulator containing a standard alcohol solution to
the breath tube.
l For additional information about the wet
bath simulator, see "Calibration" page 25).
·

3.

Fill the sample chamb~r ~ith the standard vapor by blowing into
the simulator's inlet port.

4.

Detach the simulator from the breath tube and capture the
standard alcohol vapor as you would a breath sample.

REPLY BRIEF
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Malfunctions and Displayed Error Messages
.:.

:.5

"Nerf-~ and the Diagnostic Checks

When one turns ~on.;;il\he !ntoxilyzer-~ SOOO · breatll. an~lysis instrument,

nNOT RF.ADY" appea·rs. on the display.
While ~iif :1'NOT READY", the
instrument purges its sample chamber; ini t~ializes the computer,
processor, and priQter; and deactivates the Start Test button. Upon
exiting "NOT READY'', the instrument performs the following
di agnostic chec}<.s Cr!'l its components and opera tiona-1 standards:

Component or.Standard
Being Checked·

Display Reads
1.

"PROM CHECK tttt"

the
is finding a
checksum of all program bytes
and is comparing it to an
EPROM chips on CPU board:
inst~urnen~

internal checksum.
'2.

"TEMP CHECK"

Temperature of the

sam~le

chamber.
3.

"CHECKING RAM.,

RAM chip on CPU board:
the
instrument is care.fully
checking each byte in RAM for

possible

~ailure.

4.

"PROCESSOR CHECK"

Output of the processor and
the stability of the signal.

5.

"PRINTER C1~~ c~"

Movement of the printer head.

If the unit locates a malfunction while performing the diagnostic
checks, the display gives an error message and a low-high tone
sounds intermittently for five seconds.
For example, if the
temperature of the sample chamber is too low, "TE.MP ERROR" appears
on the display and the low-high tone sounds. The Start Test button
remalns_ __d.e.activ<;.t.~~. \J,tJ.t~l the instrument completes the diagnostic
checks~. without finding a malfunction.·

..

-

'

.'112
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Given be low are the error messages that may appear on the display
during the diagnostics checks ·and. the actions . you should._ tQ..)(.e i~
response to a given error message:
Corrective 0perator

Displayed Error Message
"PROM ERROR

Press the Start Test button.
The instrument will return to
its initial "NOT READY"
condition and
subsequently perform the
diagnostic checks.
If the error message again
appears on the display, turn
the instrument off and.consult
a repair technician.

*~~"

"PRINTER ERROR"
II

RAM ERROR i

~ctions

**"

"PROCESSOR ERROR 1 OR 2" ·

three digit number
d.:..::;played with "DVM TEST"
is the processor 1 s output,
which normally ranges between
. 010 and . 600.
If the number
is between .010 and .600 or
equal to .010 or .600, press
the Start Test button. The
instrument will return to "NOT
READY" and subsequently
perfonn the diagnostic checks.
If the instrument again
displays "PROCESSOR ERROR 3 OR
4" followed by "DVM TEST
·~*~", turn the instrument
"of~" and consult a repair
technician.

"PROCESSOR 3 OR 4" displayed
for five seconds followed by
"D\l"M TEST ·~*i"

TI-:~

WhQn the displayed number is
less than .010 or greater than
.600, wait until the number is
between-·. 010 and··. 60-0- or equal
to . 010 or . 600 ~
then press
the Start Test button. If the
number remains out of range
after 10 minutes, turn off the
instrument and con~ult a
repair technician ..
~s

stated above, the Start Test button can now be pressed in
response to a displayed error message.
"PROCESSOR ERROR 5n

"IMPROPER

S~LE"

will appear

on the display when a subject
blows into the mouthpiece at
the wrong time.',"
REPLY BRJEF
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Af t e r c-o rn p 1 e t i n g the di a g nos t i c check. s "" i thou t f i n ding a
malfunction, the instrument displays "DIAGNOSTIC OK".
Next, the
instrument reactivates the Start Test button and fndicates that-it
is ready for- operation by displaying one of the following messages:
•!

CMI • • • • • INTOXILYZE.R-ALCOROL. A..l{ALYZER MODEL sooti---PUSB BUTI'ON TO
STAAT TEST";
"PUSH BUTI'ON (flashing)"; "TIME UHR UMIN"

11

or
"READY TO ST~T"

Time and Date Errors
.

.. .

Consult a repair technician if:
·.

1.

2.

The time or date. or both are erratic and "CLOCK ERROR" appears
periodically on the display accompanied. by a_ low_;high tone
sounding intermittently.
The instrument fails to update the time while turned "off".

other Error Messages
Following are other error mess.ages that may appear on the display.
The error messages ·are accompanied by a low-high tone sounding
intermittently for five seconds.

Meaning and
Corrective Qperator J..ction

Displayed Error Message

The microprocessor was unable
to obtain a stable reference
signal from the process~r.
The instrument halts the te·st,
ptints "U~ABLE TO OBTAIN

"UNSTABLE· REF"

ST.ABLE REFERENCE";

"1.NVAt.ID·

T.ES·T''., and· prepares itselt to
st.a-rt another.. test..
If the
i: n st ru.me nt is·. s·et in. ''-DVM
TEST" when "UNSTXELE · REF.'!
appears· o~ the display, the
instrument returns to· "t;_OT
READYft jollowed by the

diagn.ostic checks-.
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When the display reads "READY
T 0 S T A R T '' o r '' CM I
• • • •.
INTOXILYZER-ALCOHOL ~NALYZER
MODEL 5000---PUSH BUTTON TO
etc.'', begin another test by
pushing the Start Test button.
If "UNSTABLE REF" again
appears on the display, trip
the Computer Reset switch

located on the back of the
instrument.
The instrwnent
will return to "NOT READY" and.
subsequently perform the
d i a g no s t i c c h e c k s •
S e e.
"Diagnostic Checks" at the
beginning of this section:

"Malfunction and Displayed
Error Messagesfl.
If the
instrument completes th~
diagnostic .checks without
finding· a ma 1 function I try
,running another test.
If

again appears
on the display, turn the
instrument "off" and consult a
repair technician.

"UNSTABLE REF"

The Start Test button· was
pushed at the wrong time, the
evidence card· was pulled from
t h .e p r i n t e r ,
or t h e

"INVi\LlD TEST"

instrument's pump inadequately
purged.: the l?._a~ple ·c.harnber.

The instrument cancels the
test, prints "1NV1'.LID· TEST"
l if the evidence card was not
pulled from the printer) and
prepares itself to begin

another test.
When the display reads either
"READY TO START" or 'CMI •••.

.,

INTOXILYZER-~LCOBOL

.}

...
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ANALYZER

5000---PUSH BUTTON
etc." , begin another test by
pushing the Start Test button.
Make sure that the Start Test
button is pushed only at the
proper time and the evidence
card remains in the card slot
until. the instrument releases
it. If the instrument again

MODEL
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displays "INVALID TEST"
following the purge l~ir
Blank) operation, turn the
instrument "off'' and consult a
repair technician.
The instrument detected
residual mouth alcohol in the
subject's breath sample. The
instrument completes the mode
sequence, prints "INVALID
SAMPLE .XXX" in place of
II SUBJECT
TEST . i i i n, and
prepares itself to begin
another test.

"TNV1'..LID SAMPLE"

Since the normal body
piocesses eliminate residual
m.outh alcohol within 20
minutes, observe the subject
for at least 20 minutes before

beginning another breath·
analysis.
During the
observation time, the subject
may not smoke, eat, drink, or
introduce. any substance into
his mouth.
Furthermore, if
the subject regurgitates, note
the time and delay beginning a
breath analysis for at least
20 minutes.
"INHIBITED - RFl" .

High level radio frequency
interference is present. The
instrument halts the test,
prints "INHIBITED RF!"~
"INV.ALID TEST" and prepares
itself to start another test.
If th.e· instrument is set· in
" D v M T E· s T.... w h· e n . r a ·d i o
f·r~quency·
irrterjerence
activates the RFI detector,
the instrument· returns to· "NOT
READY" fdllowed by the
.·. diagnostic checks.
.

.

Locate tlie RFI s&ur~e ~nd
either remove the source f ram
the instrument's·· operational
environment or move. the
instrument to a new
environment free from RFI.
REPLYBRlEE
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The subject did not provide an
adequate breath saJ11ple within
three minutes. The instrument

"DEFICIENT SAMPLE"

displays "DEFICIENT SAMPLE";
11
SUBJECT TEST . 000'1 • The mode

sequence is completed and the
pr inter wi 11 print "'*SUBJECT
TEST .ODD" and "DEFICIENT
SAMPLE" on the bottom of the
evidence card.
The subject did provide a
breath sample, but of
deficient duration to meet the
instrument's minimum pressure,
time and slope requirements.
If the subject's breath sample
did not contain any alcoboi,
no B~C reading would be
apparent on the display and
after the normal waiting
·period for an acceptable
breath sample has expired, the
instrument would display
'\DEFICIENT SAMPLE''; "SUBJECT
TEST . 000". This information
would then be printed on the
evidence card.

-

If the subject's interrupted
breath sample of deficient
duration to meet the
instrument's minimum pressure,
time and slop~ iiquirements
contained any measurable
alcohol, then the highest
obtainable B~C value would be
displayed until the subject
stopped blowing and the
"PLEASE BLOW" ~essage ~ould
start flashing again. After
the normal waiting period for
an acceptable b~eath sample
has expired, the instrument
would di~play "DEFICIENT
SAMPLE" and then immediately
blank the sample cell.chamber.
The printer would then print.
"*SUBJECT TEST 1-.LCOHOL
PRESENT.,, no BAC value, and
"*DEFICIENT SAMPLE" on the
evidence card.

;

.-
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"INV;h..LlD MODE"

The Mode Selection switches
located on the side of the
instrument are set improperly. ·
)

Check and re~et the s~itches
before beginning another test.
(See "Switch· Priorities and
Invalid Mode" page
).
II

INTERFERENT"

The subject's breath. sample or

the standard alcohol vapor

from an attached wet b~th
simulat.or contained a
sub~tance; such as acetone,
that absorbs ~nf rared energy
in the same frequency. a~
alcohol absorbs.
The
instrument will complete the
mode sequence and print the
. subject 1 .s BAC value followed

by

II;.

INTER.FE.RENT DETECTED" •

N~te:

.The

instrument

In.toxilyzer..

sooo.

display
"INTERFiREN~". when a
measurable quantity of any
w~ll,

subs tan~ e . wb i.cb, abs.orbs
inf rared energy in the same

frequency as alcohol absorbs
is present in the sample
chamber.
Evidence Card Jammed in Printer
If an .evidence card·· jams i~ the. printer, push the Start Test button.
The instrument will invalidate the tes~ and try to return the
evidence card. 1.f the instrument doe not return the evidence card,
· gently pull the card from the printer. In the event tha,t a section
of.· the card tears off and remains j amrned in the printer, turn the
instrument "off" and consult a repair technician.
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G€neral Malfunctions
In the event of a general malfunction (e.g., the display gives
erratic information), take the following action(s):
l.

Push the Start Test button.

2.

If pushing "Start Test" fails to correct the malfunction, trip
the Computer Reset switch on. the back of the instrume.s.t to
return the instrument to nNOT RE.ADY".
See "NOT RE.ADY" and the
"Diagnostic Checks 11 at the beginning of this section:
"Malfunctions and Displayed Error Messages".

3.

If the instrument completes the diagnostic checks "1lithout
displaying error· me·ssage and the malfunction continues, turn
the instrument "off" and consult a repair.technician.

Preventative Maintenance
1.

To assure adequate clearance and ventilation, locate the
instrument at least one inch from a back wall and on a hard
surf ace;· i.e .., not on a surface covered with a rug-like
material. -.

2.

Keep·. the instrument away from e:x.tremes of temperature.
The
instrument's operational temperature range is 68° F to 86° F
· l 20° C to. 30.0 · C) ; storage temperature range is -2.0° F to 140° F
(.:.29c C t6"60c C).

3.

Keep the instrument clean and away from dust; any good glass
cleaner can be used to clean the instrument's outer surface.
You can purchase and optional dustcover by ordering Part humber
011110.
Power to. the instrument should be "off", however,
while the inst:rument is covered.

4..

To· prevent unnecessary wear of the instru.men.t' s mechanical
parts, turn the ~instrument "off" when not in use. far l.ong
periods of ·timEf.

5.

Do not place heavy objects on top of instrument.

6.

Every five years, a qualified service technician should replace
the clock battery on the CPU board.
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Service
The only user-serviceable parts of the !ntoxilyzer® 5000 instrument
are the fuse and the power cord.

Fu$• Holder

To change the fuse, unplug the power cord, unscrew the fuse holder,.
and replace the fus·e inside with Part Number 140037:
3 amp
Littlefuse 312 003.

·

Replace the Power Cord with Part Number 330196:

Corcom 80-1245

Power Cord.
If you experience continued difficulty in preparing the Intoxilyzer
5000 instruJnent for use·, do not operate t.he instrument µntil it has
been inspected by a qualified service technician. To determine the
appropriate course of action for specific problems,'contact the
CMl/MPH Service Department at 1-800-835-0690.

7.20
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